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Preface
The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), through its Evidence-based
Practice Centers (EPCs), sponsors the development of evidence reports and technology
assessments to assist public- and private-sector organizations in their efforts to improve the
quality of health care in the United States. The reports and assessments provide organizations
with comprehensive, science-based information on common, costly medical conditions and new
health care technologies. The EPCs systematically review the relevant scientific literature on
topics assigned to them by AHRQ and conduct additional analyses when appropriate prior to
developing their reports and assessments.
To bring the broadest range of experts into the development of evidence reports and health
technology assessments, AHRQ encourages the EPCs to form partnerships and enter into
collaborations with other medical and research organizations. The EPCs work with these partner
organizations to ensure that the evidence reports and technology assessments they produce will
become building blocks for health care quality improvement projects throughout the Nation. The
reports undergo peer review prior to their release.
AHRQ expects that the EPC evidence reports and technology assessments will inform
individual health plans, providers, and purchasers as well as the health care system as a whole by
providing important information to help improve health care quality.
We welcome comments on this evidence report. They may be sent by mail to the Task Order
Officer named below at: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 540 Gaither Road,
Rockville, MD 20850, or by email to epc@ahrq.gov.
Carolyn M. Clancy, M.D.
Director
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
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Structured Abstract
Objective: Care remains suboptimal for a substantial proportion of the more than 17 million
patients in the United States with diabetes. This review examines strategies for improving the
quality of care for adult type 2 diabetic patients, through changes in provider behavior and
modifications to the organization of care.
Search Strategy and Inclusion Criteria: The researchers searched the MEDLINE® database,
the Cochrane Collaboration’s Effective Practice and Organisation of Care (EPOC) registry,
article bibliographies, and relevant journals for experimental evaluations of quality improvement
(QI) interventions involving outpatient care for adults with type 2 diabetes mellitus. The
investigators included randomized or quasi-randomized controlled trials, controlled before–after
studies, and interrupted time series in which at least one reported outcome involved changes in
serum hemoglobin A1c or a measure of provider adherence to a recommended process of care.
Data Collection and Analysis: Two reviewers independently abstracted relevant data,
including classifying the components of each QI intervention as provider education, provider
reminders, facilitated relay of clinical information, patient education, promotion of selfmanagement, patient reminders, audit and feedback, organizational change, or financial
incentives. Certain categories were further subdivided into major subtypes (e.g., professional
meetings for provider education and disease management for organizational change). The
investigators also assessed the impact of clinical information systems as a mediator for
interventions of all types. They compared different QI strategies in terms of the median effects
achieved for glycemic control and for a generalized measure of clinician adherence. In addition,
linear regression analyses were performed using methodologic features and QI types as
predictors, taking into account baseline groups differences and study size.
Main Results: Fifty-eight articles reporting a total of 66 trials met the established inclusion
criteria. The most common interventions employed were organizational change in 40 trials,
patient education in 28 trials, and provider education in 24 trials. Fifty-two trials involved
interventions employing more than one QI strategy, with a median of 2 strategies per trial and a
maximum of 5. The included trials reported a median absolute reduction in HbA1c of 0.48%
(interquartile range: 0.20%, 1.38%), and a median improvement in clinician adherence of 4.9%
(interquartile range: 3.8%, 15.0%). Trials in the lower 2 quartiles of sample size reported
substantially larger effect sizes, as did non-randomized trials, strongly suggesting the presence of
publication bias, with publication of smaller non-randomized trials occurring more often when
reported improvements are large. Multifaceted trials reported a median reduction in HbA1c of
0.60% (interquartile range: 0.30%, 1.40%), compared to a median reduction of 0.0%
(interquartile range: -0.08%, 0.16%) for trials of a single intervention (p=0.01). The benefit of
employing more than one QI strategy appeared to persist among larger, randomized trials, but the
small numbers of studies limits the reliability of this impression. The investigators did not find
any specific type of QI strategy to confer unambiguous benefit. Provider education and disease
management were the only strategies to approach statistical significance, compared with
interventions absent these strategies.
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Conclusion: The authors’ analysis of quality improvement strategies for diabetes care showed
no particular type of QI to have an advantage over others, but suggested that employing at least
two strategies provides a greater chance of success than single-faceted interventions, in terms of
improving glycemic control or provider adherence. These conclusions are limited by probable
publication bias favoring smaller trials and non-randomized trials, and the confounding presence
of multiple QI strategies in a given intervention, as well as important patient and provider
factors, and organizational characteristics.
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Summary
Diabetes affects more than 17 million people in the United States alone. Taking into account
undiagnosed cases and cases of impaired glucose tolerance, one in seven Americans either has
diabetes or is at high risk for developing it. Despite a high-quality evidence base to aid providers
in treating diabetes and screening for its complications, the quality of diabetes care remains less
than optimal, with many patients not receiving established processes of care (such as eye and
foot screening), or achieving optimal outcomes (such as controlled glycosylated hemoglobin
levels).
To bring data to bear on the quality improvement opportunities cited by the Institute of
Medicine (IOM) in its 2003 report, Priority Areas for National Action: Transforming Health
Care Quality, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) engaged the Stanford–
UCSF Evidence-based Practice Center (EPC) to analyze the scientific literature on quality
improvement strategies for some of the 20 disease and practice priorities named in the IOM
Report. The resulting investigations focus on translating research into practice—identifying
those activities that increase the rate at which practices known to be effective are applied to
patient care in real world settings. In other words, the EPC research effort aims to help narrow
the “quality gap” that is in large part responsible for suboptimal health care practices and
outcomes. In addition to furthering the IOM’s quality agenda, this analysis also has been
prepared in support of the National Healthcare Quality Report (NHQR) (also see the National
Healthcare Disparities Report).
In this, the second volume of the Closing the Quality Gap series, the authors focused on
quality improvement in the management of patients with diabetes mellitus (Type 2 diabetes),
which accounts for more than 90% of diabetes cases in the U.S. Quality improvement targets
included measures of disease control (e.g., serum HbA1c, blood pressure) and provider adherence
(e.g., serial monitoring of serum HbA1c, control of hypertension, and management of other
cardiovascular risk factors, as well as monitoring for nephropathy, neuropathy, and retinopathy).
The carefully designed methodology used to review the vast amount of existing quality
literature on particular diseases is the result of collaborative efforts of the editorial team, in
consultation with several of the undisputed experts in the field. To ensure consistency in the
review, the editors developed a taxonomy of interventions that modifies several well-established
classification systems, denominating the QI strategies as follows:
1. Provider reminder systems
2. Facilitated relay of clinical data to providers
3. Audit and feedback
4. Provider education
5. Patient education
6. Promotion of self-management
7. Patient reminder systems
8. Organizational change
9. Financial, regulatory or legislative incentives
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For more information regarding the origins and details of the research framework developed
for the Closing the Quality Gap series, the statistical tools and analytical processes used
throughout, and the target audiences expected to benefit most from the series, please refer to
Volume 1—Series Overview and Methodology (AHRQ Publication No. 04-0051-1).
From an original sample of 3,601 potentially relevant articles, a total of 529 articles were
reviewed at the full text level. Of the 126 articles meeting criteria for complete abstraction,
approximately half dealt solely with patient education or self-management; these are likely to be
reviewed in a subsequent volume of the Closing the Quality Gap series addressing these patientfocused interventions as they apply to many chronic illnesses, and therefore were excluded from
this review. (Interventions involving patient education or self-management but including at least
one QI strategy directed at providers or organizational change were included in the present
review.) Thus, 58 articles, reporting a total of 66 comparisons, made up the final sample of
studies included in the present review.
Taken as a group, interventions in the included comparisons reported a median absolute
reduction in HbA1c of 0.48% (inter-quartile (IQ) range: 0.20% to 1.38%) above any reductions
observed in the control groups, and a median improvement in clinician adherence of 4.9% (IQ
range: 3.8% to 15.0%). Studies utilizing multiple QI strategies did appear to exert stronger
effects than single-intervention studies. The 32 multifaceted trials reported a median reduction in
HbA1c of 0.60% (IQ range: 0.30%, 1.40%), compared to no change (-0.08%, 0.16%) in trials of
single interventions (p=0.01). This finding does confirm one of the authors’ a priori hypotheses,
but nevertheless should be interpreted with caution. Given the small number of studies involved,
the lesser improvements associated with single-faceted interventions might relate to the specific
strategies employed in these studies, rather than any intrinsic inferiority of the single-faceted QI
interventions.
The investigators did not find any individual QI strategies to be unambiguously beneficial in
diabetes care. Provider education resulted in large median effects for both glycemic control and
clinician adherence, but these findings were of only borderline significance even before
correction for multiple comparisons. Interventions employing disease or case management
strategies resulted in significantly greater median reductions in serum HbA1c, compared with
interventions lacking any component of disease management (p=0.009), but this result would not
retain statistical significance after correction for the 10-15 comparisons in the analysis.
Moreover, the impact of disease management was not significant in the regression analysis,
which, in contrast to the median effects analysis, adjusted for study size and baseline differences
between the intervention and control groups. All other evaluated QI strategies (including the
integration of a computerized clinical information system) failed to improve serum HbA1c levels
or clinician adherence to an appreciable extent, when analyzed quantitatively.
Even when particular QI strategies (or combinations of strategies) were associated with
improved outcomes or processes, these effects exhibited a striking association with sample size
and trial design. For example, among the 38 trials reporting changes in mean HbA1c, those
falling in the lower two quartiles of sample size reported a median absolute reduction in serum
HbA1c of 1.30%, whereas those falling in the upper two quartiles reported a median absolute
reduction in serum HbA1c of only 0.21%. A similar (though not statistically significant)
relationship between sample size and study results was seen in studies of interventions targeting
increased provider adherence. The reviewers also found a correlation between trial design
(randomized vs. non-randomized) and the magnitude of the effect on QI targets such as provider
adherence. For example, randomized trials of a variety of interventions reported a median
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absolute improvement in provider adherence of 4.5% (QI range: 3.5%, 5.4%) compared with
18.0% (QI range: 17.2%, 21.0%) for non-randomized trials. Taken together, these findings
support the presence of a substantial publication bias, manifested by a greater propensity of
smaller studies with non-randomized designs to be published when they report large
improvements, rather than small or no improvement.
Also of interest was the discovery that studies reporting provider adherence exhibited a
significant association with study period, with more recent trials reporting smaller improvements
(regression coefficient: -0.04; 95% CI: -0.07 to -0.21, p=0.004). This finding appears related to
the fact that baseline adherence reported in both intervention and control groups improved over
time, presumably reflecting the general impact of passive relevant knowledge dissemination, as
well as more active QI initiatives. Whatever its etiology, this secular trend likely means that
demonstrating QI impacts becomes more difficult over time, at least in the realm of diabetes
care.
In summary, this review (which expands upon previous work by virtue of its scope and the
use of quantitative analysis of the effect of QI strategies on key outcomes) found that
multifaceted interventions may be more likely to exert positive effects on glycemic control and
(to a lesser extent) provider adherence than single interventions. The investigators were unable to
identify any individual QI strategy as clearly more effective than any other. The review also
uncovered probable publication bias, as well as a significant diminution of effect in more recent
trials.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Background
In the past decade, diabetes mellitus (DM) has reached epidemic proportions in the United
States. The disease now affects more than 17 million people nationwide.1 Include undiagnosed
cases and individuals with impaired glucose tolerance, and one in every seven Americans either
has diabetes, or is at high risk for developing the disease. Equally disturbing, the prevalence of
diabetes has increased by 60% since 1991,1 and there is a direct correlation with the increase in
obesity over the same period.2 As a result, diabetes is likely to pose a major public health
problem for decades to come.3
The past decade also has played witness to major advances in diabetes care, beginning with
the publication of the Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT) in 1993,4 followed by
the United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS) trials in the second half of the
1990s.5, 6 These studies clearly demonstrated that aggressive management of hyperglycemia
significantly improves quality of life, while reducing morbidity and mortality. Effective
treatment strategies also have been developed for the control of diabetes’ principal comorbid
conditions, hyperlipidemia and hypertension,7-9 and for the screening and early treatment of
complications such as retinopathy, neuropathy, nephropathy, and foot disease.10 Since diabetesrelated complications account for more than 200,000 deaths, 82,000 amputations, 38,000 new
cases of end-stage renal disease, and 12,000 cases of blindness annually, the implementation of
proven screening and treatment strategies could significantly reduce morbidity and mortality.1
Exact projections are difficult to establish, but evidence from the UKPDS trials shows that a
mere one point reduction in the average hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) could lead to a 25% decrease in
diabetes-related deaths.11 Morevoer, the National Committee for Quality Assurance estimates
that improved glycemic control could prevent 13,600 deaths annually in the U.S. alone.12

The Quality Gap
Diabetes care in the U.S. consistently has failed to meet recommended quality standards.
Data collected between 1988 and 1995 (derived from the Center for Disease Control’s
population-based Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System [BRFSS], as well as the National
Health and Nutrition Examination [NHANES] surveys) reveal significant quality gaps in the
treatment of diabetes and in screening for diabetes-related complications. Nearly one in five
diabetics has poor glycemic control (HbA1c level > 9.5%), more than one-third have elevated
blood pressure (> 140/90 mmHg) and more than half of diabetes patients have elevated LDLcholesterol levels (even under the more liberal National Cholesterol Education Program [NCEPII] guidelines, with unacceptable levels defined as > 130 mg/dl.).13 Diabetics also do not receive
appropriate screening measures: only 28% receive the recommended HbA1c measurements more
than once yearly, while just 55% obtain annual foot examinations, and 63% submit to an annual
dilated eye examination.13 These data were collected before publication and widespread
distribution of the DCCT and UKPDS results, but more recent data do not indicate significant
improvement.14 Racial and ethnic disparities persist as well. African Americans and Hispanics
are significantly more likely to die of diabetes-related complications than are Caucasians,1 while
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Native Americans and other vulnerable populations suffer under a disproportionate burden of
diabetes and diabetes-related morbidity and mortality.15
The National Committee on Quality Assurance (NCQA) used similar criteria to compile its
Health Plan Employer Data Information Set (HEDIS®), the basis for its annual “State of Health
Care Quality” report. The HEDIS data uses benchmarks established in 1997 by the Diabetes
Quality Improvement Project, a consortium of 13 public and private organizations including the
American Diabetes Association. In 2001, HEDIS data show that among patients with
commercial health insurance, 37% had an HbA1c greater than 9.5%, 45% had a blood pressure of
over 140/90 mmHg, and 50% had LDL-cholesterol of over 130 mg/dl.12 Process measures also
revealed disconcerting lapses: 19% of diabetics did not receive HbA1c measurements, 48% did
not receive retinal exams, and nephropathy screenings were not conducted for 54% of diabetic
patients.12 Thus, despite the continuing advances in diabetes treatment and an increased focus on
bridging quality gaps, many patients who should have adequate access to care are not receiving
guideline-concordant care.
Outpatient care for diabetes exemplifies the challenges of, and opportunities for, chronic
disease management. Involving patients in their own care, particularly with regard to education
and self-management, can improve health outcomes, as well as the diabetic patient’s quality of
life.10 However, the quality gaps that persist in the treatment and secondary prevention screening
processes demonstrate the pressing need to improve medical providers’ adherence to standards of
care in both of these areas. Management priorities have focused traditionally on glycemic
control, but control of hypertension and hyperlipidemia is of equal importance, given the high
morbidity and mortality from cardiovascular disease in diabetic patients. Regular monitoring of
long-term glycemic control and hyperlipidemia also should accompany traditional secondary
prevention measures such as screening for retinopathy (with dialation), neuropathy (with foot
exams) and nephropathy (with urine microalbuminuria); smoking cessation; as well as influenza
and pneumococcal vaccination.
A prior systematic review of this topic area16 examined articles from MEDLINE®, the
Cochrane Collaboration’s Effective Practice and Organisation of Care database (EPOC), and
related databases. The comprehensive search strategy identified a total of 41 articles involving
professional and/organizational interventions intended to improve diabetes management, though
it should be noted the review has not been updated to include articles published since 1999. The
results of the review suggest that multifaceted interventions and interventions involving
organizational change (i.e., those involving a change in the structure or delivery of health care)
could have a positive effect on key processes of care, though analysis of the identified studies
was purely descriptive.
With the exception of a recent review of disease management strategies,17 prior systematic
reviews have not included any quantitative synthesis of quality improvement (QI) strategies,
presumably because of study heterogeneity along multiple dimensions (e.g., trial design, study,
setting, variations in definitions of “provider education,” “audit and feedback,” “disease
management,” and other labels for QI strategies), as well as relatively small numbers of trials. In
this review, the authors have expanded upon the previous qualitative and systematic review of
strategies to improve diabetes care16 with the inclusion of more recent studies, and through the
use of quantitative analysis to better characterize the effectiveness of particular QI strategies.
They have also analyzed more general conclusions such as the relative impact of multifaceted
interventions or organizational interventions versus strategies targeting only behavioral change in
providers.
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Settings Goals for Clinical Care vs.
Performance Measurement
Recognizing the urgent need to improve the quality of diabetes care, the National Diabetes
Quality Improvement Alliance (NDQIA), a consortium of prominent organizations involved with
diabetic patient care and overall health care quality improvement efforts,* released updated
guidelines in May, 2003.18 The NDQIA report18 distinguishes between targets appropriate for
guiding the treatment of individual patients versus targets appropriate for measuring the
performance of a clinic or larger health care delivery system (Appendix A). For instance, the
NDQIA endorses the HbA1c < 7.0% as the optimal target for clinical care but, for purposes of
performance measurement, focuses on the percentage of patients with HbA1c below 9.0%. This
focus on “poor control as it pertains to performance measurement” versus “good control as it
pertains to individual patient care” reflects a recognition of various factors other than quality
issues that can influence the percentage of patients achieving optimal control. Further examples
of this awareness include variations in the degree to which local laboratories follow guidelines
for assay selection,19 comorbid conditions, frequency and severity of hypoglycemia, and patient
preferences, among other factors.
Studies included in this review have a tendency to specify the targets found in clinical
guidelines as their QI goals—although this was not part of the authors’ inclusion criteria. Rather,
the outcomes have been structured to accommodate expected variations in QI targets. These
outcomes are explained in Chapter 2, Methods.

Key Questions
In this review, the literature on quality improvement for diabetes care has been carefully
synthesized in an effort to address three questions:
1. Are there QI strategies that improve physicians’ treatment of diabetes and its
comorbidities?
• Can the control of hyperglycemia, hyperlipidemia, and hypertension be improved?
• Can microvascular and macrovascular complications be prevented?
2. Are there QI strategies that improve provider adherence to recommended monitoring?
• Which interventions improve physicians’ adherence to long-term glucose monitoring,
to screening for hyperlipidemia and hypertension, and to screening for complications
such as retinopathy, neuropathy, and nephropathy?
3. Are there QI strategies that improve patients’ adherence to treatment and self-care
measures?

*

Organizations include the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, American Academy of Family Physicians, American
Association of Clinical Endocrinologists, American College of Physicians, American Diabetes Association, American Medical
Association, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, National Institute of
Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, and U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, among others.
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Although screening and prevention of diabetes have become increasingly important, these
interventions lack a clear evidence base indicating a reduction in morbidity and mortality.10
Accordingly, the authors did not address questions related to screening for diabetes in this
review. (By contrast, the impact of screening for elevated blood pressure is well established, so
screening interventions are included in Volume 3, the hypertension review.)
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Chapter 2. Methods
Types of Quality Improvement Strategies
A variety of interventions have been tested with the goal of improving the quality of care for
common clinical conditions. From the literature, a conceptual framework has been developed for
the classification of quality improvement strategies (See Chapters 1-3). These interventions can
target organizations, providers, patient communities, or individual patients, and have been
evaluated in a wide variety of formats. For each study, reviewers described key features of the
intervention in free-text format and answered a series of questions designed to characterize the
intervention in terms of its component QI strategies. The taxonomy of QI strategies is defined as
follows:
Provider reminders—Information tied to a specific clinical encounter, provided verbally, in
writing, or by computer, that is intended to prompt the clinician to recall information (e.g., to
make medication adjustments or order appropriate screening tests), or to consider performing a
specific process of care. The phrase “tied to a specific clinical encounter” distinguishes reminder
systems from the audit and feedback strategy, where clinicians are typically presented with
summaries of their performance relative to a process or outcome of care over multiple
encounters.
Facilitated relay of clinical data to providers—Clinical information collected directly from
patients is relayed to the provider in situations where the data are not generally collected during a
patient visit, or when collected using a means other than the existing local medical record system
(e.g., transmission of a patient’s home glucose level). The investigators expected there to be
some overlap with the provider reminder systems strategy, but kept them separate at the
abstraction stage. This was done to allow for the possibility that the data could be subsequently
analyzed with and without collapsing the strategies.
Audit and feedback—Any summary of a health care provider’s clinical performance or an
institution’s clinical performance that is reported, either publicly or confidentially, to or about
the clinician or institution (e.g., the percentage of a provider's patients who have achieved or
have not achieved some clinical target). The practice of benchmarking refers to the distribution
of performance data from institutions or providers regarded as leaders in the field. It is
considered a type of audit and feedback, so long as local data is provided in addition to the
benchmark figures.
Provider education—Any intervention that includes one of the following three
substrategies: educational workshops, meetings (e.g., traditional Continuing Medical Education
[CME]), and lectures (live or computer-based); educational outreach visits (the use of a trained
person who meets with providers in their practice settings to disseminate information intended to
change the provider's practice); or the distribution of educational materials (published or printed
recommendations for clinical care, including clinical practice guidelines, audio-visual materials
and electronic publications).
Patient education—Live appearance patient education, for individuals or members of a
patient group or community, or via the distribution of printed or audio-visual educational
materials. Only those approaches that include patient education as part of a multifaceted strategy
were evaluated. Those in which patient education was the sole approach were excluded. One of
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the upcoming volumes in the Closing the Quality Gap series may be used to review the topic of
patient education with regard to its effect on a variety of chronic diseases, including diabetes.
Promotion of self-management—The distribution of materials (e.g., devices for glucose
self-monitoring) or access to a resource that enhances the patients' ability to manage their
condition, the communication of clinical test data back to the patient, or followup phone calls
from the provider to the patient with recommended adjustments to care. The authors expected
some overlap with the patient education and patient reminders strategies, but elected to separate
the strategies at the abstraction stage. This was done to allow for the possibility that the data
could be analyzed subsequently, with and without collapsing the strategies.
Patient reminders—Any effort directed toward patients that encourages them to keep
appointments or adhere to other aspects of self-care.
Organizational change—Changes in the structure or delivery of care designed to improve
the efficiency or breadth and depth of clinical care. These include the use of disease management
or case management tactics (coordination of assessment, treatment, and arrangement for referrals
by a person or multidisciplinary team in collaboration with or supplementary to the primary care
provider); other personnel or team changes; the use of telemedicine (communication and case
discussion between distant health care professionals); Total Quality Management (TQM) or
Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) approaches (quality problem cycles of measurement,
intervention design, implementation, and re-measurement); and changes to medical records
systems or hospital information systems. Three substrategies (disease/case management,
team/staffing changes, and medical records changes) also were extracted for analysis in studies
that identified organizational change as one of their multiple strategies.
Financial, regulatory, or legislative incentives—Interventions with positive or negative
financial incentives directed at providers (e.g., linked to adherence to some process of care or
achievement of some target patient outcome). This strategy also included positive or negative
financial incentives directed at patients, system-wide changes in reimbursement (e.g., capitation,
prospective payment, or a shift from fee-for-service to salary pay structure), changes to provider
licensure requirements, or changes to institutional accreditation requirements.
In addition to the aforementioned QI strategies, the authors had planned initially to abstract
data on intervention features such as social influence (e.g., local opinion leaders74, 75), the
involvement of top-level management, intervention designs based on a theory of behavior or
organizational change,76-78 and other potential “mediators” of intervention success.73
Unfortunately, the identified studies rarely explored these and other potentially relevant features
of intervention design.79 Moreover, few studies considered organizational context80 and local
attitudes and beliefs,81 so questions targeting these potential predictors of intervention success or
failure were eliminated from the abstraction forms and from the analysis.
The one “mediator” that reviewers anticipated would be reported with sufficient frequency
and detail was the use of clinical information systems, which was identified as a potential
predictor of success in a prior review.16, 43 For each article, therefore, the involvement of a
clinical information system in the design or implementation of the intervention was recorded
(regardless of QI strategy type). The potential roles identified in structured form were:
identification and/or group allocation of eligible patients or providers; reminders generated by
existing clinical information system; and decision support at point of care. Additional potential
roles include facilitated communication between providers (e.g., generation of e-mails between
members of care team); and audit data gathered from clinical information systems to design QI
strategy (e.g., audit and feedback, TQM, provider education, or financial incentives).
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Scope
This report focuses on quality improvement strategies that target adult patients with type 2
diabetes mellitus (DM). Type 2 diabetes accounts for 90-95% of diabetes cases in the United
States. It is the sixth leading cause of death among the general U.S. population, and is the
seventh leading cause of disability among adults.1 Numerous trials in this patient population
show that diabetes-related morbidity and mortality can be reduced with close adherence to
treatment guidelines. Accordingly, quality improvement strategies have a tendency to focus on
adult type 2 diabetics. The reviewers did not assess QI strategies for children with diabetes, due
to the higher prevalence of type 1 DM (although cases of type 2 DM also are on the rise among
children), as well as the unique challenges involved with the treatment of this patient population
and their potential to limit the applicability of QI strategies tested in the adult population. Studies
that focused exclusively on gestational diabetes also were excluded.
A wide range of interventions targeting patient behavior, individual provider behavior, and
systemic problems has been researched and implemented to address these quality gaps. As
documented previously, the treatment goals for diabetic patients are clear and well supported by
research. Providers can avail themselves of a variety of safe and effective treatments to help
patients reach these goals. Thus, the focus of this review is interventions that seek to change the
methods by which organizations or providers deliver care, with the goal of improving individual
patient outcomes. Studies that focused exclusively on patient behavioral changes were not
included in this review, but will likely be addressed in a future series report on patient education
and self-management as QI strategies for chronic illness.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The general inclusion criteria were described in the chapter on Methods, in Volume 1 of this
series. Briefly, included studies are required to:
•

Evaluate an intervention meeting the authors’ definition for quality improvement
(definitions summarized below);

•

Use an experimental or quasi-experimental design – including patient or cluster
randomized controlled trials (RCTs), quasi-randomized controlled trials (quasi-RCTs),
controlled–before after studies (CBAs), and interrupted time series (ITS) (as defined
below); and

•

Report at least one measure of disease control, provider adherence, or patient compliance,
(as defined below and in the abstraction forms in Appendix C), specifically related to
diabetes.

Many of the abstracted outcomes relate to blood pressure control and modification of
important cardiovascular risk factors (e.g., smoking cessation, weight loss). When a study
reported such outcomes but did not include any measures specifically related to glycemic control
or the prevention of diabetic complications (e.g., retinopathy, neuropathy, nephropathy, skin
ulcers), the investigators did not include it. For instance, a study of blood pressure control in
diabetics would be excluded from the present review if the only outcomes reported were related
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to hypertension. The study would, however, be eligible for inclusion in the hypertension review
(Volume 3 of this series).
Studies also were excluded when their outcomes consisted solely of provider or patient
understanding, satisfaction, or self-efficacy; or solely of costs and resource use (i.e., when these
outcomes were not accompanied by at least one measure of disease control, provider adherence,
or patient compliance).

Included Trial Designs
Randomized trials offer the best means of isolating the effects of a given intervention, as
patients in different study groups generally differ only with respect to their exposure to the
treatment (i.e., other known and unknown factors affecting relevant outcomes should be
distributed equally between the groups). Patient randomized trials and cluster randomized trials
have been included in the review for this reason. In the former, individual patients are assigned
randomly to an intervention group or a control group. Patient randomized trials represent the
gold standard for health care evaluations. For trials of QI interventions, however, the advantages
of patient randomized trials must be weighed against the disadvantage of contamination. Because
clinicians will care for patients in both study groups, the level of care received by the control
group patients may improve over the course of the trial. This could lead to an apparent null
result, despite the improvement in patient outcomes occuring as a result of the intervention.64
Cluster randomized trials seek to avoid this contamination by allocating the intervention
at the level of clinicians as individuals or groups (e.g., clinics as the unit of allocation). This
approach overcomes the problems of contamination at the cost of a decreased effective sample
size. Since patients within a given “cluster” receive their care at the same participating study
clinic, outcomes for these patients cannot be regarded as completely independent.65-72 The
statistical correction for this violation of independence decreases the effective sample size and,
as a result, the efficiency of the study. The choice of a clustered RCT versus patient RCT,
therefore, depends on the magnitude of the contamination across patients that would occur under
the latter design choice.68 The authors’ judgment regarding the appropriateness of the particular
choice made in a given trial did not have a direct impact on their analysis, as the effective sample
size was adjusted for cluster effects whenever the unit of analysis differed from the unit of
treatment allocation.

Terminology to Distinguish Studies, Interventions,
and Comparisons
Since the reviewed articles did not present their study data in a uniform fashion, the authors
adopted the following terminology to better describe the quality improvement interventions
reviewed for this volume:
When a single study led to multiple publications (articles) describing different aspects of
the study, (e.g., a methods article followed later by a results paper, or several results papers)
each publication was identified separately and all articles emerging from the same study were
reviewed together.
A single study may include several different study arms (groups of subjects), with
different QI interventions provided to the subjects in each study arm. These are often
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reported in a single published article. For purposes of analysis, the researchers regarded each
intervention that was studied in contrast to a control group as a separate comparison. For
example, a single study with one control group and three different arms receiving different
QI interventions (e.g., provider education and organizational change in one arm, patient
reminder and organizational change in another arm, audit and feedback in a third arm), was
compared with the control group, and was regarded (and listed in the Tables section) as three
comparisons. When an article reported several comparisons, the reviewers performed a
separate data abstraction for each comparison.
The intervention described in a particular study may be multifaceted, that is, it may
involve more than one QI strategy. For example, the intervention may consist of a
combination of provider education and provider reminders. A multifaceted intervention that
was applied to a single study arm and judged against the control group was treated as a single
comparison.

Literature Search and Review Process
The search strategy began with a broad electronic search of the MEDLINE® database from
January 1966 to July 2003 (the specific search is shown in Appendix B). The reviewers
augmented these results with a search of the Cochrane Collaboration’s (EPOC) database,20, 21
(which includes the results of extensive periodic searches of the EMBASE®, CINAHL®, and
MEDLINE® databases), as well as hand searches of article bibliographies and specific journals.22
They also performed their own MEDLINE® review because of slight differences in scope (e.g., a
desire to identify articles involving patient education or self-management only, even though they
may be included in a subsequent volume of this series, rather than in the present review). This
step was considered a means of enhancing the completeness of the EPOC database search, in an
effort to be as thorough and meticulous as possible.* 17, 21, 23-47
To meet the criteria for full abstraction, articles had to assess the effect of a quality
improvement strategy on disease control, provider adherence, or patient adherence in adults.
(Appendix C shows the structured abstraction forms used to guide these judgments.) A total of
529 articles merited full-text reviews. These involved two independent reviewers, at least one of
whom was a core investigator or senior methodologist (as opposed to a trained research
assistant). At the full-text level, reviewers abstracted basic information on the study design,
quality improvement strategy, and variety of outcomes. (The complete full-text abstraction form
also is shown in Appendix C.) All disagreements were resolved by consensus.

Publication Bias
Publication bias refers to an overestimation of effect size, and is due to the preferential
publication of positive studies. Given the absence of a single, well-established analytic method
for detecting or correcting the effects of publication bias,48-50 the preferred approach to
preventing this source of error is a thorough search for unpublished research.51-53 Unfortunately,
*

The EPOC Web site reports a sensitivity of 92.4% for the registry’s search strategy and precision of 18.5%, but the gold
standard of hand searching included a fairly limited sample of journals and somewhat outdated time periods: Medical Care
(1969-95), BMJ (1992-94), and full text searching from the Ovid Biomedical Core Collection all original and miscellaneous
articles from Annals of Internal Medicine, BMJ, JAMA and Lancet (1995-96).
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the search for unpublished quality improvement trials is complicated by a paucity of welldefined and centralized information resources. Unlike research into topics of clinical care, (e.g.,
determining the best drug to use in the event of heart failure or the preferred test for pulmonary
embolism), there are no relevant clinical trial registries for QI strategies or pharmaceutical
companies to query for unpublished data. For disease-specific reviews, as opposed to reviews of
general strategies (e.g., audit and feedback,54 provider education,55, 56 disease management,17
etc.), some conference proceedings related to the disease or specialty may exist. To that end, the
conference proceedings of several prominent meetings in endocrinology and diabetes care were
reviewed.
Another problem that may exacerbate the impact of publication bias on reviews of quality
improvement studies involves the research often conducted by personnel interested in pragmatic,
local quality improvement. The results of such studies may be less likely to be submitted for
publication, while investigators involved in clinical research trials generally have a stronger
incentive to publish. And though publication bias may occur at the level of journal acceptance, it
is unlikely that investigators would opt not to submit their work anywhere, simply because the
trial had a negative finding. By contrast, some quality improvement studies may be undertaken
by personnel for whom quality assurance activities are a part of their job descriptions. The
emphasis often is placed on measures of success in such instances, rather than on research
dissemination. In effect, the incentive to publish may be particularly low when the evaluation
result is negative.
One exception to the generalization regarding the dearth of sources for unpublished QI trials
is the Health Care Quality Improvement Program (HCQIP) database, maintained by the U.S.
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS).57 This database includes descriptions of
research projects conducted by Medicare Peer Review Organizations (PRO), now called Quality
Improvement Organizations (QIOs). Unfortunately, the relatively unstructured format of these
project narratives makes for time-intensive searches. And while recent changes to the database
denied the reviewers access during the timeframe of this project, they plan to revisit the access
issue for future topics in the series.
The difficulty in obtaining unpublished QI trials and vulnerability to publication bias were
incentives for analyzing the studies in terms of median effect sizes. As described in greater detail
in the Methods section of Volume 1, the investigators summarized their findings for a given QI
type or study feature by reporting the median effect size achieved by the studies (e.g., the median
effect on HbA1c reported by studies sharing a specific QI strategy). Publication bias is more
likely a factor in smaller, low quality studies.52, 58-63 When the results are similar to other studies,
they will have little effect on the median. When the results report larger effects for a given
intervention, they will not affect the median so long as their total number is small.

Outcome Measures
Investigators targeted three broad categories of study outcomes: measures of disease control,
measures of provider adherence to recommended care, and patient adherence to prescribed
medications and self-care recommendations. Measures of disease control included intermediate
clinical outcomes such as HbA1c and blood pressure, as well as clinical endpoints such as
mortality, cardiovascular events, vision loss, and amputation. Quality improvement studies
generally have insufficient power to detect changes in morbidity and mortality, as such studies
require large numbers of patients and lengthy observation periods.82 Accordingly, the focus
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shifted to intermediate clinical outcomes as measures of disease control, especially serum HbA1c
and blood pressure. HbA1c levels have a well-established connection to glycemic control over
time and to the prevention of important diabetic complications.4-6, 11 Management of
cardiovascular risk factors—especially control of hypertension—now is recognized for being as
important to diabetic patient outcomes as glycemic control.7 Similarly, studies that promoted
provider adherence to measures shown to prevent diabetic complications also were made a
priority. Serial monitoring of serum HbA1c, blood pressure, and cholesterol, as well as
monitoring for nephropathy (with microalbuminuria), neuropathy (by foot examinations), and
retinopathy (with dilated retinal examinations) are widely accepted care practices (see Appendix
A).
Guidelines for the care of diabetic patients continue to evolve, and significant changes have
occurred within the last half-decade alone. While recommendations for optimal glycemic control
have remained stable, new data have led to recommendations for tighter blood pressure and
hyperlipidemia control.83, 84 The NCEP-III guidelines for cholesterol management were issued in
2001, and the latest Joint National Committee on the Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and
Treatment of High Blood Pressure (JNC-VII) recommendations for hypertension management
were announced in 2003. These guidelines support an LDL-cholesterol target of < 100 mg/dl and
a blood pressure target of < 130/80 mmHg, for diabetic patients. But most of the quality
improvement strategy trials reviewed for this study were undertaken in years when less
restrictive guidelines were in place, and therefore contain targeted goals that would be
considered suboptimal by current standards. Since the focus of this review was to identify
effective strategies for implementation, the investigators opted to include studies designed to
improve provider adherence with the targets deemed acceptable at the time of the original
study—even in those instances where they no longer were consistent with present guidelines.
Core outcomes were abstracted using a structured format, in an effort to permit quantitative
analysis. For measures of disease control, the core outcome consisted of changes in serum HbA1c
and blood pressure. Serum lipids, creatinine, and outcomes related to retinal disease and foot
ulcers also were captured, with the expectation that such outcomes were reported in too many
different formats across studies to permit their inclusion in the quantitative analysis. (As
mentioned previously, investigators also included clinical endpoints such as death and
amputation, but expected studies to report these infrequently and to be underpowered to detect
differences across study groups.) For measures of provider adherence, outcomes were captured
as reported in the study, but all adherence outcomes were categorized in terms of broad
categories:
•

Adherence to guideline targets for frequency of glycemic control assessment (e.g.,
measuring HbA1c at least once within a specified time period).

•

Adherence to recommended screening practices for ophthalmologic complications (e.g.,
performance of, or referral for, dilated retinal exam).

•

Adherence to recommended screening practices for renal complications (e.g., checking
urine microalbumin).

•

Adherence to recommended screening practices for neuropathy or foot-related
complications (e.g., performance of, or referral for, foot examination).

•

Adherence to treatment choices for achieving glycemic control (e.g., making specific
medication choices).
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•

Adherence to guideline targets for managing blood pressure or cardiovascular disease.

•

Adherence to recommendations for patient education or counseling regarding dietary
regime, exercise, smoking, and other lifestyle factors.

For measures of provider adherence, the investigators stipulated outcomes data sourced from
chart reviews, direct observations, and clinical information systems, but not from provider selfreporting. They did permit data taken from patient self-reporting, for patient adherence
outcomes.
Patient outcomes were collected in a similar fashion for two broad categories: adherence to
prescribed medication regimens; and for adherence to self-care practices (e.g. self-monitoring of
blood glucose, recommendations for diet and exercise, and keeping appointments). In accordance
with a recent systematic review of strategies designed to increase adherence to prescribed
medication regimens,46 studies were included only if they reported at least one treatment
outcome in addition to measures of adherence.
For outcomes involving medication adherence, investigators also made an effort to record the
method of measurement, relative to the following categories: laboratory confirmation (e.g., the
detection of a drug or metabolite in blood or urine, including biochemical assays for smoking
cessation); pharmacy data (e.g., filled or refilled prescriptions); specially designed dispensers
that record medication use, home medication counts, office medication counts (e.g., patients
bring in bottles with unused pills); patient self-report (via interview or survey). While the
number of studies reporting medication outcomes was anticipated to be too few to permit the
incorporation of these measurement categories into the analysis, the data was captured in
preparation for the final volume in this series and the possibility that sufficient studies may be
found to examine their impact across the various priority topics.

Formats for Reported Outcomes
The investigators anticipated four basic formats for reporting outcomes. Results could be
reported at the provider level (e.g., mean blood pressure for patients cared for by a particular
physician or group of physicians), or patient level (e.g., mean HbA1c for individual patients in a
particular clinic). These outcomes also could be reported as a summary measure for a group
(e.g., mean blood pressure), or as the percentage of patients within a certain range (e.g.,
percentage of patients with HbA1c < 9.5%). Most studies were expected to report summary data
at the patient level, as the clinical significance is more immediately evident. The full-text
abstraction forms were devised to target the following measures:
•

Reductions in HbA1c , systolic blood pressure (SBP), and diastolic blood pressure (DBP)
were reported as mean and standard deviation† for each study group before and after the
intervention;

•

Changes in adherence to a process of care were reported as the percentage of patients in
each group who received the process of care before and after the intervention; changes in
patient adherence to a recommended process of self-care or a medication regimen was

†
Where standard error of the mean (SEM) was reported, we calculated the standard deviation (SD) based on SEM =
SD/SQRT(N), for sample size N.
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defined similarly as the percentage of patient adherence in each group at baseline and
following the intervention.
Investigators also had planned to document disease control outcomes reported as a percentage of
patients with HbA1c, SBP, or DBP decreases within a target range. The same was true for
adherence outcomes, framed as summary measures applied to providers rather than patients (e.g.,
in trials where clinicians were randomized, the reviewers expected some studies would report
summary scores for clinicians in each group rather than for all patients within each group). So
few studies reported outcomes in this manner, however, that the researchers changed their
abstraction form and analytic plan to focus on outcomes reported in the formats listed previously.

Analysis
The Median Reported Effect as a Summary Measure
In addition to descriptive and qualitative analyses, two more forms of analysis had been
planned. The first involved the calculation of a “median effect” among outcomes within a given
category (e.g., all provider adherence outcomes reported by a given study) so that studies
exhibiting the same features could be compared in terms of a common metric. Following the
method employed in a recent systematic review of strategies for guideline implementation,85 the
researchers identified in each study the adherence outcome that exhibited the median
improvement attributable to the intervention. For example, if a study reported one outcome
involving adherence to a guideline for checking HbA1c, another related to screening for retinal
disease, and a third outcome for delivery of patient education, investigators calculated the net
improvement attributable to the intervention for each outcome. The net improvement in
adherence was calculated as (Post-intervention adherence – Pre-intervention adherence)Study group
- (Post-intervention adherence –Pre-intervention adherence)Control group. Then the median value
among values for the net improvement in adherence was calculated. This median value was
regarded as the primary adherence outcome for that particular study.
Outcomes were not combined for measures of disease control, so the net reduction in HbA1c,
SBP, or DBP attributable to the intervention was reported.‡ However, in analyzing the impact of
a particular QI type or study feature (e.g., trial design), investigators did report a similar “median
effect” across studies, such as the median reduction in HbA1c reported by RCTs versus CBAs, or
the median reduction in HbA1c reported by all studies employing a given QI type.
Focusing on median effects rather than average effects helped to eliminate skewing in the
summary measure, based on one or two outliers with particularly large or small effect sizes. The
reviewers regarded this effect as particularly important, given the aforementioned difficulty in
accounting for publication bias. They considered the calculation of a weighted median, with
weighting based on sample size, in order to avoid studies with equal weights, irregardless of size.
But weighted medians are not as straight forward as weighted means, especially when the aim is
to preserve the original significance of the effect size (e.g., the relation to a reduction in HbA1c or
SBP in the units used for those outcomes). Therefore, instead of applying a variable weighting
scheme, investigators examined the median effect sizes by different strata of study sample size

‡

The net change in a disease control measure such as HbA1c was calculated as (Post-intervention HbA1c – Pre-intervention
HbA1c)Study group – (Post-intervention HbA1c – Pre-intervention HbA1c)Control group.
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(e.g., comparing the median effect among studies with sample sizes in the lowest quartile against
those in the highest quartile, or those in the lower half versus the upper half.
A simple non-parametric assessment—the Mann-Whitney rank-sum test—was used when
possible to ascertain differences in median effects.86 Such comparisons were possible only for
mutually exclusive categories (e.g., randomized versus non-randomized trials) or for all
interventions with a particular QI strategy compared with all those lacking the same strategy. It
was not possible, however, to compare one strategy with another because of the frequent overlap
between the two groups, and the contribution of the same interventions to the two medians.

Standardization of Direction of Effect
To avoid confusion regarding the direction of effect, investigators standardized all outcomes
so that a positive change would reflect improvement. Thus, all reported changes in HbA1c and
blood pressure are reductions, and a positive change always can be interpreted as an
improvement. For adherence outcomes, the adherence target was constructed in such a way that
an increase in the outcome always corresponded to an improvement. Thus, if a study reported an
outcome involving the percentage of clinicians who failed to perform some process of care, the
complementary percentage of clinicians who succeeded in performing the targeted process of
care was used. Similarly, if a study reported an outcome involving the delivery of an undesirable
process of care (e.g., prescribing a medication regarded as harmful), the complementary
percentage of clinicians who did not perform the adverse process of care was used, so that a
positive change would better indicate improvement.

Accounting for “Cluster” Effects
“Clustering” was anticipated in a substantial number of studies for which the unit of analysis
and unit of allocation differ (e.g., providers or clinics randomized, but patient level outcomes
analyzed). Clustering is significant in that patients within a cluster are not independent (i.e.,
patients at one clinic have a greater resemblance to one another than to patients at other sites, or
those cared for by other providers in the trial). Unit of analysis errors do not affect point
estimates for effect sizes, but they may spuriously narrow the associated confidence interval,
leading to potential false-positive trial results.65-72 To avoid the same inflation of precision in
this analysis, investigators calculated an effective sample size for each study.§ From the
perspective of this analysis, the degree to which investigators acknowledged or accounted for
cluster effects did not affect the analysis, forepart from the fact that investigators who did
consider cluster effects in the design or analysis of the trial were more likely to report data such
as the number of providers randomized, rather than just the total numbers of patients in each
group. They also were more likely to provide more technical details, such as values for the intracluster coefficient (ICC). Because so few studies reported ICC values,87-89 the reviewers used
values derived from published estimates.67 (Appendix F shows the calculation of effective
sample sizes and presents sensitivity analyses based on the range of published ICC values.)

§

Effective N = (km) / (1 + (m-1)r) where k is the number of clusters and m is the number of observations per cluster and r is the
intra-cluster coefficient. When r = 0, then N = km. When r = 1, then N = k.65-72
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Regression Analysis
For the more involved quantitative analyses—meta-regression analysis of included studies—
investigators used a more conventional measure of effect size, defined as the difference between
the means of the intervention and control arms divided by the pooled estimate of the within
group standard deviation.** These formal effect sizes, and the above median effect measures,
were constructed in such a way that a positive result always reflected improvement (e.g., a
positive reduction in average HbA1c or a positive improvement in adherence).
Specifically, regression models were constructed using the pre-intervention effect size (ESPre)
as a predictor variable. Initially, each methodologic feature or QI strategy was modeled with
ESPre to evaluate its effect on the post-intervention effect size (ESPost). Investigators subsequently
developed multivariate models, using multiple components as an individual feature’s covariates,
in order to independently assess the effect of an individual feature after adjustment for other
components. This model assumed no important interactions between types of QI strategies,
provider factors, or other potential predictors. This assumption may be overly simplistic, but it
was considered reasonable in the context of this exploratory analysis.
Linear regression was carried out as Y = β0 + β1X1 + β2X2, with X1= ESpre and the dependent
variable, Y, corresponding to the outcome of interest—a measure of disease control such as
HbA1c or the “summary adherence” outcome described above, in which the value for each study
corresponds to the adherence outcome with the median effect among the outcomes reported by
the study. ESpre was retained as a predictor in all analyses because of expected baseline
differences between the study and control groups and their role as important covariates, even
when these differences did not meet conventional thresholds for statistical significance. This
point is discussed in detail in the analysis of trials reporting changes in a target measurement
rather than single endpoints (Volume 1, Chapter 2: Methods).
Briefly, investigators often assume that if a study is randomized, baseline values of the
outcome of interest (e.g., baseline HbA1c in the control and study groups) can be handled in the
manner of basic demographic and clinical features reported typically as subject characteristics in
a “Table 1.” Despite the common practice of reporting p-values in a “Table 1,” assessing
baseline differences is philosophically unsound. If randomization has been carried out
appropriately, any observed differences have, by definition, occurred on the basis of chance.90-94
More importantly, even when baseline differences do not have p-values below 0.05, such
differences may nevertheless exert significant effects on the observed results.90-94 If the
correlation is low (less than approximately 0.3), using change score from the baseline value will
add variation, so the followup score is more likely to show a significant result. Conversely, if the
correlation is high (greater than approximately 0.6) using only the followup score will lose
information and the change score is more likely to prove significant.95
Only four studies96-99 (including one excluded at Stage 3) reported average change scores per
patient (e.g., post-intervention HbA1c – pre-intervention HbA1c) accompanied by a value for the
standard deviation of the change score. These four studies contributed two values each (one per
_

_

_

_

**

Effect size = (XI - XC) / Sp where XI is the mean for the intervention group, XC is the mean for the control group and Sp is the
pooled within groups standard deviation, which is calculated from:
Sp2 = ( (NI – 1) SI2 + (NC – 1) SC2) / (NI + NC – 2). NI and NC are the intervention and control sample sizes and SI and SC are
the intervention and control standard deviations.
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study group), permitting estimation of the correlation between baseline and followup values
according to the equation: SDx-y = SDx2 + SDy2 – 2*SDx*SDy*ρ, where ρ represents the
correlation between the pre- and post-intervention measurements. The calculated values for ρ
had a median of 0.64 [inter-quartile (IQ) range: 0.50,0.72]. Given this range of values for
correlation within groups, baseline differences between the study groups were considered a
necessary predictor in the regression analyses.

Multiple Comparisons and A Priori Hypotheses
Meta-regression analysis amounts to studying the epidemiology of a population of trials. In
other words, despite the experimental nature of the trial, this analysis is essentially observational.
Moreover, the number of trials (in the range of 10 to 60, depending on the QI strategy and
outcome being reported), while reasonable for a conventional meta-analysis addressing a focused
question (Is Treatment A superior to Treatment B?) with one or two potential confounding
variables, is relatively small for an analysis with at least 10 to 15 potential variables of interest.
As outlined in Table 4 of Volume 1, Chapter 2, in this series, potential predictors of intervention
success or failure include features of trial methodology, the setting in which the trial occurred,
attitudes of clinicians towards the QI target, organizational support for the intervention, and
many other potential predictors. Investigators were unable to adequately incorporate some of
these into this analysis, while others proved too elusive to be abstracted in a consistent and
accurate manner.
Given the aforementioned considerations and the sheer number of comparisons considered in
the analysis, any significant findings should be regarded as exploratory and solely for the
purpose of generating hypotheses, regardless of adjustments to the threshold for statistical
significance. In this context, more important than the actual correction is the degree to which
significant findings relate to an a priori hypothesis. In the case of this review, the only specific
hypotheses were as follows:
• Trial design may have a significant impact on results, with randomized trials
expected to show lesser effect sizes
Despite the epistemological superiority of randomized trials, the magnitude of bias
introduced by well-conducted non-randomized trials and other observational research is
surprisingly modest. Moreover, the direction and magnitude of bias do not appear to be
consistent (i.e., observational studies may under-or over-estimate true effects to varying
extents).100-102 It should be noted, however, that comparisons of results from randomized
and non-randomized trials have been used for clinical efficacy research, not for quality
improvement research. The significance of this distinction is that potential confounders
are far better known for the former, based on the results of previous clinical research and
a much greater understanding of the relevant pathophysiology, than exists for our
understanding of behavioral change, organizational theory, etc.
Thus, QI trials may be more susceptible to confounding by unknown variables, both at
the level of trial design and analysis. For this reason, the investigators expected study
design to exert an influence on the results of QI studies. They had no hypothesis about the
direction of this effect, apart from the likelihood that publication bias would exert a
greater influence on non-randomized trials, and that the positive trials would be over-
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represented among the non-randomized trials to a greater degree than the randomized
trials.
• Study period may be an important predictor, but the authors had no hypothesis
about the direction of effect
There are three reasons for which the study period was considered a potential predictor or
confounder: showing an effect might have become more difficult over time if care has
improved in response to previous QI studies (higher baseline adherence, as might occur
over time, was in fact associated with smaller effects in the recent update of the Cochrane
review of audit and feedback54); study design has probably improved with time, as may
be the case for intervention design (e.g., the type and number of QI strategies employed);
regardless of baseline adherence, QI targets may have become harder to achieve because
what counts as adherence has changed (e.g., guidelines recommend lower target levels for
serum HbA1c, blood pressure, lipids) and the newer targets are generally more difficult to
achieve.
These factors could exert an influence opposite that of the effect, so the investigators had
no hypothesis regarding the net impact of study period on QI trial results.
• Number of QI strategies
The number of QI strategies employed is at least as important as the choice of strategies
(e.g., multifaceted interventions are more likely to succeed than interventions using a
single QI strategy103). Two recent reviews—one of strategies to promote guideline
implementation85 and one on audit and feedback as a QI strategy54—have called into
question the widely held view that multifaceted strategies are superior to single-faceted
ones. The authors considered this hypothesis worthy of examination, in terms of its
practical value to those engaged in QI work and research, and the likelihood that this
review would involve sufficient data to address the question. (By contrast, the researchers
expected relatively small numbers of studies for any particular QI type.)
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Chapter 3. Results
Search Yield and Results of Article Review Process
Figure 1 depicts the article search and review process, with the results at each step. The
MEDLINE® search using PubMed® yielded a total of 3,601 citations. Searching the EPOC
database produced an additional 104 articles deemed relevant for full abstraction, of which 12
articles104-115 reporting 16 trials, met full inclusion criteria. (Conversely, the MEDLINE® search
identified 10 articles82, 87, 89, 116-122 evaluating 11 trials, which were not indexed in the EPOC
database.) The manual search yielded an additional 77 articles, though only two of these23, 24 met
the inclusion criteria for this review.††
A total of 529 articles merited full-text review. Of these, 139 were deemed “not a quality
improvement or not an evaluation” and were excluded. This relatively large number of articles
outside the scope of the review reflects the fact that 97 of the citations contained no abstract, and
so they could not be screened out at Stages 1 or 2. Other reasons for exclusion after full text
review included: excluded topic (22 articles); study design failed to meet the criteria for RCTs,
quasi-RCTs, CBAs, or ITS (176 articles); no eligible outcomes (42 articles); duplicate or
overlapping articles (14 articles); publication prior to 1980 (three articles); and other reasons (six
articles), including one abstract not yet published or available as a manuscript from the
authors.123 One published article could not be obtained.124, 125 (Figure 1 identifies all six of the
articles excluded as “other,” and Appendix G lists all citations excluded after the full text review,
along with reasons for the exclusions.)
As shown in Figure 1, a total of 126 articles merited full abstraction. The intervention in 68
of these articles consisted solely of patient education or promotion of self-management. These
articles are listed in Appendix D and their results will likely be analyzed in another volume of
this series that focuses on patient education and self-management. Those articles involving
patient education in combination with other interventions were included in the present review.
The study sample for the review consisted of 58 articles, reporting a total of 66 comparisons
(Table 1).

Features of the Included Studies
Demographics. Table 1 displays the included 66 trials, along with descriptions of the trials
with regard to setting, design, and QI strategies. (Appendix E presents structured summaries of
the results for each of these studies.) Roughly half (29 articles reporting 34 comparisons) were
published in the 1990s, 88, 96, 97, 106, 108-110, 115, 116, 120, 122, 126-144 while 24 articles (reporting 26
comparisons) were published in 2000 or later.82, 87, 89, 98, 104, 107, 112-114, 117-119, 121, 145-155 Only five
articles (reporting six comparisons) were published in the 1980s.105, 111, 156-158 Roughly half of
the comparisons (36 studies; 55% overall) were conducted in the United States. Twelve studies
82, 87, 104, 126, 129, 130, 134, 140, 142-144, 154
(involving 13 comparisons) selected patients with poor
glycemic control, poor adherence to medications or clinic attendance, the presence of specific
††

The relatively low yield of the manual search likely reflects the existing contribution of hand searching to the EPOC registry.
Also, a substantial number of articles identified by the manual search involved patient education or self-management only. While
they did not meet inclusion criteria for the present review, they will likely meet criteria for inclusion in a forthcoming volume of
this Series focusing on patient education and self-management.
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comorbid conditions (e.g., hypertension, hyperlipidemia, coronary artery disease, obesity,
tobacco use), or advanced illness (e.g., specific and previously documented diabetic
complications such as nephropathy, neuropathy, or retinopathy).
Many studies omitted key data elements. For instance, among the 33 studies reporting mean
reductions in HbA1c, 10 articles (reporting 12 comparisons) did not provide standard deviations
or standard errors of the mean,88, 89, 112, 121, 137, 141, 143, 152, 153, 157 and four studies provided no
baseline HbA1c values for either study group.88, 107, 120, 156 Similarly, among the 26 studies
reporting at least one measure of provider adherence, nine articles (reporting 10 comparisons)
included no baseline values for any of the adherence outcomes.110, 111, 119, 120, 122, 127, 130, 154, 155
Methodologic features. Forty seven (71%) of the included trials had a randomized
design,82, 87-89, 97, 98, 104, 106, 107, 110, 112, 114-117, 121, 126-133, 135, 136, 139, 140, 143-150, 152-157 while one used a
quasi-randomized design,96 and another 18 were controlled before–after studies.105, 108, 109, 111, 113,
118-120, 122, 134, 137, 138, 141, 142, 151, 158
The investigators identified numerous uncontrolled before–
after studies, but none of these met the adopted EPOC criteria for inclusion as a time series,
which mandates data from at least three time points in the pre- and post-intervention periods.159
Thirty-five of the included trials involved clustering (i.e., unit of analysis differed from unit of
allocation‡‡).87-89, 96, 105, 107-110, 113-115, 119, 121, 122, 129, 132, 137, 138, 141, 145, 147-149, 151-153, 155, 157, 158 The
number of clustered units per trial ranged from a low of one clinic, team, or firm per study
group96, 109, 114, 119, 137, 153 to a high of 247 (with clinicians as the unit of allocation).149 Only three
clustered trials reported ICC values.87-89 One of these studies87 reported ICC values for each of
the seven adherence outcomes identified in the study. These values ranged from 0.02 to 0.33, and
the researchers used the median (0.18) to calculate the effective sample size for the adherence
outcomes in this study. The additional two studies reported ICC values for measures of disease
control. In one case,88 the ICC = 0.045 and 0.047. The other89 used a value of 0.07 in performing
the power calculation, though the rationale for choosing this number was unclear. Since the
remaining studies did not report ICC values, the investigators assigned values based on data from
the literature.67
Reported outcomes. The included studies reported a wide range of specific outcomes, with
51 studies reporting at least one measure of disease control and 26 reporting at least one measure
of provider adherence. Only nine studies meeting the inclusion criteria (which required studies to
report at least one measure of disease control or provider adherence) reported patient adherence
outcomes. Thirty eight studies reported changes in serum HbA1c in the format of mean and
standard deviation for each study group, while 13 studies reported other measures related to
changes in serum HbA1c (e.g., the percentage of patients with serum HbA1c falling within a
certain range). Twenty-one studies reported an outcome involving blood pressure control,
although only 15 reported the mean systolic or diastolic blood pressure, and just eight reported
sufficient information to permit quantitative analysis (i.e., a standard deviation in at least one of
the measurement periods for each study group and mean values from both periods).
Because of the variety of adherence outcomes, the investigators focused the analysis on a
summary measure of provider adherence. As described in the Methods section, they calculated
for each study the net change attributable to the intervention for all adherence outcomes reported
and then used the outcome with the median effect as the data contributed by that study for this
‡‡
Cluster trials allocate participants at one level (e.g. providers randomized to intervention or control group), but collect and
analyze data at the level of individual patients or clinical encounters. Analyzing such studies at the patient level produces socalled unit of analysis errors 160 unless investigators adjust for correlation within each cluster. As described in Methods and
illustrated in Appendix F, we calculated an “effective sample size” to adjust for clustering effects whenever the unit of analysis
and unit of study group allocation were not the same.
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summary adherence measure. (Although nine studies included outcomes related to patient
adherence, they exhibited little overlap in terms of the type of adherence outcome reported or the
QI strategies employed. Consequently, patient adherence outcomes were not included in the
present analysis.)
Provider adherence outcomes were reported in 26 studies, however only 17 had sufficient
data to permit quantitative analysis. Adherence outcomes related to appropriate monitoring of
serum HbA1c in 19 comparisons, management of hypertension or coronary artery disease in 14
studies, and to monitoring of laboratory values other than serum HbA1c or glucose in 20
comparisons (e.g., serum lipids, urine microalbumin). Thirteen studies reported adherence
outcomes related to screening for diabetic complications of the foot, and 14 studies measured
provider adherence in connection with screening for ophthalmologic complications.
Among the disease control outcomes, the analysis focused on changes in serum HbA1c
(results for studies reporting usable data on changes in blood pressure are shown in Appendix E,
Table E2). All outcomes were standardized so that a positive number for any change (or for any
coefficient in the regression analysis) corresponds to an improvement, while a negative value
reflects an undesirable change. As described previously, all outcomes involving changes in mean
serum HbA1c refer to the net reduction in serum HbA1c (i.e., the intervention was associated with
a positive reduction in HbA1c, as desired). Adherence outcomes also were standardized so that
adherence was measured in terms of the desired process in such a way that positive changes
always reflect an improvement in care.
Types and numbers of quality improvement strategies. As shown in Table 2a, the most
common type of QI intervention fell into the broad category of organizational change (40
comparisons including 24 RCTs), followed by patient education (28 comparisons, 23 RCTs), and
provider education (24 comparisons including 16 RCTs). Apart from studies161-164 of incentives
directed at patients for the purpose of reinforcing patient education or self-care, only one study131
evaluated financial incentives. (These other studies161-164 will be included in the forthcoming
volume of QI strategies focused on patient education and self-management.) The investigators
reported results for the specific QI strategies, including analyses collapsing some of the
categories with clear overlap (e.g., patient education, promotion of self-management, and patient
reminders).
Table 2b depicts the number of different QI strategies examined per study. Fourteen studies
evaluated single-component interventions. Fifty-two trials involved interventions employing
more than one of the nine QI strategies in the taxonomy, with five being the maximum number
of strategies involved in any single intervention.117, 133, 148, 150, 157
The median number of QI strategies per intervention was two. Though not a QI strategy per
se, the researchers also abstracted information on the role played by clinical information systems
in the trials.

Analysis by Outcome Measures
Trial design was a significant negative predictor of effect size for both outcomes (i.e., trials
with a randomized design reported smaller improvements in glycemic control, and for provider
adherence). For studies reporting impacts on glycemic control, sample size also exhibited a
significant inverse correlation with the magnitude of effect (i.e., the larger studies showed
smaller reductions). This inverse correlation persisted among the randomized trials and
suggested an independent effect of sample size, rather than confounding due to a tendency of
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larger trials to have a randomized design. Consequently, the tables showing the associations
between QI strategies and targeted outcomes are stratified generally by sample size for glycemic
control, and by study design for both outcomes.
Publication bias, to be discussed below, provides the most likely explanation for the striking
patterns shown in the tables stratifying reported results by sample size and by trial design. Thus,
in addition to illustrating the magnitude of the relationships between effect sizes and study
features, the tables also summarize the likely effect sizes of each QI type based on the subset of
studies with the least apparent bias.

Effect of QI Strategies on Glycemic Control
Table 3a shows the median reductions in serum HbA1c achieved by interventions employing
different QI strategies. Among the 38 comparisons with sufficient data regarding changes in
mean serum HbA1c in the study and control groups, the median effect on serum HbA1c was an
absolute reduction of 0.48% (IQ range: 0.20%, 1.38%). For specific QI strategies, trials that
included provider education (alone or in combination with other QI strategies) had the highest
median effect, with a median absolute decrease in serum HbA1c equal to 1.10% (IQ range:
0.56%, 1.50%). Trials that included promotion of self-management showed the lowest median
reduction in serum HbA1c (0.40%; IQ range: 0.20%, 0.60%).
Stratifying the results by study sample size shows that the larger studies reported generally
smaller effects. For instance, the 10 trials in the lowest quartile of sample size reported a median
reduction in serum HbA1c of 1.35% (IQ range: 0.81%, 1.73%), while the 10 trials in the highest
quartile reported a median reduction of only 0.10% (IQ range: 0.10%, 0.33%). Similarly, the 19
trials falling in the lower two quartiles of sample size reported a median reduction in serum
HbA1c of 1.30% (IQ range: 0.41%, 1.49%), while the 19 trials in the upper two quartiles reported
a median reduction of only 0.21% (IQ range: 0.10%, 0.55%). As shown in Table 3a, this pattern
was consistent for all but one of the QI strategies. (Provider reminders represent the one
exception, as reported reductions in serum HbA1c were approximately equivalent for studies in
the upper and lower quartiles of sample size.)
Table 7a confirms the inverse relationship suggested by visual inspection as statistically
significant. Specifically, the Spearman rank correlation coefficient for the relationship between
sample size and improvement in serum HbA1c was -0.46 (95% CI: –0.09, –0.72; p=0.02). This
relationship does not appear to reflect confounding based on trial design, as the same correlation
existed among randomized trials (Spearman correlation coefficient = –0.48; 95% CI: -0.03,-0.77;
p=0.04).
The relationship between sample size and reported effects strongly suggests publication bias,
such that smaller studies reporting negative or less impressive results are not as likely to be
published. For this reason, the authors have presented the results for impacts on glycemic control
stratified by quartiles of sample size wherever possible. (The issue of publication bias is explored
further in the Discussion section.)
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Effect of QI Strategies on Provider Adherence
Table 3b exhibits the median improvements in the summary measure of provider adherence
achieved by interventions employing the various QI strategies. Among the 17 trials with
sufficient data regarding changes in provider adherence, the achieved median effect was an
attributable 4.9% increase in adherence (IQ range: 3.8%, 15.0%). Self-management appears to
have the largest median effect in Table 3b, but this result reflects a single study152 in which the
intervention also included components of patient education and organizational change. (The
issue of other interventions as a potential confounding presence is addressed in the analysis of
specific QI types.)
Apart from self-management, the largest median effects on provider adherence were
associated with provider education and audit and feedback. Among the 11 trials with some
component of provider education, either alone or in combination with other QI strategies, the
median increase in adherence was 5.6% (IQ range: 4.15%, 17.2%). Nine trials utilizing audit and
feedback also achieved a 5.6% median increase in adherence (IQ range: 3.4%, 16.4%).
Visual inspection of Table 3b suggests no striking variation in the effect sizes across quartiles
of sample size, and Table 7a confirms the correlation to be smaller than for studies reporting
changes in serum HbA1c and lacking in statistical significance (Spearman correlation coefficient
= –0.22; 95% CI: 0.29, –0.63; p=0.4). However, trial design was a highly significant predictor in
the regression analysis (p=0.0008; Table 7a). Based on the mean post-intervention differences
between the study and control groups, the parameter estimate of –0.30 for the impact of trial
design implies that randomization generally decreased the improvement in provider adherence
associated with an intervention by 15.3% (see text accompanying Table 7a).
Table 4a bears out this relationship by showing the median effects associated with
randomized and non-randomized trials, both overall and for each QI strategy. For those studies
detailing impacts on glycemic control, RCTs reported a median reduction in serum HbA1c of
0.39% compared with 1.40% for non-randomized trials, and this difference was statistically
significant (p=0.008 for Mann-Whitney test; Table 7c). This difference diminished only slightly
with the restriction of the analysis to trials in the upper two quartiles of sample size (p=0.03; data
not shown). Table 4b bears out the persistence of a relationship between sample size and
magnitude of reductions in serum HbA1c, even among randomized trials.

Effect of the Number of QI Strategies per Intervention
Trials utilizing combinations of QI strategies were more likely to exert a positive effect. The
six trials involving single-faceted interventions had no overall effect on glycemic control (Table
5a). The median reduction in serum HbA1c reported by these trials was 0.00 (IQ range: –0.08,
0.16) (i.e., some studies reported increases in serum HbA1c). By contrast, the 32 trials involving
interventions with at least two strategies reported a median absolute reduction in serum HbA1c of
0.60% (IQ range: 0.30%, 1.40%). The Mann-Whitney test comparing these median effects was
statistically significant at p=0.01 (Table 7c). The difference diminished only slightly when the
analysis was restricted to trials in the upper two quartiles of sample size (p=0.03; data not
shown).
The relationship between number of QI strategies and magnitude of effect was slightly
weaker for provider adherence (Table 5b). The 14 trials involving interventions with at least two
QI strategies were associated with a median increase in provider adherence of 5.3% (IQ range:
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4.5%,16.1%) compared with the three single-faceted trials, which reported a median increase in
adherence of 3.0% (IQ range: 2.0%,3.5%). The Mann-Whitney test for this comparison suggests
rejection of the null hypothesis (p=0.04; Table 7c), that these two medians are the same. This pvalue would not withstand correction for multiple comparisons, but the beneficial impact of
multifaceted interventions was one of our a priori hypotheses (as described in the Methods
section).
For trials reporting impacts on glycemic control, the apparent superiority of interventions
with more than one QI strategy persisted when the analysis was restricted to randomized trials
(Table 6). The 23 randomized comparisons of interventions involving at least two distinct QI
strategies reported a median reduction in serum HbA1c of 0.41% (IQ range: 0.25%, 0.94%)
attributable to the intervention, as opposed to 0.00% (IQ range: −0.10%, 0.00%) for the five
randomized comparisons involving single-faceted interventions. Even with the relatively small
number of studies involved, these medians are unlikely to be drawn from the same population
(p=0.008 for Mann-Whitney test). Among trials in the upper two quartiles of sample size,
interventions with at least two strategies retained their association with greater median reduction
in serum HbA1c, though the difference between the medians was less striking (p=0.01; Table 7c).
The greater impact of interventions with at least two QI types persisted even when the analysis
was restricted to interventions involving organizational change, which would generally be
regarded as more complex and more intense than other QI types. In other words, even in studies
of single-faceted interventions employing a form of organizational change as the sole QI
strategy, the addition of at least one more strategy was found to increase the overall effect
(0.71% vs. 0.05% median reduction in serum HbA1c; p=0.002).
The investigators further explored the relationship between number of QI strategies and
magnitude of effects using an alternate classification scheme in which important subtypes of
provider education and organizational change were treated as their own category. Specifically,
the broad category of provider education was replaced by three categories—workshops or
meetings,55 distribution of educational materials,165 and educational outreach56—and
organizational change was replaced by four strategies—disease or case management,17 changes
to team structure or personnel, modification of medical records systems, and “other
organizational change.” This alternate classification scheme resembles that used in the Cochrane
review of QI interventions for diabetes care,16 and is more consistent with other reviews focusing
on these specific strategies.17, 55, 56, 165
Under this alternate classification of the QI strategies, five studies still were catagorized as
single-faceted,104, 112, 116, 121, 127 but the median number of strategies increased from two to three
and the maximum number of strategies increased from five to six.153, 157 Appendix H (Tables
H4a-c) presents the same relationships discussed above and shown in Tables 5a, 5b, and 6, but
using the results of this alternate classification in which major substrategies are promoted to their
own category of QI strategy (Tables H4a, H4b, and H4c). The relationship between increased
numbers of QI strategies and magnitude of effects appears somewhat stronger for studies
reporting impacts on glycemic control. Though the analysis is not shown, the Mann-Whitney test
of the difference in median effects between single and multifaceted interventions using the
alternate classification scheme had greater significance (p=0.005).
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Analysis by Type of QI Strategy
Visual inspection of Tables 3a, 3b, and 4a suggests no striking differences among the various
QI strategies. However, studies that included provider education or audit and feedback, alone or
in combination with other strategies, were among those associated with the largest effects on
both outcomes. The effects also exhibited less erosion with stratification by sample size or by
trial design.
Tables 8a through 11b show the median effects on glycemic control and provider adherence
for specific QI strategies. These tables attempt to address several particular limitations inherent
to this analysis:
1. Several of the nine major QI strategies in our taxonomy may include substrategies that
are sufficiently distinct to warrant their own category. To address this heterogeneity
within some of the QI strategies, the tables of specific QI strategies compare specific
substrategies to the overall set of QI strategies—not just other strategies within the same
category. For example, “disease management” is compared with all other interventions,
and not just interventions designated as “organizational change.” Similarly, educational
meetings are compared with all other strategies, not just those designated as having some
component of provider education. (Provider education and organizational change are
analyzed in this manner in Tables 8a, 8b, and 11a, 11b, respectively.)
2. Several of the categories currently defined as separate QI strategies may overlap with
other QI strategies such that they might reasonably have been designated a substrategy
within those categories (e.g., patient education might subsume promotion of selfmanagement or even patient reminders; provider reminders might subsume facilitated
relay of clinical data to providers). Tables 9a and 9b address this issue for patient
education by presenting median effects for various ways of collapsing patient education,
self-management, and patient reminders. Tables 10a and 10b present similar analyses for
provider reminders and the facilitated relay of clinical data.
3. The apparent benefit of any particular strategy is confounded by the presence of other
strategies in the same intervention. Comparing interventions with a particular strategy to
those interventions with no such component provides some estimate of the attributable
effect of a given strategy (e.g., the median effect of all studies with provider education
versus the median effect of all interventions with no component of provider education).
Nevertheless, no definitive statements can be made about the effects of individual QI
strategies because most studies used more than one strategy. The researchers also
performed linear regression as a means of assessing the relative benefits of a particular
QI strategy.

Provider Education
Interventions with some component of provider education, alone or in combination with
other QI strategies, produced significantly larger improvements in glycemic control. Such
interventions had a median absolute reduction in serum HbA1c of 1.10% (IQ range:
0.56%,1.50%), compared with 0.40% (IQ range: 0.10%, 1.08%) for interventions with no
provider education component. The Mann-Whitney test suggests that these two medians are
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unlikely to be equivalent (p=0.02; Table 7c). But since the impact of provider education does not
have a specific relation to any of the a priori hypotheses, this p-value would have to be adjusted
for multiple hypothesis testing, in which case it would lose its significance (p= 0.2-0.3 if the
number of comparisons were taken to be 10-15).
Visual inspection of Table 8a gives the impression that the greater effects associated with
interventions having some component of provider education, compared with those with no such
component, persisted among larger studies (1.50% median reduction in serum HbA1c vs. 0.20%).
This comparison loses its significance, however, even without adjusting for multiple hypothesis
testing (p=0.30 for Mann-Whitney test). Restriction of the analysis to RCTs also results in loss of
significance (p=0.06 before adjustment for multiple comparisons), despite the persistent
appearance of a larger effect in Table 8b.
Interventions involving provider education also reported greater improvements in provider
adherence than did interventions without any educational component for providers. But the
relative difference was less striking than for glycemic control, and it diminished when the
analysis was restricted to RCTs (Table 8b). Interestingly, provider education also was the only
QI strategy to have even borderline significance in the regression analysis (Table 7b), with a
coefficient of 0.25 (95% CI: 0.00, 0.51%; p = 0.05). At the same time, a specific benefit for
provider education did not relate to any of the a priori hypotheses, so this p-value requires
adjustment for multiple comparisons and would remove the appearance of a significant result.
As acknowledged in the preceding section, the designation of “provider education” as a
single category—including components as diverse as workshops and conferences, educational
outreach, and distribution of printed materials—is somewhat arbitrary. These components were
compared to the overall set of QI strategies, and not just to other strategies with some element of
provider education, as if educational meetings and dissemination of educational materials were
regarded as their own categories. Using this more general approach to the comparisons (Tables
8a and 8b), interventions with educational meetings or workshops appeared more effective than
interventions without them. This also is true of interventions involving the distribution of
educational materials, compared with those lacking the distributed materials component (p=0.03
and p=0.06, respectively). Only one study of educational outreach reported effect on glycemic
control in a format compatible with this analysis, preventing meaningful comparisons with
interventions lacking educational outreach.
Putting aside the issue of multiple hypothesis testing, the small numbers of studies make
confounding by the presence of other interventions a significant possibility. The one study of
educational materials, for example, that fell in the upper two quartiles of sample size involved a
fairly intensive case management intervention.109 There is no way to assess the impact
attributable to the component involving educational materials.
Confounding by the presence of other interventions is still quite probable, even with larger
numbers of comparisons. Across all sample sizes, for instance, eight comparisons89, 96, 109, 115, 153,
157
evaluated interventions involving educational materials distributed to providers. These
comparisons reported a median reduction in serum HbA1c of 0.91% (IQ range: 0.52%,1.48%)
compared with 0.40% (IQ range: 0.1%, 1.25%) for the 30 interventions involving no distribution
of educational materials. The eight comparisons with interventions including educational
materials involved problem-based learning in one trial judged to involve no other QI strategies,96
a multifaceted intervention including components of audit and feedback and disease/case
management in addition to provider education,153 and patient reminders and disease or case
management in addition to provider education.109 Other comparisons included elements of
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patient education, patient reminders, and provider reminders in addition to provider education,157
a Web-based decision support tool,89 and an intensive, multifaceted intervention including
benchmarking, computerized decision support, and frequent interaction with participating
patients and providers.135 Thus, even among these eight interventions involving the distribution
of educational materials and also reporting an effect on glycemic control, the apparent benefit of
educational material actually might reflect the benefits of the other intervention components
involved.

Patient Education, Promotion of Self-management,
and Patient Reminders
Tables 9a and 9b present the median effects on glycemic control and provider adherence for
patient education, promotion of self-management, and patient reminders, alone or in combination
with other QI strategies. The 18 trials involving patient education achieved a median reduction in
HbA1c of 0.70% (IQ range: 0.34%, 1.45%), compared with the median reduction of 0.39% (IQ
range: 0.10%, 0.81%) seen in the 20 studies with no patient education component (MannWhitney p=0.08). The regression analysis detected no significant effect for patient education, in
terms of glycemic control or the summary measure of provider adherence.
The investigators were unable to detect any important effects in the analysis for selfmanagement or patient reminders. Collapsing the patient education, patient reminders and
promotion of self-management strategies into a single, broad category added nine more studies
but left the median effect relatively unchanged at 0.8% (IQ range: 0.33%, 1.44%). Moreover,
self-management and patient reminders—separately or as a collapsed category—produced
roughly the same median effects as interventions without any of these QI strategy components.

Provider Reminders and Facilitated Relay
of Clinical Data
Among comparisons of all sizes, neither provider reminders nor facilitated relay of clinical
data to providers achieved results substantially different from all other QI strategies, or all
comparisons without any component of either of these strategies (Table 10a). Among larger
studies, both strategies achieved marginally increased reductions in serum HbA1c compared to
interventions without these strategies, but this benefit disappeared for RCTs (Table 10b). Neither
strategy produced any apparent benefit for provider adherence beyond what was achieved by all
other strategies, and by all interventions without components of either of these two strategies.

Audit and Feedback
The five trials utilizing audit and feedback137, 145, 153, 157 reported a median reduction in HbA1c
of 0.71% (IQ range: 0.41%, 1.40%), compared with 0.47% (IQ range: 0.20%, 1.30%) for trials
absent audit and feedback—though these medians are unlikely be different (p=0.5 for MannWhitney test). The improvement in provider adherence seen with audit and feedback (median
improvement of 5.6% [IQ range: 3.4%, 16.4%]) also was superior to that achieved by
interventions without any audit and feedback component (median improvement of 4.5% [IQ
range: 4.0%, 5.1%]), though this difference also was non-significant (p=0.4).
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The results for audit and feedback also may illustrate another form of publication bias related
to quality of reporting, rather than sample size or trial design. Of the five comparisons (reported
in four publications137, 145, 153, 157) evaluating the impact on glycemic control of an intervention
involving audit and feedback, four comparisons137, 153, 157 reported no standard deviations for any
of the reported serum HbA1c group means. (Consequently, the regression coefficient shown in
Table 7b reflects the comparison of the post-intervention effect size for a single study of audit
and feedback145 with the 26 other comparisons involving no component of audit and feedback).
The single comparison that provided sufficient data to warrant inclusion in the regression
analysis reported a net reduction in serum HbA1c attributable to the intervention of only 0.10%
(from this single study), which appears significantly lower than the median reduction of 0.47%
(95% CI: 0.24%, 0.99%) associated with all studies lacking any component of audit and
feedback.
The researchers were unable to adequately capture any objective measure of “intensity” for
audit and feedback (or any QI strategy), and therefore did not adjust for any such measure in the
analysis. Consequently, it is possible that the single trial of audit and feedback included in the
regression analysis was a particularly low intensity form of this general strategy and/or the 26
interventions with no audit and feedback component involved some high intensity versions of QI
strategies other than feedback. The former possibility appears unlikely, as the aforementioned
comparison of audit and feedback145 also involved a computerized decision support system used
to guide physicians in matters of diagnostics, history recording, the physical exam, additional
tests, and treatment, as well as providing recommendations for key management decisions.
Nevertheless, any inferences regarding the relative benefit (or lack thereof) of audit and
feedback, compared with the merits of other QI strategies, would be highly speculative given
only one (or even five137, 145, 153, 157) trials as a basis for comparison.

Organizational Change
Organizational changes were present in 27 of the 38 comparisons reporting changes in mean
serum HbA1c, but the investigators were able to calculate a value for the summary measure of
provider adherence in only six of the 17 trials (Tables 11a and 11b). While organizational change
as a broad category had little apparent impact on glycemic control, it was the disease or case
management and changes to the existing medical record system (e.g., implementation of a
specialized diabetes patient registry, or a more general electronic medical record) strategies that
achieved median reductions in serum HbA1c notably greater than the interventions absent these
strategies. This appeared to be the case across the entire sample of studies and in the subset of
interventions that included some component of organizational change. For changes to the
medical record (e.g., implementation of a clinical information system), the five studies classified
as implementing this type of organizational change reported a median reduction in serum HbA1c
of 1.40% (IQ range: 1.40%, 1.90%), compared with a median reduction of 0.40% (IQ range:
0.10%, 0.80%) for the 33 trials with no such component. This comparison was judged significant
after the Mann-Whitney test was applied to the two medians (p=0.007; Table 7c), however the
five trials involving this type of organizational change all appeared in the lower two quartiles of
sample size (Table 11a).
The comparison of the median effects associated with interventions involving disease
management and those interventions without any such component appeared to have a significant
impact on the median reduction in serum HbA1c (p=0.009; Table 7c). But this appearance of
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statistical significance would not endure an adjustment for multiple hypothesis testing (given the
10-15 basic comparisons made). It should be noted that a trend towards a significant difference
persisted among non-randomized trials in the upper two quartiles of sample size (p=0.003),
although less so among randomized trials (p=0.06 without adjusting for multiple comparisons).
Adding disease management to an intervention was associated with less substantial
incremental improvement in provider adherence (Table 11b). Because of the inverse associations
with trial design and study period (discussed below), the researchers repeated the regression
analysis of the impact of disease management with inclusion of trial design and study year as
predictors. This analysis, however, left the parameter estimate and associated confidence interval
relatively unchanged (data not shown). That disease management had little impact on provider
adherence is perhaps to be expected, given the focus on structured followup and patient
management, rather than aspects of provider behavior.
Only one trial examined changes to the medical record with provider adherence, and it
reported less improvement than did studies without this intervention component. Changes to
team personnel or structure produced unimpressive effects on glycemic control. Only two studies
employed this intervention component and also reported provider adherence. The single RCT did
achieve a larger improvement in generalized provider adherence than the 13 RCTs without
changes to team structure or personnel, while the non-randomized trial did not (Table 11b).

Additional Analyses–Clinical Information Systems
Clinical information system is a broad term encompassing systems performing a wide variety
of functions. A general feature that serves to distinguish clinical information systems from
administrative information systems is that the former require data entry or data retrieval by
clinicians at the point of care.166 The researchers identified interventions using a clinical
information system for any of the following purposes: trial participant identification or
enrollment, provider reminder delivery, clinical decision support, provider-to-provider
communications enhancements, or clinical performance auditing.
As shown in Tables 12a and 12b, 20 trials (30%) involved some role for a clinical
information system, though this role was limited to identifying or enrolling eligible participants
in 6 of the trials.121, 129, 133, 143, 152, 155 Interventions that used a clinical information system in at
least one such capacity achieved greater reductions in glycemic control than did interventions in
which this component played no role (Table 12a). The difference, however, was not statistically
significant (p=0.10 for Mann-Whitney test; Table 7c), even without adjustment for multiple
comparisons. Moreover, even the appearance of a benefit for interventions with some role for a
clinical information system diminished substantially in larger studies and those with a
randomized design (Tables 12a and 12b).
The roles listed above clearly have the potential to differ widely in their effect (e.g.,
provision of decision support, versus mere identification of eligible participants in the
intervention). At the same time, focusing on the specific roles for this intervention suggested no
apparent benefit for decision support, auditing clinical performance, or any of the other roles
examined (Tables 12a and 12b).
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Effects of Study Setting and Methodologic Features
Study Setting
Table 7a shows relationships between key study outcomes and country (e.g., U.S. versus
non-U.S.), study period (i.e., the midpoint of the observation period for the trial), and patient
selection. Patient selection refers to any explicit efforts to enrich the study population for more
complex patients, defined in terms of comorbid conditions, presence of diabetic complications,
problems with treatment adherence, or poor access to care (e.g., uninsured patients).
The only statistically significant finding among these relationships is a negative correlation
between study period and provider adherence, meaning that more recent trials had a tendency
toward smaller improvements in adherence (p= 0.004). The relatively low p-value would retain
conventional statistical significance, even with correction for as many as 15 comparisons. More
important, this finding relates to one of the investigators’ a priori hypotheses. As stated in
Methods section (Page 24), one reason for entertaining this hypothesis was that baseline
adherence might have improved in response to past QI efforts, making further improvement
more difficult. The mean baseline adherence in control and intervention groups across all studies
was 51 ±18%. Although not depicted in Table 7a, baseline adherence did exhibit a substantial
positive correlation with study period, with a Spearman rank correlation of 0.6 (p=0.006).

Methodologic Features
The most striking finding in Table 7a is the highly significant negative correlation between
use of a randomized design and the generalized measure of provider adherence, with
randomization reducing the effect size by roughly 30% (p=0.0007). Again, this p value would
retain its statistical significance with adjustment for multiple comparisons. Moreover, this was
another of the researchers’ a priori hypotheses. As there were only three non-randomized trials
reporting impacts on provider adherence,105, 108, 113 this statistical significance reflects a striking
difference in effect size. As shown in Table 6, these three non-randomized trials reported a
median improvement in provider adherence of 18% (IQ range: 17.2%, 21.0%), compared with a
median of 4.5% (IQ range: 3.5%, 5.4%) for the 14 randomized comparisons.
A substantial negative correlation also existed between sample size and effect size (i.e.,
larger studies tended to show smaller effects), further confirming the trend toward larger effects
for smaller studies seen in Tables 3-12. Also, as shown in Table 7a, the rank correlation
coefficients for this relationship were -0.46 (p=0.02) and -0.22 (p=0.4) for glycemic control and
provider adherence, respectively. While of smaller magnitude, the correlation for provider
adherence still is noteworthy. (The statistically non-significant result likely reflects the small
number of studies reporting this outcome.) Also, though not shown in Table 7a, the inverse
correlation between sample size and effect size changed very little among RCTs alone. Only six
of the RCTs had a cluster design, so the p-value lost statistical significance, but the magnitude of
the correlation increased overall (Spearman rank correlation coefficient = -0.54; p=0.3).
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Chapter 4. Discussion
Effectiveness of QI Strategies
This investigation determined that QI interventions provided small-to-modest improvements
in glycemic control and provider adherence. Taken as a whole, the interventions studied in the 66
included comparisons reported a median absolute reduction in serum HbA1c of 0.48% (IQ range:
0.20%, 1.38%) and median absolute increase in provider adherence of 4.9% (IQ range: 3.8%,
15.0%) above any improvements observed from “usual care.” The researchers also found that
interventions involving more than one QI strategy resulted in a greater benefit than did
interventions using a single strategy. This difference achieved statistical significance, but
nevertheless should be interpreted with caution, as the small number of single-faceted
interventions in the review makes confounding by other factors (e.g., the intensity of these single
interventions, as well as various patient, provider, and organizational characteristics) a
substantial possibility. Disease management and changes to the existing medical record system
(e.g., implementation of a specialized patient registry, or a more generalized clinical information
system) were associated with trend toward larger improvements in glycemic control, but these
relationships were not pre-specified as hypotheses. Moreover, they would not withstand
correction for multiple comparisons in this largely exploratory analysis, and were less
pronounced in RCTs.
The findings should be interpreted cautiously for several reasons. First, the reviewers found
that larger and more rigorously designed trials found a smaller benefit than did smaller or less
rigorously designed trials. As discussed below, this finding strongly suggests the presence of
publication bias. Second, most interventions involved multiple QI strategies, thus limiting
assessments of the intrinsic benefit for any particular QI strategy. Finally, this review considered
only QI studies regarding diabetes. QI studies related to other diseases are relevant in
understanding the usefulness of specific QI strategies, as discussed in further detail below.
Because of the importance of potential publication bias, the discussion will begin with this topic.

Publication Bias
The researchers found a significant inverse correlation between trial design and the
magnitude of reported improvements in provider adherence, and, to a lesser extent, glycemic
control (i.e., comparisons employing a randomized design reported significantly smaller
improvements). Whereas non-randomized trials reported a median absolute improvement in
provider adherence of 18.0% (IQ range: 17.2%, 21.0%), randomized trials reported a median
improvement of only 4.5% (IQ range: 3.5%, 5.4%). The Spearman correlation coefficient was
significant for both outcomes, but the investigators also tested the impact of trial design in a
regression model adjusted for baseline differences between the control and intervention groups,
as well as weighting by sample size, to ensure that this did not reflect baseline imbalances in
study groups (which would occur more commonly in non-randomized trials). This analysis
eliminated the significant relationship between trial design and glycemic control, but the
relationship remained highly significant for provider adherence. On average, the improvement in
provider adherence observed in randomized trials was 14.3% less than that observed in nonrandomized trials (p=0.001).
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For studies of glycemic control, the relationship to trial design was less clear-cut, but a
striking inverse relationship existed with sample size. Among the 38 comparisons reporting
changes in mean glycemic control, those falling in the lowest quartile of sample size reported a
median reduction in serum HbA1c of 1.35% (IQ range: 0.81%, 1.73%), whereas those in the
highest quartile reported a median reduction of only 0.10% (IQ range: 0.10%, 0.33%). This
inverse relationship between sample size and observed impact on glycemic control was
statistically significant (Spearman rank correlation coefficient = −0.39, 95% CI: −0.01, −0.67; p=
0.04).§§ These findings strongly suggest substantial publication bias operating at the level of
sample size and trial design, such that publication of smaller studies with non-randomized
designs occurs more often when reported improvements are large, than when the improvements
are small or negative.
Correction for multiple hypothesis testing might give the appearance of chance association
for some of these relationships. However, the results of these hypothesis tests also must be
considered in the context of the prior probability or expectation that such associations might well
exist. As discussed in the Methods section, publication bias is likely to affect this review, at least
to the same extent that it exists for meta-analyses of clinical research—if not to a greater extent.
Sample size and trial design are the two most often identified factors playing a role in publication
bias. Thus, the detection of an inverse relationship between either study size or trial design and
the magnitude of reported effect is more plausibly regarded as a confirmation of publication bias,
than as a chance association due to multiple comparisons.

Benefit of Multifaceted Interventions
Despite the associations of effect size with sample size and trial design, certain findings
appear to reflect more than just the effects of publication bias. In particular, interventions having
at least two component QI strategies were associated with median effects significantly larger
than were single-faceted interventions. The 32 comparisons involving interventions with at least
two strategies reported a median reduction in serum HbA1c of 0.60% (95% CI: 0.30%, 1.40%)
compared with a median reduction of 0.00% (IQ range: -0.08%, 0.16%). These medians are
unlikely to be equivalent, given the Mann-Whitney test result of p=0.01. The significance of this
difference further increased (p=0.005) when the investigators reclassified interventions using a
scheme similar to other authors, in which the major substrategies of provider education and
organizational change were treated as their own categories. These results might be considered of
borderline significance, given the multiple hypotheses explored in the analysis, except that this
hypothesis differed from the others in its role as one of three a priori hypotheses.
Nevertheless, this finding will require further exploration. Other reviews have reached
conflicting conclusions regarding the relative impact of adding more QI strategies, irrespective
of their content.16, 54, 85, 103 As with the analysis of specific QI types, the apparent impacts of a
particular number of strategies (even the simple distinction between single- and multifaceted) is
confounded by the distribution of the particular QI types across interventions. The authors cannot
rule out the possibility that the one or two strategies with the largest, true underlying effects
happen to be included in strategies that incorporated more QI components. Further confounding
§§

This inverse correlation persisted with restriction among randomized trials and even among randomized trials without
clustering effects (Spearman = 0.415; p=0.07). The loss of statistical significance for the second subset presumably reflects the
decreased number of studies.
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undoubtedly occurs as a result of non-random relationships between the adoption of more
complex interventions and characteristics related to the local proponents of the intervention
and/or the organizational milieu. For example, more complex interventions may occur more
commonly in institutions with a greater commitment to quality improvement, which might affect
support from senior management, availability of resources, and attitudes of participants, among
other potential predictors of intervention success.

Uncertain Benefit for Specific QI Strategies
Disease management was the only strategy to exhibit an impact on median effects on
glycemic control that approached a level of significance such that it would withstand correction
for multiple hypothesis testing. Even without such adjustment, however, this apparent effect was
diminished somewhat by a focus on larger trials and diminished substantially by restricting the
analysis to randomized trials. Moreover, the regression analysis adjusting for baseline group
imbalances and weighting by sample size yielded a non-significant result for disease
management as a predictor of improved glycemic control.
A recent and systematic review of disease management strategies reported significant
beneficial effects on measures of disease control such as the authors examined.17 This
comprehensive and well-conducted review had the advantage of cutting across multiple
conditions (in contrast to this review of diabetes, and another systematic review focused on
disease management for heart failure patients167). The recent crosscutting review,17 however, did
not take into account cluster effects.168 Nor did it adjust for baseline differences between
intervention and control groups. As outlined in the Methods section and reviewed elsewhere at
length, the adoption of a randomized design does not preclude the need to adjust for baseline
differences likely to impact the outcome of interest, even when these baseline differences do not
appear significant.90-94
Among other individual QI strategies, trials using provider education achieved the highest
absolute reduction in HbA1c and had a significant Mann-Whitney comparison test, versus trials
without provider education. Provider education also was the only strategy to emerge as a
significant predictor for improved provider adherence in regression analysis. As outlined above,
however, these results were found to lose their significance if adjusted for multiple comparison
testing.

Little Benefit from Existing Clinical
Information Systems
Apart from the implementation of a new clinical information system (which was treated as a
type of organizational change), the investigators further assessed the potential impact of existing
clinical information systems performing any of five specific roles. Thirty percent of the included
interventions involved some role for a clinical information system, and these interventions
reported greater median improvement in glycemic control than did interventions without any role
for a clinical information system. This difference was not statistically significant, however,
(p=0.10 for Mann-Whitney test even without adjustment for multiple comparisons) and shifting
the focus to larger studies and those with a randomized design diminished substantially the
appearance of a benefit for interventions with some role for a clinical information system.
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Clinical information systems also had no apparent additional effect on provider adherence,
compared with interventions without any role for an information system.
Focusing on specific roles for clinical information systems suggested no incremental benefit
for any particular informatics function (e.g., decision support, auditing clinical performance,
reminder systems). It should be noted that these findings reflect very small numbers of studies.
The disappointing findings, however, also should be considered in light of likely confounding
factors, which could inflate reported effects. For instance, the presence of sophisticated
information systems is likely to be associated with the presence of other factors plausibly
associated with successful interventions (e.g., greater financial resources, increased institutional
investment in QI). Furthermore, while other reviews have found evidence supporting the impact
of decision support systems,33, 169 it is noteworthy that the most recent and possibly best-designed
study assessing the impact of a clinical information system in outpatient management of chronic
illnesses showed no beneficial impact on processes of care or any patient outcome for asthma or
chronic angina.170 The same investigators are likely to publish the results of a similar trial
focused specifically on diabetes care in the near future,171 which will add substantially to the
evidence addressing this topic.
Of course, the absence of a demonstrable benefit does not prove a lack of benefit, and there
are sound a priori reasons to believe that changes to existing medical record systems (e.g., a
clinical information system deployment) might confer some benefit in diabetes care. In addition
to the non-significance of this result, however, it is worth noting that evaluations of clinical
information systems involve a special type of publication bias, insomuch as systems with
failed172-174 or unsatisfactory175 implementations generally are excluded from evaluations of the
of the intervention benefits, even though these implementations consume significant QI
resources.

Comparison with Previous Review of this Topic
In the previous Cochrane review of this topic,16 all included trials were judged to have more
than one QI strategy, permitting no direct comparison of single and multifaceted interventions.
(The authors inferred a benefit from multifaceted interventions based on the general finding of
positive effects for the various multifaceted interventions evaluated.) The researchers involved
with this review regarded 14 trials as having a single QI strategy, nine of which were published
after the last substantive update to the Cochrane review.89, 104, 112, 114, 116, 119, 121, 147, 155 The
multiple QI strategies designation given to the remaining five studies by the Cochrane reviewers
reflected differences in taxonomy in several instances. For instance, educational meetings and
distribution of educational materials were considered separate strategies, rather than
substrategies within the broader category of patient education. In other cases, however, there
appears to have been a difference in judgment between the present reviewers and those involved
with the previous study. Nevertheless, when the present investigators employed a taxonomy
more akin to that used in the Cochrane review (in which major substrategies of provider
education and organizational change were treated as their own categories), multifaceted
interventions showed a median reduction in serum HbA1c of significantly greater magnitude than
that reported by single strategy interventions (0.58% vs. 0.05%; p=0.005).
The Cochrane review also included a study176 as an interrupted time series that the present
investigators regarded as a simple before–after study and therefore excluded it. Re-review of
these studies might produce consensus, but this disagreement further reinforces the notion that
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catagorizing design attributes for trials can be challenging and requires interpretation based on
limited descriptions.
The Cochrane review16 of this topic suggested that multifaceted interventions carried benefit,
and cited organizational changes (including computerized patient tracking systems and structured
recall of patients) as particularly worthwhile interventions. The present review lends greater
credence to the benefit of multifaceted interventions, as the Cochrane review included no single
faceted interventions and performed no quantitative analysis. Thus, the benefit of multifaceted
interventions was inferred simply from the qualitative impression of benefit derived from the
included studies, without any comparison to single-faceted interventions.

Limitations
An important limitation of this review arises from the studies themselves, and underscores
the need for more rigorously designed studies of quality improvement interventions. The
limitation can be split into two categories: issues specifically related to the design and
interpretation of research in quality improvement64, 79, 177, 178 and problems with respect to the
optimal design and reporting of health care research in general. Examples of the second category
include a failure to report baseline data for the outcomes of interest, data omissions such as
sample sizes or standard deviations, and inappropriate choices of statistical tests. Examples of
the first category—problems more specifically related to quality improvement—highlight
important gaps in the literature. They include limited descriptions of the interventions
themselves, such that many interventions could not be categorized except in the most general
terms (e.g., “provider education” or “disease management”), nor replicated by other
investigators; omissions of important information regarding factors likely to affect intervention
success or failure (e.g., the degree of institutional support, the availability of ancillary
administrative resources, the attitudes of participants towards the intervention, or the perceived
quality target). Another factor hampering quality improvement research is the lack of grounding
in a theoretical understanding of how to effect change at the level of individual behavior or
organizational culture and structure (see Chapter 3). For instance, the vast majority of studies
provided no answer to the most basic question of why a particular QI strategy was selected to
address a given problem (e.g., why provider education and not, say, audit and feedback—or vice
versa). Choices regarding the format for delivering the selected QI strategy similarly received
little to no attention. Some of this information is challenging to collect or quantify (e.g., degree
of institutional support), but other types of data (e.g., attitudes of participants) could be collected
and may prove helpful in determining why some QI interventions succeed while others fail.
The lack of theoretic grounding for many QI interventions is in stark contrast to the clinical
research (see Chapter 3). By the time a clinical intervention reaches the stage of evaluation in a
randomized trial, a substantial body of research (both basic scientific and epidemiologic)
generally exists and lends credence to the hypothesis that the intervention will benefit patients. as
A number of theoretic models of behavioral or organizational change so exist, as noted in
Chapter 2, but their usefulness and applicability to QI interventions in health care has not been
well studied. Improving the state of evidence regarding QI interventions will require
commensurate improvements in the preliminary research leading up to the design or selection of
a particular intervention.
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Despite the aforementioned general concerns regarding the methodology and underpinnings
of many QI intervention evaluations, it is possible that beneficial interventions already exist and
that our analysis has failed to identify their benefits relative to other interventions or usual care.
It is worth noting in this regard that the investigators’ analysis suggested a modest but
statistically significant correlation between study period and baseline provider adherence (i.e.,
more recent studies tended to report higher baseline adherence). This suggests quality
improvement has occured and, perhaps more importantly, that achieving the same rate of
improvement may become more difficult with time. The decision to pursue further
improvements with respect to any given target depends on a number of factors: the effectiveness
of the targeted process of care (e.g., how well tight control works to prevent diabetic
complications); the effectiveness of strategies for promoting further changes in patient or
provider behavior; the costs associated with the targeted quality gap; and the costs of
interventions attempting to narrow this gap.179
The small number of studies in certain areas also is likely to limit our ability to detect true
benefits for QI strategies. Although this review is the largest study of this particular topic area to
date, the number of studies for a particular QI strategy assessing specific outcomes was generally
10 or fewer. When possible, the investigators performed regression analysis and also
nonparametric tests to assess for differences between medians. Given the small number of
studies in some groups, however, the possibility that small effects may have gone undetected
cannot be ignored.
In an attempt to increase the number of studies providing data for the quantitative analysis,
the researchers focused on glycemic control (measured by serum HbA1c) as the sole measure of
disease control. Thus, they were unable to capture the impacts of the interventions on other
important aspects of diabetes-related morbidity, such as cardiovascular disease. A QI strategy
producing even a modest impact on blood pressure control or hyperlipidemia could confer
substantial benefits to patients. In fact, one of the most comprehensive studies in the sample82
demonstrated a reduction in cardiovascular mortality, while reporting no significant reduction in
HbA1c for intervention patients compared with patients receiving usual care. Thus, in the absence
of markedly positive effects for any single strategy, a crosscutting strategy that has modest
individual effects on glycemic control, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia could result in a
significant benefit for diabetic patients.
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reversed and passed on to next stage of
review

EPOC
104
citations

77
citations

N = 1669
articles

Hand Search

1140 Exclusions
R3: 213
R1: 608
R4: 65
R2: 254

403 Exclusions
R1: 139
R2: 22
R3: 177
R4: 0

R5: 42
R6: 14
R7: 3
R8: 6

Stage 2: title & abstract review by a core investigator

N= 529
articles
Stage 3: full text review by 2 independent reviewers (at
least one core investigator)
Articles meeting criteria for full
abstraction
n=126

Some component of
provider or org change
(± patient education)
Patient education only
n=68
(to be included in
subsequent review)

n=58 articles
(reporting 66
comparisons) included
in current review
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Figure 1 Legend
EPOC = Cochrane Effective Practice and Organization of Care database, described above, contains the results of extensive
electronic searches of multiple large bibliographic databases, as well as hand searching of key journals. The 104 citations
indicated above as contributed by EPOC do not include the 241 additional citations in EPOC already identified by the PubMed
search.
Hand searching conducted for this project involved scanning bibliographies of all articles included at Stage 4 and the
bibliographies of all systematic reviews and meta-analyses related to QI strategies in diabetes. When no systematic review
existed for a given topic, we searched the bibliographies of traditional (narrative) review articles, editorials, and news items that
appeared to describe QI studies involving outpatient diabetic care.
Reasons for Exclusion
R1 = not QI or not an evaluation
R2 = excluded topic: interventions restricted to diabetes in pregnancy, Type I Diabetes Mellitus, diabetes in children/adolescents,
screening for new diagnoses of diabetes, preventing diabetes in high risk patients, hospital care
R3 = study design below Level 2 (i.e. does not meet criteria for RCT, quasi-RCT, CBA, or ITS)
R4 = unrelated to diabetes care (e.g., QI article retrieved by broad search but related to a different chronic illness)
R5 = no eligible outcomes
R6 = duplicate article (in some cases the article may have only partially overlapped with another report of the same study; in
general the earlier or smaller the two publications was excluded, but reviewed with the other article in case it contained any
additional information.)
R7 = study published prior to 1980
R8 = other; included one abstract not yet published or available as a manuscript from authors1; one cross-over trial with an
inadequate wash out period and insufficient information to allow inclusion of the part of the trial by itself2; one study without
clear documentation of the number of patients involved3; one study with data that appeared to contain several errors relating to
the eligible outcomes4; one publication we were unable to obtain5; and one which described a QI strategy for eye screening of
diabetics in rural areas that did not fit into any of our analytic categories.6
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Table 1. Summary features of included studies
Setting

Study period

Study Design

(duration)

(Number of
Patients)

---

RCT

(3 months)

(42)

2 clinics,

---

CBA

(unspecified US
city)2

(6 months)

(117)

2 clinics

---

CBA

(unspecified US
2
city)

(6 months)

(87)

2 large clinics
(Jacksonville, FL)3

---

RCT

(1 year)

(138)

1995-1996

Quasi-RCT

(15 months)

(144, 2 firms)

---

CBA

(2 years)

(242, 6 practices)

1994

CBA

(1 year)

(275, 32 providers)

---

RCT

(1 year)

(201)

2001

RCT

(6 months)

(120)

2 endocrinology
clinics (Canada)1

2 clinics, Baystate
Medical Center
(Springfield, MA)4
6 group practices
(United Kingdom)

5

Individual GP offices
and a public hospital
outpatient clinic

QI strategies
employed*

Outcomes
†
reported

Self-Mx, Facil
Relay

Dz: HbA1c, other

Self-Mx, Facil
relay, Org change

Dz: HbA1c, other

Self-Mx, Facil
relay, Org change

Dz: HbA1c, other

Patient Ed, Facil
relay, Org change

Dz: other
Adhere: other

Prvdr Ed

Dz: HbA1c

Pt Remind, Prvdr
Ed, Facil relay, Org
change

Dz: HbA1c

Facil relay, Org
change

Dz: HbA1c

Facil relay

Dz: HbA1c

Patient Ed, Org
change

Adhere: other

(Netherlands)6
Massachusetts
General Hospital
Diabetes Center
7

(Boston, MA)

Medical U. of South
Carolina Adult
Primary Care Center
(Charleston, SC)8

* Pt Remind – patient reminder, Prvdr Remind – provider reminder, Org change – organizational change,
Self-Mx — self-management, Facil Relay — facilitated relay of clinical data to providers, Patient Ed — patient education,
Prvdr Ed — provider education, Audit & Fdbck — audit and feedback to provider Financial — financial or regulatory
intervention
†

Dz: measure of disease control; hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c), blood pressure (BP); other.
Adhere: measure of provideradherence to guideline or recommendation for measurement of HbA1c (labeled simply
HbA1c), management of hypertension or coronary artery disease (HTN/CAD); screening or referral for detection of
complications involving the foot or eye (foot/eye); other: patient education/counseling measurement of other lab value
Pat comp: patient compliance
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Table 1. Summary features of included studies (continued)
Diabetes outpatient
clinic

1998-1999

RCT

(1 year)

(73)

Medicaid program

---

RCT

(Hennepin County,
10
MN)

(1 year)

(96)

Diabetes foot clinic

1995-1997

CBA

(2 years)

(145)

1989-1995

CBA

(6 years)

(505, 28 providers)

---

CBA

(2 years)

(1029, 6 practices)

1993

RCT

(1 year)

(24 practices)

Diabetes centers

1992-1993

RCT

(Minnesota, Florida,
Colorado)15

(6 months)

(247)

124 general
practices (The
16
Netherlands)

1996-1999

RCT

(3 years)

(1431, 124
practices)

Diabetes clinic
(Denmark)17, 18†

1993-2001

RCT

(9 years)

(160)

University-affiliated
family practice clinic

---

RCT

(6 months)

(67)

2 primary care clinics

---

RCT

(unspecified US
city)20

(3 months)

(200)

Specialized diabetic
service

---

RCT

(1 year)

(246, 15 practices)

(Australia)9

(Lithuania)

11

28 general practices
(Netherlands)

12

6 primary care
centers
(Florida)13
24 non-training
general practices
(United Kingdom)

14

Org change

Dz: HbA1c

Financial

Pat comp

Patient Ed, Org
change

Dz: other

Patient Ed, SelfMx, Facil relay,
Org change

Dz: HbA1c, BP,
other

Prvdr Ed, Org
change

Adhere: HTN/CAD,
Foot/Eye, other

Prvdr Ed, Audit &
Fdbck

Adhere: HbA1c,
HTN/CAD,
Foot/Eye, other

Patient Ed, SelfMx, Org change

Dz: HbA1c

Prvdr Ed, Audit &
Fdbck

Adhere: HTN/CAD,
Foot/Eye, other

Patient Ed, Org
change

Dz: HbA1c, BP,
other

Patient Ed, Prvdr
Ed

Dz: HbA1c

Patient Ed, SelfMx, Org change

Dz: HbA1c, other

Patient Ed, Facil
relay, Org change

Dz: HbA1c, BP,
other

(unspecified US
19
city)

(Netherlands)

21
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Table 1. Summary features of included studies (continued)
10 primary care
practices
(Germany)22

1993

CBA

(8 months)

(403, 17 providers)

Prvdr Ed, Audit &
Fdbck

Adhere: HbA1c,
HTN/CAD, Foot/Eye,
other
Pat comp

Hospital diabetic
clinic and GP offices
(United Kingdom)

23

29 general practices
(Norway)

24

U. of Washington
Family Medical
Center

---

RCT

(5 years)

(200)

---

RCT

(21 months)

(1034, 17
practices)

1998-1999

RCT

(14 months)

(109, 2 firms)

---

RCT

(1 year)

(137)

Prvdr Ed, Org
change

Dz: HbA1c

Prvdr Remind,
Audit & Fdbck

Dz: HbA1c, BP
Adhere: HbA1c,
HTN/CAD, other

Prvdr Ed, Audit &
Fdbck, Org change

Dz: HbA1c, BP

Org change

Dz: HbA1c, BP,
other

25

(Seattle, WA)

Royal Prince Alfred
Hospital Diabetes
Clinic

Adhere: HbA1c,
HTN/CAD, other

(Australia)26

Pat comp
Royal Prince Alfred
Hospital Diabetes
Clinic
(Australia)

---

RCT

(1 year)

(134)

26

Self-Mx, Pt
Remind, Prvdr
Remind, Org
change

Dz: HbA1c, BP,
other
Adhere: HbA1c,
HTN/CAD, other
Pat comp

General practices
(Great Britain)

27

University-affiliated
outpatient clinic

1988-1990

RCT

(31 months)

(181)

---

RCT

(4 months)

(45)

1996-1998

RCT

(25 months)

(1931, 70
providers)

1994-1995

RCT

(1 year)

(360, 43 practice
teams)

1998-1999

RCT

(1 year)

(497, 44 providers)

Pt Remind, Facil
relay

Dz: HbA1c, other

Patient Ed, Org
change

Dz: HbA1c, other

Audit & Fdbck

Adhere: HbA1c,
Foot/Eye

Patient Ed, Prvdr
Ed

Dz: HbA1c, BP,
other

Audit & Fdbck

Adhere: other

(unspecified US
city)28
Ambulatory Care
Quality Improvement
Project
(Alabama)29
Cedars Sinai
Medical Center
30

(Los Angeles, CA)

5 outpatient
practices in a
university-based
31
training program
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Table 1. Summary features of included studies (continued)
2 clinics

---

CBA

Pt Remind, Prvdr
Ed, Org change

Dz: HbA1c, other

(unspecified
32
California city)

(1 year)

(2 practices)

14 independent
physician offices
(unspecified
California city)32

---

CBA

Pt Remind, Prvdr
Ed, Org change

Dz: HbA1c, other

(1 year)

(2 practices)

1998-1999

RCT

Patient Ed, SelfMx, Pt Remind,
Prvdr Remind,
Facil relay

Dz: HbA1c, BP,
other

(6 months)

(150)

2000-2001

CBA

Patient Ed, Prvdr
Remind, Org
change

Dz: HbA1c, BP

(7 months)

(211)

1989-1991

RCT
(396, 4 firms)

Patient Ed, Pt
Remind, Prvdr Ed,
Prvdr Remind

Dz: other, Pat
comp

(2 years)

Duke Family
Medicine Center
36
(North Carolina)

1993-1994

RCT

Prvdr Remind

(6 months)

(58 providers)

Adhere: HbA1c,
HTN/CAD,
Foot/Eye, other

General medicine
clinic, Indiana
University Medical
37
Center

1978-1982

RCT

(3 years)

(260, 13 firms)

Prvdr Ed, Prvdr
Remind, Audit &
Fdbck

Dz: HbA1c, BP,
other

General medicine
clinic, Indiana
University Medical
37
Center

1978-1982

RCT

(3 years)

(273, 14 firms)

Patient Ed, Pt
Remind, Prvdr Ed,
Prvdr Remind,
Audit & Fdbck

Dz: HbA1c, BP,
other

21 primary
healthcare sites

1999-2000

RCT

Dz: other

(13 months)

(727, 21 practices)

Pt Remind, Prvdr
Ed, Prvdr Remind,
Audit & Fdbck, Org
change

1998-1999

RCT

(1 year)

(598, 2 firms)

Diabetes education
program
(unspecified US
33
city)
Choa Chu Kang
polyclinic
(Singapore)

34

Academic general
medicine practice,
Regenstrief Health
Center
(Indianapolis,
35
Indiana)

(Australia)38

Hospital-based Adult
Medicine Clinic

Prvdr Ed, Prvdr
Remind

(unspecified US
city)39

Adhere: HbA1c,
HTN/CAD,
Foot/Eye, other
Dz: HbA1c, BP,
other
Adhere: HbA1c,
HTN/CAD,
Foot/Eye, other

2 clinics

1993-1995

CBA

(unspecified Midwest
40
US city)

(21 months)

(267, 2 practices)
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Patient Ed, Audit &
Fdbck, Org change

Dz: HbA1c, other

Table 1. Summary features of included studies (continued)
Endocrinology dept.
tertiary care hospital
(South Korea)41
311 general
practices
(Denmark)42
2 primary healthcare centers
(Sweden)43

2000-2001

RCT

(3 months)

(50)

1989-1995

RCT

(6 years)

(1263, 484
providers)

1993-1994

CBA

(1 year)

(408, 2 practices)

Patient Ed, Facil
relay

Dz: HbA1c, other

Patient Ed, Prvdr
Ed, Prvdr Remind,
Audit & Fdbck

Dz: other

Org change

Adhere: HbA1c,
HTN/CAD,
Foot/Eye, other
Pat Comp

16 teaching-hospital
affiliated primary
care practices
(Boston,
44
Massachusetts)
2 general medicine
clinics

---

CBA

Audit & Fdbck, Org
change

Adhere: other

(30 months)

(16 practices)

---

RCT

Patient Ed, SelfMx, Facil relay,
Org change

Dz: HbA1c, other

(1 year)

(148)

---

RCT

Dz: HbA1c, other

(292)

Patient Ed, SelfMx, Pt Remind,
Facil relay, Org
change

(1 year)

1997-1999

RCT

Org change

Dz: HbA1c

(20 months)

(400)

---

CBA

Dz: BP, other

(18 months)

(219, 9 practices)

Patient Ed, Prvdr
Ed, Facil relay, Org
change

1992-1997

CBA

Dz: other

(5 years)

(478, 27 providers)

Prvdr Ed, Facil
relay, Audit &
Fdbck

---

RCT

(1 year)

(530)

1995-1997

RCT

(6 months)

(185)

(unspecified US
city)45
4 university-affiliated
VA clinics
(unspecified US
city)46
Diabetes clinic, Vrije
Universiteit Medical
Center

Pat comp

(The Netherlands)47
9 primary health
centers
(United Arab
48
Emirates)
General practices
49

(The Netherlands)

3 Turku area
podiatry clinics
(Finland)

50

Pleasanton facility,
Kaiser Permanente
Medical Care
Program
(N. California)

51
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Patient Ed, Org
change

Patient Ed, Pt
Remind, Org
change

Adhere: HbA1c,
HTN/CAD, other
Dz: other
Pat comp

Dz: HbA1c
Pat comp

Table 1. Summary features of included studies (continued)
Sub-specialty
diabetes clinic

1996

CBA

(3 months)

(82)

2000-2001

RCT

(6 months)

(727, 29 providers)

2000-2001

RCT

(6 months)

(752, 29 providers)

---

RCT

(6 months)

(46)

---

CBA

(16 months)

(218)

---

RCT

(1 year)

(707, 35 practices)

---

RCT

(1 year)

(400, 2 practices)

---

RCT

(1 year)

(400, 2 practices)

---

RCT

(6 months)

(265, 160
providers)

---

RCT

(6 months)

(256, 160
providers)

---

RCT

(1 year)

(275)

Org change

Adhere: HbA1c,
Foot/Eye, other

(unspecified US
city)52
Division of
Community Internal
Medicine, Mayo
Clinic
(Minnesota)

Dz: HbA1c, BP

Org change

Dz: HbA1c, other
Adhere: HbA1c,
other

53

Division of
Community Internal
Medicine, Mayo
Clinic

Pt Remind, Org
change

Dz: HbA1c, other

Patient Ed, Facil
relay, Org change

Dz: HbA1c

Org change

Dz: other

Adhere: HbA1c,
other

(Minnesota)53
Diabetes clinic
(Canada)

54

General practices
(England)

55

35 primary care
practices

Adhere: HbA1c
Patient Ed, SelfMx, Org change

(Seattle,
56
Washington)
2 community health
centers

Dz: HbA1c, other
Adhere: Foot/Eye,
other

Prvdr Ed

Adhere: HbA1c,
Foot/Eye, other

Patient Ed, Prvdr
Ed

Adhere: HbA1c,
Foot/Eye, other

Prvdr Ed, Audit &
Fdbck

Adhere: HbA1c,
HTN/CAD,
Foot/Eye, other

Prvdr Ed, Audit &
Fdbck

Adhere: HbA1c,
HTN/CAD,
Foot/Eye, other

Patient Ed, SelfMx, Pt Remind,
Facil relay, Org
change

Dz: HbA1c, other

(unspecified
Northeast US city)57
2 community health
centers
(unspecified
Northeast US city)57
Australia58

Australia58

General medical
clinic, Durham Dept
of VA Medical
Center
(North Carolina)59
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Table 2a. Number and design of included studies for each quality improvement strategy
QI strategy

Randomized Controlled
Trial

Provider education

14 publications

Controlled Before-After
Study

4, 14, 16, 19,

6 publications

23, 25, 30, 35, 37-39, 42, 57, 58

48, 49

(16 comparisons)

(8 comparisons)

24, 33, 35-39, 42

Provider reminders

8 publications
(10 comparisons)

Facilitated Relay of
clinical data

11 publications

1, 3, 7, 21, 27,

34

20 publications
(24 comparisons)

1 publication
(1 comparison)

9 publications
(11 comparisons)

6 publications 2, 5, 6, 12, 48, 49

17 publications

(6 comparisons)

(17 comparisons)

33, 41, 45, 46, 54, 59

(11 comparisons)
Patient education

5, 13, 22, 32,

Total

20 publications

3, 8, 15, 17,

5 publications

11, 12, 34, 40, 48

25 publications

19-21, 28, 30, 33, 35, 41, 42,
45, 46, 50, 51, 54, 56, 59

(23 comparisons)
Promotion of selfManagement

8 publications

(5 comparisons)

1, 15, 20, 33,

2 publications

10 publications

45, 46, 56, 59

(10 comparisons)
Patient reminders

2, 12

(28 comparisons)

8 publications

(3 comparisons)

27, 33, 35, 38,

2 publications

15, 32

(13 comparisons)
10 publications

45, 51, 59, 60

(10 comparisons)
Audit and feedback

10 publications

14, 16, 24, 25,

(3 comparisons)

(13 comparisons)

4 publications 22, 40, 44, 49

14 publications

(4 comparisons)

(15 comparisons)

14 publications 2, 5, 6, 11-13,

35 publications

29, 31, 37, 38, 42, 58

(11 comparisons)
Organizational change

21 publications

3, 8, 9, 15, 17,

20, 21, 23, 25, 26, 28, 38,

32, 34, 40, 43, 44, 48, 52, 55

45-47, 50, 51, 53, 54, 56, 59

(24 comparisons)
10

(16 comparisons)

(40 comparisons)

Financial Incentives

1 (publication)
(1 comparison)

0

1 publication
(1 comparison)

Total

42 publications
(48 comparisons)

16 publications
(18 comparisons)

58 publications
(66 comparisons)
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Table 2b. Number of quality improvement strategies per study intervention
Number of comparisons
Citations

Number of QI types in
intervention
Randomized
Single QI type

Non-Randomized

Total

343, 52, 55

14

152, 5, 6, 11-13, 22, 32, 34,

52

4, 7, 9, 10, 26, 29, 31, 36,

11

47,53, 57

Multiple (total)

1, 3, 8, 14-17, 19-21, 23-28,

37

30, 33, 35, 37-39, 41,

40, 44, 48, 49

42,45, 46, 50, 51, 53,
54, 56-59

2 QI strategies

1, 8, 14, 16, 17, 19, 23, 24,

6, 11, 13, 22, 44

5

18

23

27, 28, 30, 39, 41, 50,
53, 57, 58

3 QI strategies

3, 15, 20, 21, 25, 37, 51,

72, 5, 32, 34, 40, 49

17

26, 35, 42, 46

315, 12, 48

7

33, 37, 38, 45, 59

0

5

10

54, 56

4 QI strategies
5 QI strategies

4
5
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Table 3a. Association between type of quality improvement strategy and glycemic control stratified by study
sample size*
Median Reduction in HbA1c
[inter-quartile range]†
N=Number of comparisons
All Comparisons

Comparisons
with sample size
in lowest
quartile

Comparisons
with sample size
in lower 2
quartiles

Comparisons
with sample size
in upper 2
quartiles

Comparisons
with sample size
in highest
quartile

All QI types

0.48
[0.20, 1.38]
N=38

1.35
[0.81, 1.73]
N=10

1.30
[0.41, 1.49]
N=19

0.21
[0.10, 0.55]
N=19

0.10
[0.10, 0.33]
N=10

Provider
Education

1.1
[0.56, 1.5]
N=9

1.10
[0.71, 1.50]
N=5

1.29
[0.67, 1.60]
N=8

0.37
---N=1

0.37
---N=1

Provider
Reminders

0.41
[0.34, 0.97]
N=7

N=0

0.41
[0.36, 0.94]
N=3

0.42
[0.3 0, 0.85]
N=4

0.24
[0.10, 0.40]
N=2

Facilitated
relay

0.48
[0.33, 1.38]
N=14

1.30
[0.85, 1.55]
N=3

1.40
[0.85, 1.60]
N=7

0.30
[0.21, 0.48]
N=7

0.35
[0.18, 0.53]
N=4

Patient
Education

0.70
[0.34, 1.45]
N=18

1.50
[1.40, 1.80]
N=5

1.49
[1.42, 1.73]
N=6

0.48
[0.20, 0.60]
N=12

0.35
[0.17, 0.53]
N=4

Selfmanagement

0.40
[0.20, 0.60]
N=13

0.40
---N=1

0.90
[0.38, 1.40]
N=4

0.30
[0.20, 0.50]
N=9

0.35
[0.17, 0.53]
N=4

Patient
reminders

0.60
[0.35, 1.29]
N=11

1.95
[1.10, 2.80]
N=2

1.29
[0.57, 1.79]
N=6

0.47
[0.20, 0.60]
N=5

0.20
[0.15, 0.40]
N=3

Audit &
feedback

0.71
[0.41, 1.40]
N=5

1.06
[0.70, 1.40]
N=2

1.06
[0.63, 1.42]
N=4

0.10
---N=1

0.10
---N=1

Organizational
Change

0.60
[0.10, 1.35]
N=27

1.35
[1.15, 2.00]
N=6

1.35
[0.61, 1.53]
N=12

0.20
[0.10, 0.60]
N=15

0.10
[0.08, 0.27]
N=8

This table shows the median effect on serum HbA1c for all studies in which the intervention involved a given QI type. This was
calculated as follows. For each study, we calculated the net change in serum HbA1c attributable to the intervention as:
Net ∆HbA1c (Post-intervention HbA1c – Pre-intervention HbA1c)Study group - (Post-intervention HbA1c –Pre-intervention
HbA1c)Control group.
The median value was then obtained from the values of Net ∆HbA1c for the studies involving a given QI type or quartile of sample
size.
* Sample size stratifications for HbA1c: 1st quartile=69, median=123, 3rd quartile=226
†

When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated 25th and 75th percentiles
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Table 3b. Association between improvements in provider adherence* and type of quality improvement strategy
†
stratified by study sample size
Median Improvement in provider adherence
[inter-quartile range]‡
N=Number of comparisons
All Comparisons

Comparisons
with sample size
in lowest
quartile

Comparisons
with sample size
in lower 2
quartiles

Comparisons
with sample size
in upper 2
quartiles

Comparisons
with sample size
in highest
quartile

All QI types

4.8
[3.8, 15.0]
N=17

4.5
[2.8, 11.4]
N=3

10.6
[4.6, 17.6]
N=6

4.5
[3.6, 5.8]
N=11

4.2
[3.7, 5.2]
N=8

Provider
Education

5.6
[4.15, 17.2]
N=11

4.5
[2.8, 11.4]
N=3

16.4
[4.5, 18.0]
N=5

5.3
[4.1, 12.7]
N=6

5.3
[4.7, 8.0]
N=4

Provider
Reminders

3.4
[2.2, 3.6]
N=3

----

----

N=0

N=0

3.4
[2.2, 3.6]
N=3

3.6
[3.4, 3.8]
N=2

4.85
---N=1

----

----

----

N=0

4.85
---N=1

N=0

N=0

4.9
[4.7, 5.4]
N=3

4.5
---N=1

4.7
[4.5, 4.9]
N=2

6.0
---N=1

----

6.0
---N=1

----

----

----

N=0

N=0

6.0
---N=1

4.5
---N=1

Facilitated
Relay

Patient
Education

SelfManagement

Patient
Reminders

N=0

N=0

2.8
[1.0, 4.5]
N=2

N=0

N=0

2.8
[1.0, 4.5]
N=2

Audit &
Feedback

5.6
[3.4, 16.4]
N=9

18.3
---N=1

17.4
[16.4, 18.3]
N=2

5.0
[3.2, 10.3]
N=7

5.0
[3.4, 5.6]
N=5

Organizational
Change

4.7
[4.1, 5.7]
N=6

4.9
---N=1

11.4
[4.9, 18.0]
N=2

4.3
[3.3, 4.9]
N=4

4.3
[4.0, 4.5]
N=2

* For each comparison, the general provider adherence outcome captured the adherence outcome with the median effect size
reported by that study. For example, if a study reported one adherence outcome involving checking HbA1c, another relating to
referral for screening for retinal disease and another for delivery of patient education, each of these outcomes would have an
effect size calculated and the one with the median effect size would contribute the generic adherence outcome for that study.
†

Sample size stratification for HbA1c: 1st quartile=69, median=123, 3rd quartile=226

‡

When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated 25th and 75th percentiles.
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Table 4a. Associations between improvements in glycemic control and provider adherence stratified by
trial design
Median Improvement in provider adherence
[inter-quartile range]*
N=Number of comparisons

Median Reduction in HbA1c
[inter-quartile range]*
N=Number of comparisons
All
Comparisons

RCT

Non-RCT

All QI types

0.48
[0.20, 1.38]
N=38

0.39
[0.10, 0.73]
N=28

Provider
Education

1.1
[0.56, 1.5]
N=9

Provider
Reminders

†

†

All
Comparisons

RCT

Non-RCT

1.40
[0.70, 1.78]
N=10

4.9
[3.8, 15.0]
N=17

4.5
[3.5, 5.4]
N=14

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

0.71
[0.41, 1.47]
N=5

1.50
[0.97, 2.13]
N=4

5.6
[4.2, 17.2]
N=11

4.8
[3.1, 8.0]
N=8

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

0.41
[0.34, 0.97]
N=7

0.39
[0.32, 0.45]
N=6

1.99
---N=1

3.4
[2.2, 3.6]
N=3

3.4
[2.2, 3.6]
N=3

----

0.48
[0.33, 1.38]
N=14

0.40
[0.30, 0.60]
N=9

1.40
[0.50, 1.40]
N=5

4.9
---N=1

4.9
---N=1

----

0.70
[0.34, 1.45]
N=18

0.60
[0.25, 1.39]
N=15

1.40
[0.95, 1.70]
N=3

4.9
[4.7, 5.4]
N=3

4.9
[4.7, 5.4]
N=3

----

0.40
[0.20, 0.60]
N=13

0.30
[0.20, 0.45]
N=10

1.40
[0.95, 1.40]
N=3

6.0
---N=1

6.0
---N=1

----

0.60
[0.35, 1.29]
N=11

0.43
[0.28, 0.72]
N=8

1.90
[1.50, 2.35]
N=3

2.8
[1.0, 4.5]
N=2

2.8
[1.0, 4.5]
N=2

----

Audit &
feedback

0.71
[0.41, 1.40]
N=5

0.56
[0.33, 0.90]
N=4

1.40
---N=1

5.6
[3.4, 16.4]
N=9

5.0
[3.2, 10.3]
N=7

20.2
[16.4, 23.9]
N=2*

Organizational
Change

0.60
[0.10, 1.35]
N=27

0.25
[0.03, 0.68]
N=18

1.4
[1.1, 1.9]
N=9

4.7
[4.1, 5.7]
N=6

4.5
[4.0, 4.9]
N=5

18.0
---N=1

Facilitated
relay

Patient
Education

Selfmanagement

Patient
reminders

* When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated inter-quartile range.
† Non-RCT included 16 controlled before-after studies and 1 quasi-randomized trial.
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N=0

N=0

N=0

N=0

N=0

Table 4b. Impacts on glycemic control and provider adherence stratified by trial design and sample size*
All sizes

Comparisons
with sample
size in lowest
quartile

Comparisons
with sample
size in lower
2 quartiles

Comparisons
with sample
size in upper
2 quartiles

Comparisons
with sample
size in
highest
quartile

Median
reduction in
serum HbA1c
(%)
[inter-quartile
†
range ]
N=Number of
comparisons

All trial
designs

0.48
[0.20, 1.38]
N=38

1.35
[0.81, 1.73]
N=10

1.30
[0.41, 1.49]
N=19

0.21
[0.10, 0.55]
N=19

0.10
[0.10, 0.33]
N=10

RCTs only

0.39
[0.10, 0.73]
N=28

1.40
[0.86, 1.73]
N=6

0.56
[0.37, 1.48]
N=12

0.21
[0.10, 0.50]
N=16

0.10
[0.08, 0.24]
N=8

Non-RCTs

1.40
[0.70, 1.78]
N=10

1.25
[0.97, 1.75]
N=4

1.40
[1.25, 1.65]
N=7

0.50
[0.30, 1.25]
N=3

0.30
[0.10, 0.50]
N=2

Median
Improvement
in provider
adherence
(%)
[inter-quartile
‡
range]
N=Number of
comparisons

All trial
designs

4.8
[3.8, 15.0]
N=17

4.5
[2.8, 11.4]
N=3

10.6
[4.6, 17.6]
N=6

4.5
[3.6, 5.8]
N=11

4.2
[3.7, 5.2]
N=8

RCTs

4.5
[3.5, 5.5]
N=14

4.5
[2.8, 11.4]
N=3

4.7
[3.6, 8.2]
N=4

4.3
[3.5, 5.5]
N=10

4.3
[3.7, 5.2]

N=0

17.2
[16.4, 18.0]
N=2

23.9
---N=1

Non-RCTs

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

* Sample size stratification for HbA1c: 1st quartile=69, median=123, 3rd quartile=226.
†

Sample size stratification for adherence outcomes: 1st quartile=55, median=164, 3rd quartile=229.

‡

When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated 25th and 75th percentiles.
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N=8

N=0

Table 5a. Association between improvement in glycemic control and number of quality improvement
*
strategies stratified by study sample size
Median Reduction in HbA1c
[inter-quartile range]
N=Number of comparisons
All Comparisons

Comparisons
with sample size
in lowest
quartile

Comparisons
with sample size
in lower 2
quartiles

Comparisons
with sample size
in upper 2
quartiles

Comparisons
with sample size
in highest
quartile

Any number of
strategies

0.48
[0.20, 1.38]
N=38

1.35
[0.81,1.73]
N=10

1.30
[0.41, 1.49]
N=19

0.21
[0.10, 0.55]
N=19

0.10
[0.10, 0.33]
N=10

1 strategy only

0.00
[-0.08,‡ 0.16]
N=6

0.56
---N=1

0.10
[-0.15,‡ 0.23]
N=3

0.00
[0.00, 0.11]
N=3

0.00
[0.00, 0.00]
N=2§

≥ 2 strategies

0.60
[0.30, 1.40]
N= 32

1.40
[1.10, 1.80]
N=9

1.40
[0.63, 1.58]
N=16

0.34
[0.10, 0.60]
N=16

0.15
[0.10, 0.40]
N=8

≥ 3 strategies

0.66
[0.33, 1. 40]
N=22

1.30
[1.10, 1.40]
N=5

1.40
[0.91, 1.44]
N=11

0.47
[0.20, 0.60]
N=11

0.35
[0.17, 0.53]
N=4

≥ 4 strategies

0.48
[0.30, 0.82]
N=8

N=0

1.47
[0.89, 1.69]
N=3

0.47
[0.30, 0.50]
N=5

0.50
[0.35, 0.55]
N=3

N=0

1.47
---N=1

0.47
[0.33, 0.53]
N=3

0.40
[0.20, 0.60]
N=2§

Number of QI
Strategies†

5 strategies**

0.53
[0.40, 0.82]
N=4

*

Sample size stratification for HbA1c: 1st quartile=69, median=123, 3rd quartile=226

†

The median number of strategies was 2, with 16 studies involving 2 of fewer strategies and 22 employing 3 or more.

‡

All changes were standardized to reflect reductions. Thus, the negative sign here indicates an increase in serum HbA1c.

§

When N=2, the numbers in square brackets reflect the results for each of the two studies rather than the interquartile range.

**

No study involved an intervention with more than 5 QI types. Using the alternate taxonomy shown in Table 1 (Appendix H) in
which substrategies of provider education and organizational change are treated as distinct categories, 2 studies reported
interventions involving 6 strategies.140,146
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Table 5b. Association between improvement in provider adherence and number of quality improvement
strategies stratified by study sample size*
Median Improvement in Provider Adherence (%)
[inter-quartile range]†
N=Number of comparisons
Number of QI
Strategies

Any number (for
comparison
purposes)
1 strategy only

≥ 2 strategies

≥ 3 strategies

All Comparisons

Comparisons
with sample size
in lowest
quartile

Comparisons
with sample size
in lower 2
quartiles

Comparisons
with sample size
in upper 2
quartiles

Comparisons
with sample size
in highest
quartile

4.8
[3.8, 15.0]

4.5
[2.8, 11.4]

10.6
[4.6, 17.6]

4.5
[3.6, 5.8]

4.2
[3.7, 5.2]

N=17

N=3

N=6

N=11

N=8

3.0
[2.0,3.5]

1.0
----

1.0
----

3.5
[3.0, 4.0]

3.5
[3.0, 4.0]

N=3

N=1

N=1

N=2

N=2

5.3
[4.5, 16.1]

11.4
[4.5, 18.3]

16.4
[4.9, 18.0]

5.0
[3.8, 6.0]

4.8
[4.0, 5.5]

N=14

N=2

N=5

N=9

N=6

4.9
----

3.5
[1.0, 6.0]

N=1

N=2

4.9
[2.9, 5.4]
N=3

≥ 4 strategies

N=0

N=0

N=1

N=0

1.0
----

1.0
---N=1

N=0

1.0
----

1.0
---N=1

5 strategies‡

N=0

N=0

N=0

N=1

* Sample size stratification for adherence outcomes: 1st quartile=55, median=164, 3rd quartile=229
†

When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated 25th and 75th percentiles.

‡

No study involved an intervention with more than 5 QI types.
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N=0

Table 6. Associations between number of quality improvement strategies and improvements in glycemic control
and provider adherence stratified by trial design
Median Improvement in provider adherence
[inter-quartile range]*
N=Number of comparisons

Median Reduction in HbA1c
[inter-quartile range]*
N=Number of comparisons
All
Comparisons

RCT

Non-RCT

All
Comparisons

RCT

Non-RCT

0.48
[0.20, 1.38]
N=38

0.39
[0.10, 0.73]
N=28

1.4
[0.70, 1.78]
N=10

4.9
[3.8, 15.0]
N=17

4.5
[3.5, 5.4]
N=14

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

0.00
[-0.08†, 0.16]
N=6

0.00
[-0.10, 0.00]
N=5

0.56
---N=1

3.0
[2.0, 3.5]
N=3

3.0
[2.0, 3.5]
N=3

N=0

≥ 2 strategies

0.60
[0.30, 1.40]
N=32

0.41
[0.25, 0.94]
N=23

1.40
[1.10, 1.90]
N=9

5.3
[4.5, 16.1]
N=14

4.9
[4.2, 5.8]
N=11

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

≥ 3 strategies

0.66
[0.33, 1. 40]
N=22

0.44
[0.22, 0.68]
N=14

1.40
[1.33, 1.92]
N=8

4.9
[2.9, 5.4]
N=3

4.9
[2.9, 5.4]
N=3

N=0

0.48
[0.30, 0.82]
N=8

0.39
[0.30, 0.57]
N=6

1.20
[0.50, 1.90]
N=2

1.0
---N=1

1.0
---N=1

N=0

0.53
[0.40, 0.82]
N=4

0.53
[0.40, 0.82]
N=4

N=0

1.0
---N=1

1.0
---N=1

N=0

Any number
(for
comparison
purposes)
Single
strategy only

≥ 4 strategies

5 strategies‡

*

When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated 25th and 75th percentiles.

†

All changes were standardized to reflect reductions. Thus, the negative sign here indicates an increase in serum HbA1c.

‡

No study involved an intervention with more than 5 QI types.
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Table 7a. Regression results for impact of general study features on glycemic control and provider
adherence

HbA1c
(27 studies* )
Study attribute or
Methodological feature

*

Median adherence
Outcome
(17 studies)

Regression Coefficient for
prediction of lowered
HbA1c
[95%CI; p value]

Regression coefficient for
prediction of increased
adherence
[95%CI; p value]

Country (U.S. vs. non-U.S.)

0.16
[-0.38, 0.70; p=0.5]

-0.05
[0.24, -0.33; p=0.7]

Study Period

- 0.008
[-0.08, 0.06; p=0.8]

-0.04
[-0.02, -0.07; 0.004]

Patient selection†

0.16
[-0.48, 0.81; p=0.6]

-0.18
[0.21, -0.63; p=0.3]

Sample Size‡

-0.46
[-0.09,-0.72; p=0.02]

-0.22
[0.29, -0.63; p=0.4]

Randomization

-0.15
[-0.69, 0.70; p=0.7]

-0.48
[-0.23, -0.72; p=0.001]

Adequate concealment of allocation

-0.15
[-0.90, 0.60; p=0.7]

-0.22
[0.09, -0.53; p=0.2]

Units of analysis same as unit of
treatment allocation

-0.02
[-0.68, 0.64; p=0.95]

-0.15
[0.44, -0.74; p=0.6]

Patient blinding§

0.17
[-0.67, 1.01; p=0.68]

0.18
[0.61, -0.24; p=0.4]

N=27 rather than 38, as in the previous tables showing median effects for studies involving impacts on mean HbA1c, because 11
studies did not report data required to include them in the regression analysis (e.g., standard deviations for the reported means).

†“

Patient selection” refers to the explicit selection of patients with more advanced disease (e.g., longer duration or presence of
major complications), greater prevalence of co-morbid conditions, poor adherence, or decreased access to care.

‡

The data shown for sample size reflects the Spearman rank correlation coefficient for effective sample size and the Net
reduction in HbA1c, the same outcome used in all of the median effects Tables. This outcome was defined as:
Net reduction in HbA1c = (Post-intervention HbA1c – Pre-intervention HbA1c)Study group – (Post-intervention HbA1c – Preintervention HbA1c)Control group.
This outcome was used in place of post-intervention effect size, as the strong inverse correlation would largely reflect the
inclusion of sample size in the calculation of effect size.

§

Blinding was judged to be present when the subjects were unaware of study group assignment. In studies in which providers
were randomized and patient level data was abstracted from medical records, patient blinding was coded as present.
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Table 7b. Regression results for impacts of quality improvement strategies by strategy type and by the
number of strategies per intervention*
Reduction in Serum HbA1c
(27 studies)

Improvement in Provider
Adherence (17 studies)

Regression
Coefficient

Regression
Coefficient

[95%CI; p value]

[95%CI; p value]

Provider education

0.34
[-0.37, 1.05; p=0.33]

0.25
[0.00, 0.51; p = 0.05]

Patient education

0.21
[-0.31, 0.74; p=0.4]

-0.01
[0.37, -0.40; p=0.9]

Self-management

- 0.23
[-0.58, 0.53; p=0.93]

-0.19
[0.39, -0.78; p=0.5]

Patient reminders

0.04
[-0.58, 0.66; p=0.98]

-0.13
[0.30, -0.56; p=0.5]

Provider reminders

-0.42
[-1.15, 0.31; p=0.25]

-0.27
[0.07, -0.60; p = 0.1]

Facilitated relay

0.20
[-0.33, 0.73; p=0.44]

-0.15
[0.44, -0.74; p = 0.6]

Audit and feedback

- 0.57
[-1.94, 0.81; p=0.40]

0.00
----

Organizational change

-0.05
[-0.63, 0.52; p=0.85]

-0.04
[0.25, -0.33; p = 0.8]

Disease management

0.49
[-0.19, 1.19; p=0.15]

-0.15
[0.44, -0.74; p=0.6]

Change to medical records system

0.17
[-0.67, 1.01; p=0.69]

-0.13
[0.47, -0.73; p=0.6]

-0.39
[-0.95, 0.17; p=17]

0.23
[-0.18, 0.64; p=0.2]

QI Strategy

Personnel or team changes

* It is important to note that the regression models aimed to evaluate the relative effectiveness of different intervention components
and the impact of study features such as trial design and study period. Consequently, a negative coefficient does not imply
“harm” or that the intervention was worse than “usual care.” Rather, a negative result means simply that the average effect
associated with, for instance, the presence of provider reminders (which has a negative coefficient in the analysis of both
outcomes) was less than the average effects associated with interventions lacking this feature (i.e., studies without provider
reminders reported larger effect sizes, not that provider reminders were harmful).
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Table 7c. Significance tests (Mann-Whitney) for median effects associated with selected methodologic features
and QI strategies
Median Reduction in HbA1c
(38 studies)
Median effect (%)
[95% CI]

Study
design

Sample
size

Number of
QI
strategies

Provider
Education

Disease
Manag.

Change to
medical
records
system
Role for
clinical
information
system‡

RCT
(n = 28)

0.39
[0.20, 0.60]

Non-RCT
(n = 10)

Median Increase in Provider adherence
(17 studies)

P value for
comparison

Median effect (%)
[95% CI]

*

RCT
(n = 14)

4.5
[3.3, 5.7]

1.40
[0.52, 1.96]

Non-RCT
(n = 3)

18.0
[16.4, 23.9]

Upper 2
quartiles

0.20
[0.10, 0.57]

Upper 2
quartiles

4.4
[2.4, 18.8]

Lower 2
quartiles

1.20
[0.42, 1.46]

Lower 2
quartiles

4.9
[1.0, 18.3]

Single
(n = 6)

0.00
[-0.19, 0.53]

Single
(n = 3)

3.0%
[1.0, 4.0%]

Multiple
(n = 32)

0.60
[0.40, 1.3]

Multiple
(n = 14)

5.3
[4.4, 16.7]

Yes
(n=9)

1.1
[0.42, 1.87]

Yes
(n=11)

5.6
[3.0, 18.1]

No
(n = 29)

0.4
[0.17, 0.66]

No
(n = 6)

4.3
[3.0, 5.9]

Yes
(n=8)

1.09
[0.67, 2.25]

Yes
(n=1)

4.9
----

No
(n=30)

0.39
[0.20, 0.55]

No
(n=16)

4.8
[3.6, 15.7]

Yes
(n=5)

1.40
[1.10, 2.80]

Yes
(n=1)

1.0
----

No
(n=33)

0.40
[0.20, 0.60]

No
(n=16)

5.0
[3.9, 15.7]

Yes
(n=20)

0.90
[0.37, 1.40]

Yes
(n=5)

4.0
[3.4, 6.0]

No
(n=18)

0.35
[0.20, 0.59]

No
(n=12)

5.3
[3.2, 17.9]

0.008

0.005

0.01
†
[0.005]

0.02

0.009

0.007

0.1
[0.46]

P value for
comparison

0.02

0.7

0.04

0.2

1.0

0.1

0.3

* P value represents two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test of hypothesis that the two medians being compared are
equal.
†

Result if the alternate classification scheme shown in Appendix H is used. In this scheme, major substrategies of organizational
change (e.g., Disease Management) and provider education (e.g., educational outreach and professional meetings) are treated as their
own categories.

‡

Focusing on specific roles for clinical information systems resulted in higher p-values (e.g., p=0.26 for interventions with some form
of computerized decision support compared to all interventions without decision support.
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Table 8a. Association between improvements in glycemic control and specific substrategies of provider
education stratified by study sample size*
Median improvement in HbA1c
[inter-quartile range] †
N=Number of comparisons
All
Comparisons

Comparisons
with sample
size in lowest
quartile

Comparisons
with sample
size in lower 2
quartiles

Comparisons
with sample
size in upper 2
quartiles

Comparisons
with sample
size in highest
quartile

All QI types

0.48
[0.20, 1.38]
N=38

1.35
[0.60, 1.48]
N=10

0.80
[0.41, 1.44]
N=19

0.21
[0.10, 0.60]
N=19

0.10
[0.10, 0.33]
N=10

Any form of provider
education

1.1
[0.56, 1.5]
N=9

1.10
[0.71, 1.50]
N=5

1.29
[0.67, 1.60]
N=8

0.37
---N=1

0.37
---N=1

No form of provider
education

0.40
[0.1, 1.08]
N=29

1.40
[1.30, 1.80]
N=5

1.30
[0.35, 1.40]
N=11

0.21
[0.10, 0.58]
N=18

0.10
[0.10, 0.20]
N=9

Meetings/workshops

1.1
[0.64, 1.69]
N=7

0.91
[0.67, 1.53]
N=4

1.10
[0.64, 1.69]
N=7

N=0

N=0

No meetings or
workshops

0.4
[0.1, 1.19]
N=31

1.45
[1.33, 1.73]
N=6

1.35
[0.47, 1.43]
N=12

0.21
[0.10, 0.55]
N=19

0.10
[0.10, 0.33]
N=10

No meetings or
workshops (has
provider education)

0.94
[0.4, 1.5]
N=2

1.5
---N=1

1.5
---N=1

0.37
---N=1

0.37
---N=1

Educational
materials

0.91
[0.52, 1.48]
N=8

1.10
[0.71, 1.50]
N=5

1.10
[0.64, 1.49]
N=7

0.37
---N=1

0.37
---N=1

No educational
materials

0.4
[0.1, 1.25]
N=30

1.40
[1.30, 1.80]
N=5

1.35
[0.37, 1.50]
N=12

0.21
[0.10, 0.58]
N=18

0.10
[0.10, 0.20]
N=9

N=0

N=0

Type of provider
education

No educational
materials (has
provider education)

1.9
---N=1

N=0

1.9
---N=1

Educational
outreach

0.71
---N=1

0.71
---N=1

0.71
---N=1

N=0

N=0

No educational
outreach

0.47
[0.20, 1.4]
N=37

1.40
[1.10, 1.80]
N=9

1.35
[0.40, 1.49]
N=18

0.21
[0.10, 0.55]
N=19

0.10
[0.10, 0.33]
N=10

No educational
outreach (has
provider education)

1.29
[0.52, 1.60]
N=8

1.30
[0.97, 1.83]
N=4

1.47
[0.83, 1.70]
N=7

0.37
---N=1

0.37
---N=1

* Sample size stratification for HbA1c: 1st quartile=69, median=123, 3rd quartile=226.
†

When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated 25th and 75th percentiles.
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Table 8b. Association between improvements in glycemic control and specific substrategies of provider
education stratified by study design
Median Reduction in HbA1c
[inter-quartile range]*
N=Number of comparisons
Type of provider
education

Median Improvement in provider adherence
[inter-quartile range]*
N=Number of comparisons

All
Comparisons

RCT

Non-RCT

All
Comparisons

RCT

Non-RCT

All QI types

0.48
[0.20, 1.38]
N=38

0.39
[0.10, 0.73]
N=28

1.4
[0.70, 1.78]
N=10

4.85
[3.8,15.03]
N=17

4.5
[3.5, 5.45]
N=14

18.0
[17.2, 20.95]
N=3

Provider education

1.10
[0.56, 1.50]
N=9

0.71
[0.41, 1.47]
N=5

1.5
[0.97, 2.13]
N=4

5.6
[4.2, 17.2]
N=11

4.8
[3.1, 8.0]
N=8

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

No provider
education

0.40
[0.10, 1.08]
N=29

0.3
[0.10, 0.60]
N=23

1.40
[0.73, 1.40]
N=6

4.3
[3.5, 4.8]
N=6

4.3
[3.5, 4.8]
N=6

---N=0

Meetings/workshops

1.10
[0.64, 1.69]
N=7

0.71
[0.56, 1.09]
N=3

1.50
[0.97, 2.13]
N=4

10.7
[3.6, 18.1]
N=8

4.50
[1.0, 5.0]
N=5

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

No meetings or
workshops

0.40
[0.10, 1.19]
N=31

0.30
[0.10, 0.6]
N=25

1.40
[0.73, 1.4]
N=6

4.50
[3.8, 5.6]
N=9

4.50
[3.8, 5.6]
N=9

----

No meetings or
workshops (has
provider education)

0.94
[0.40, 1.5]
N=2

0.94
[0.40, 1.5]
N=2

---N=0

5.6
[4.7, 10.3]
N=3

5.6
[4.7, 10.3]
N=3

N=0

Educational
materials

0.91
[0.52, 1.48]
N=8

0.71
[0.41, 1.47]
N=5

1.10
[0.83, 1.95]
N=3

5.6
[4.2, 16.5]
N=7

4.5
[3.8, 5.6]
N=5

21.0
[18.0, 23.9]
N=2

No educational
materials

0.40
[0.10, 1.25]
N=30

0.30
[0.10, 0.60]
N=23

1.40
[0.95, 1.65]
N=7

4.7
[3.5, 5.8]
N=10

4.5
[3.4, 5.0]
N=9

16.4
---N=1

No educational
materials (has
provider education)

1.9
---N=1

---N=0

1.9
---N=1

10.7
[4.0, 16.9]
N=4

5.0
[3.0, 11.7]
N=3

16.4
---N=1

Educational
outreach

0.71
---N=1

0.71
---N=1

N=0

5.6
[4.8, 16.5]
N=7

5.3
[4.6, 12.7]
N=6

18.0
---N=1

No educational
outreach

0.47
[0.20, 1.4]
N=37

0.37
[0.10, 0.70]
N=27

1.40
[0.70, 1.78]
N=10

4.3
[3.5, 5.7]
N=10

3.9
[3.3, 4.6]
N=8

20.2
[16.4, 23.9]
N=2

No educational
outreach (has
provider education)

1.29
[0.52, 1.60]
N=8

0.94
[0.40, 1.48]
N=4

1.50
[0.97, 2.13]
N=4

10.1
[3.1, 18.3]
N=4

2.4
[1.0, 3.8]
N=2

20.2
[16.4, 23.9]
N=2

* When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated 25th and 75th percentiles.
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N=0
----

Table 9a. Association between improvements in glycemic control and specific substrategies of patient education
stratified by sample size*
Median improvement in HbA1c
[inter-quartile range]†
N=Number of comparisons
All Comparisons

Comparisons
with sample size
in lowest
quartile

Comparisons
with sample size
in lower 2
quartiles

Comparisons
with sample size
in upper 2
quartiles

Comparisons
with sample size
in highest
quartile

All QI types

0.48
[0.20, 1.38]
N=38

1.35
[0.60, 1.48]
N=10

0.80
[0.41, 1.44]
N=19

0.21
[0.10, 0.60]
N=19

0.10
[0.10, 0.33]
N=10

Patient
education

0.70
[0.34, 1.45]
N=18

1.50
[1.40, 1.80]
N=5

1.49
[1.42, 1.73]
N=6

0.48
[0.20, 0.60]
N=12

0.35
[0.17, 0.53]
N=4

No patient
education

0.39
[0.1, 0.81]
N=20

0.71
[0.56, 1.10]
N=5

0.56
[0.40, 1.40]
N=13

0.10
[0.05, 0.16]
N=7

0.10
[0.03, 0.10]
N=6

Patient
Education, selfmanagement, or
patient
reminders

0.8
[0.35, 1.44]
N=27

1.45
[1.25, 1.90]
N=8

1.40
[1.15, 1.73]
N=14

0.47
[0.20, 0.60]
N=13

0.20
[0.10, 0.50]
N=5

None of above

0.10
[0.0, 0.39]
N=11

0.64
[0.60, 0.70]
N=2

0.41
[0.10, 0.56]
N=5

0.10
[0.03, 0.18]
N=6

0.10
[0.00, 0.10]
N=5

Selfmanagement or
patient
reminders

0.48
[0.28, 1.18]
N=20

1.10
[0.75, 1.95]
N=3

1.40
[0.40, 1.47]
N=9

0.30
[0.15, 0.55]
N=11

0.20
[0.10, 0.50]
N=5

No Selfmanagement or
patient
reminders

0.49
[0.1, 1.38]
N=18

1.40
[1.01, 1.65]
N=7

1.01
[0.45, 1.48]
N=10

0.16
[0.08, 0.48]
N=8

0.10
[0.00, 0.10]
N=5

Selfmanagement

0.4
[0.2, 0.6]
N=13

0.40
---N=1

0.90
[0.38, 1.40]
N=4

0.30
[0.20, 0.50]
N=9

0.35
[0.17, 0.53]
N=4

No selfmanagement

0.71
[0.1, 1.47]
N=25

1.40
[1.10, 1.80]
N=9

1.30
[0.49, 1.65]
N=15

0.16
[0.10, 0.69]
N=10

0.10
[0.03, 0.10]
N=6

Patient
reminders

0.60
[0.35, 1.29]
N=11

1.95
[1.10, 2.80]
N=2

1.29
[0.57, 1.79]
N=6

0.47
[0.20, 0.60]
N=5

0.20
[0.15, 0.40]
N=3

No patient
reminders

0.41
[0.1, 1.35]
N=27

1.35
[0.67, 1.58]
N=8

1.30
[0.41, 1.40]
N=13

0.21
[0.10, 0.47]
N=14

0.10
[0.05, 0.24]
N=7

Type of patient
education

* Sample size stratification for HbA1c: 1st quartile=69, median=123, 3rd quartile=226.
†

When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated 25th and 75th percentiles.
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Table 9b. Association between improvements in glycemic control and specific substrategies of patient education
stratified by study design
Median Reduction in HbA1c
[inter-quartile range]*
N=Number of comparisons
Type of patient
education

Median Improvement in provider adherence
[inter-quartile range]*
N=Number of comparisons

All
Comparisons

RCT

Non-RCT

All
Comparisons

RCT

Non-RCT

All QI types

0.48
[0.2, 1.38]
N=38

0.39
[0.1, 0.73]
N=28

1.4
[0.7, 1.78]
N=10

4.85
[3.8, 15.03]
N=17

4.5
[3.5, 5.45]
N=14

18.0
[17.2, 20.95]
N=3

Patient
education
†
(Broad )

0.8
[0.35, 1.44]
N=27

0.47
[0.25, 1.19]
N=19

1.4
[1.33, 1.92]
N=8

4.5
[4.5, 4.9]
N=5

4.5
[4.5, 4.9]
N=5

---N=0

No Patient
education
(Broad)

0.10
[0.0, 0.39]
N=11

0.1
[0.0, 0.37]
N=9

0.33
[0.10, 0.60]
N=2

5.3
[3.7, 16.8]
N=12

4.0
[3.4, 5.6]
N=9

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

Selfmanagement or
patient
reminders

0.48
[0.28, 1.18]
N=20

0.35
[0.2, 0.57]
N=14

1.4
[1.18, 1.78]
N=6

4.5
[2.8, 5.3]
N=3

4.5
[2.8, 5.3]
N=3

---N=0

No Selfmanagement or
patient
reminders

0.49
[0.1, 1.38]
N=18

0.39
[0.03, 1.18]
N=14

0.98
[0.45, 1.55]
N=4

4.9
[3.9, 16.1]
N=14

4.5
[3.6, 5.3]
N=11

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

Patient
education

0.7
[0.34, 1.45]
N=18

0.6
[0.25, 1.39]
N=15

1.4
[0.95, 1.7]
N=3

4.9
[4.7, 5.4]
N=3

4.9
[4.7, 5.4]
N=3

---N=0

No Patient
education

0.39
[0.1,0.81]
N=20

0.21
[0.0,0.4]
N=13

1.4
[0.83,1.65]
N=7

4.8
[3.5,16.1]
N=14

4.0
[3.2,5.3]
N=11

18.0
[17.2,21.0]
N=3

Selfmanagement

0.4
[0.2, 0.6]
N=13

0.3
[0.2, 0.45]
N=10

1.4
[0.95, 1.4]
N=3

6.0
---N=1

6.0
---N=1

---N=0

No selfmanagement

0.71
[0.1, 1.47]
N=25

0.4
[0.1, 1.25]
N=18

1.4
[0.83, 1.95]
N=7

4.7
[3.7, 15.4]
N=16

4.5
[3.4, 5.0]
N=13

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

Patient
reminders

0.60
[0.35, 1.29]
N=11

0.43
[0.28, 0.72]
N=8

1.90
[1.5, 2.35]
N=3

2.75
[1.0, 4.5]
N=2

2.75
[1.0, 4.5]
N=2

---N=0

No patient
reminders

0.41
[0.1, 1.35]
N=27

0.34
[0.08, 0.73]
N=20

1.4
[0.53, 1.4]
N=7

5.0
[3.9, 15.7]
N=15

4.7
[3.7, 5.7]
N=12

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

* When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated 25th and 75th percentiles.
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Table 10a. Association between improvements in glycemic control and specific substrategies of provider
*
reminder stratified by sample size
Median improvement in HbA1c
[inter-quartile range]†
N=Number of comparisons
All Comparisons

Comparisons
with sample size
in lowest
quartile

Comparisons
with sample size
in lower 2
quartiles

Comparisons
with sample size
in upper 2
quartiles

Comparisons
with sample size
in highest
quartile

0.48
[0.20, 1.38]
N=38

1.35
[0.60, 1.48]
N=10

0.80
[0.41, 1.44]
N=19

0.21
[0.10, 0.60]
N=19

0.10
[0.10, 0.33]
N=10

Provider
reminder or
facilitated relay

0.44
[0.3, 1.4]
N=20

1.30
[0.85, 1.55]
N=3

1.35
[0.40, 1.45]
N=10

0.34
[0.20, 0.49]
N=10

0.29
[0.13, 0.47]
N=6

Neither provider
reminder nor
facilitated relay

0.58
[0.03, 1.1]
N=18

1.40
[0.91, 1.85]
N=7

1.10
[0.56, 1.50]
N=9

0.10
[0.00, 0.60]
N=9

0.05
[0.00, 0.10]
N=4

Provider
reminder

0.41
[0.34, 0.97]
N=7

N=0

0.41
[0.36, 0.94]
N=3

0.42
[0.3 0, 0.85]
N=4

0.24
[0.10, 0.40]
N=2

No provider
reminder

0.56
[0.15, 1.35]
N=31

1.35
[0.81, 1.73]
N=10

1.35
[0.52, 1.58]
N=16

0.20
[0.10, 0.55]
N=15

0.10
[0.08, 0.27]
N=8

Facilitated relay

0.48
[0.33, 1.38]
N=14

1.30
[0.85, 1.55]
N=3

1.40
[0.85, 1.60]
N=7

0.30
[0.21, 0.48]
N=7

0.35
[0.18, 0.53]
N=4

No facilitated
relay

0.49
[0.1, 1.18]
N=24

1.40
[0.91, 1.85]
N=7

0.91
[0.38, 1.48]
N=12

0.15
[0.08, 0.65]
N=12

0.10
[0.10, 0.30]
N=6

Type of provider
reminder

All QI types

*
†

Sample size stratification for HbA1c: 1st quartile=69, median=123, 3rd quartile=226.
When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated 25th and 75th percentiles.
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Table 10b. Association between improvements in glycemic control and specific substrategies of provider
reminder stratified by trial design
Median Reduction in HbA1c
[inter-quartile range]*
N=Number of comparisons
Type of
provider
reminder

Median Improvement in provider adherence
[inter-quartile range]*
N=Number of comparisons

All
Comparisons

RCT

Non-RCT

All
Comparisons

RCT

Non-RCT

All QI types

0.48
[0.2, 1.38]
N=38

0.39
[0.1, 0.73]
N=28

1.4
[0.7, 1.78]
N=10

4.85
[3.8, 15.03]
N=17

4.5
[3.5, 5.45]
N=14

18.0
[17.2, 20.95]
N=3

Provider
reminder or
racilitated relay

0.44
[0.3, 1.4]
N=20

0.4
[0.3, 0.57]
N=14

1.4
[0.73, 1.78]
N=6

3.6
[2.8, 4.1]
N=4

3.6
[2.8, 4.1]
N=4

---N=0

Neither
provider
reminder nor
facilitated relay

0.58
[0.03, 1.1]
N=18

0.15
[0.0, 0.78]
N=14

1.25
[0.97, 1.75]
N=4

5.6
[4.5, 16.4]
N=13

4.8
[4.1, 5.9]
N=10

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

Provider
reminder

0.41
[0.34, 0.97]
N=7

0.39
[0.32, 0.45]
N=6

1.99
---N=1

3.4
[2.2, 3.6]
N=3

3.4
[2.2, 3.6]
N=3

---N=0

No provider
reminder

0.56
[0.15, 1.35]
N=31

0.35
[0.1, 0.78]
N=22

1.4
[0.56, 1.4]
N=9

5.3
[4.5, 16.1]
N=14

4.9
[4.3, 5.8]
N=11

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

0.48
[0.33, 1.38]
N=14

0.4
[0.3, 0.6]
N=9

1.4
[0.5, 1.4]
N=5

4.9
---N=1

4.9
---N=1

----

Facilitated relay

N=0

0.49
[0.1, 1.18]
N=24

0.3
[0.05, 0.76]
N=19

1.4
[1.1, 1.99]
N=5

4.8
[3.7, 15.4]
N=16

4.5
[3.4, 5.6]
N=13

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

No facilitated
relay

* When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated 25th and 75th percentiles.
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Table 11a. Association between improvements in glycemic control and specific substrategies of organizational
change stratified by study sample size*
Median improvement in HbA1c
†
[inter-quartile range]
N=Number of comparisons
Type of
organizational
change

All comparisons

Bottom quartile
for sample size

Bottom two
quartiles for
sample size

Top two
quartiles for
sample size

Top quartile for
sample size

All QI types

0.48
[0.20, 1.38]
N=38

1.35
[0.60, 1.48]
N=10

0.80
[0.41, 1.44]
N=19

0.21
[0.10, 0.60]
N=19

0.10
[0.10, 0.33]
N=10

All types of
organizational
change

0.60
[0.10, 1.35]
N=27

1.35
[1.15, 2.0]
N=6

1.35
[0.61, 1.53]
N=12

0.20
[0.10, 0.60]
N=15

0.10
[0.08, 0.27]
N=8

No organizational
change

0.41
[0.39, 1.02]
N=11

1.03
[0.52, 1.58]
N=4

0.56
[0.41, 1.49]
N=7

0.29
[0.18, 0.40]
N=4

0.24
[0.10, 0.37]
N=2

Disease/case
management

1.09
[0.78, 1.55]
N=8

1.25
[1.0, 1.75]
N=4

1.25
[1.0, 1.75]
N=4

0.94
[0.75, 1.31]
N=4

0.60
---N=1

No disease/case
management

0.39
[0.10, 1.13]
N=30

1.40
[0.75, 1.73]
N=6

1.35
[0.40, 1.49]
N=15

0.20
[0.10, 0.34]
N=15

0.10
[0.10, 0.20]
N=9

No disease/case
management (has
org change)

0.20
[0.05, 0.95]
N=19

1.75
[1.30, 2.20]
N=2

1.35
[0.20, 1.53]
N=8

0.10
[0.05, 0.25]
N=11

0.10
[0.05, 0.15]
N=7

Team/staffing
changes

0.30
[0.12, 0.68]
N=14

1.30
[1.01, 1.75]
N=3

0.71
[0.30, 1.30]
N=5

0.20
[0.10, 0.50]
N=9

0.15
[0.07, 0.27]
N=4

No team/staffing
changes

0.58
[0.33, 1.42]
N=24

1.40
[0.83, 1.65]
N=7

1.40
[0.45, 1.49]
N=14

0.29
[0.10, 0.57]
N=10

0.10
[0.10, 0.30]
N=6

No team/staffing
changes (has org
change)

1.10
[0.10, 1.40]
N=13

1.40
[1.25, 2.10]
N=3

1.40
[1.25, 1.65]
N=7

0.35
[0.10, 0.75]
N=6

0.10
[0.08, 0.23]
N=4

Medical record
changes

1.40
[1.40, 1.9]
N=5

1.95
[1.10, 2.80]
N=2

1.40
[1.40, 1.90]
N=5

N=0

N=0

No medical record
changes

0.4
[0.1, 0.8]
N=33

1.35
[0.67, 1.58]
N=8

0.64
[0.40, 1.45]
N=14

0.21
[0.10, 0.55]
N=19

0.10
[0.10, 0.33]
N=10

No medical record
changes (has org
change)

0.30
[0.10, 0.78]
N=22

1.35
[1.15, 1.60]
N=4

0.71
[0.10, 1.35]
N=7

0.20
[0.10, 0.60]
N=15

0.10
[0.08, 0.27]
N=8

* Sample size stratification for HbA1c: 1st quartile=69, median=123, 3rd quartile=226.
†

When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated 25th and 75th percentiles.
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Table 11b. Association between improvements in glycemic control and specific substrategies of organizational
change stratified by study design
Median Reduction in HbA1c
[inter-quartile range]*
N=Number of comparisons
Type of
organizational
change

Median Improvement in provider adherence
[inter-quartile range]*
N=Number of comparisons

All
Comparisons

RCT

Non-RCT

All
Comparisons

RCT

Non-RCT

All QI types

0.48
[0.20, 1.38]
N=38

0.39
[0.1, 0.73]
N=28

1.4
[1.1, 1.78]
N=10

4.85
[3.8, 15.03]
N=17

4.5
[3.5, 5.45]
N=14

18.0
[17.2, 20.95]
N=3

All types of
organizational
change

0.60
[0.10, 1.35]
N=27

0.25
[0.03, 0.68]
N=18

1.4
[1.1, 1.9]
N=9

4.7
[4.1, 5.7]
N=6

4.5
[4.0, 4.9]
N=5

18.0
---N=1

No organizational
change

0.41
[0.39, 1.02]
N=11

0.41
[0.38, 1.22]
N=10

0.56
---N=1

5.0
[3.6, 15.7]
N=11

4.5
[3.4, 5.6]
N=9

20.2
[16.4, 23.9]
N=2

Disease/case
management

1.09
[0.78, 1.55]
N=8

0.76
[0.68, 0.87]
N=4

1.7
[1.33, 2.19]
N=4

4.9
---N=1

4.9
---N=1

N=0

No disease/case
management

0.39
[0.10, 1.13]
N=30

0.3
[0.1, 0.5]
N=24

0.98
[0.52, 1.4]
N=6

4.8
[3.7, 15.4]
N=16

4.5
[3.4, 5.6]
N=13

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

No disease/case
management (has
organizational
change)

0.20
[0.05, 0.95]
N=19

0.15
[0.0, 0.30]
N=14

1.40
[0.50, 1.40]
N=5

4.5
[4.0, 6.0]
N=5

4.3
[3.3, 4.9]
N=4

18.0
---N=1

Team/staffing
changes

0.30
[0.12, 0.68]
N=14

0.3
[0.1, 0.71]
N=13

0.5
---N=1

12.0
[6.0, 18.0]
N=2

6.0
---N=1

18.0
---N=1

No team/staffing
changes

0.58
[0.33, 1.42]
N=24

0.4
[0.16, 0.7]
N=15

1.4
[1.1, 1.9]
N=9

4.5
[3.6, 10.3]
N=15

4.5
[3.4, 5.0]
N=13

20.2
[16.4, 23.9]
N=2

No team/staffing
changes (has
organizational
change)

1.10
[0.10, 1.40]
N=13

0.10
[0.0, 0.60]
N=5

1.40
[1.33, 1.92]
N=8

4.3
[3.3, 4.6]
N=4

4.3
[3.3, 4.6]
N=4

N=0

Medical record
changes

1.40
[1.40, 1.9]
N=5

N=0

1.40
[1.40, 1.9]
N=5

1.0
---N=1

1.0
---N=1

N=0

No medical record
changes

0.4
[0.1, 0.8]
N=33

0.39
[0.1, 0.73]
N=28

0.56
[0.5, 1.4]
N=5

4.9
[4.0, 15.4]
N=16

4.5
[3.8, 5.6]
N=13

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

No medical record
changes (has
organizational
change)

0.30
[0.10, 0.78]
N=22

0.25
[0.03, 0.68]
N=18

0.95
[0.40, 1.55]
N=4

4.9
[4.5, 6.0]
N=5

4.7
[4.4, 5.1]
N=4

18.0
---N=1

* When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated 25th and 75th percentiles.
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Table 12a. Association between improvements in glycemic control and various roles for clinical information
systems stratified by quartiles of sample size*
Median improvement in HbA1c
[inter-quartile range]g
N=Number of comparisons
All
Comparisons

Comparisons
with sample
size in lowest
quartile

Comparisons
with sample
size in lower 2
quartiles

Comparisons
with sample
size in upper 2
quartiles

Comparisons
with sample
size in highest
quartile

All Comparisons

0.48
[0.20, 1.38]
N=38

1.35
[0.60, 1.48]
N=10

0.80
[0.41, 1.44]
N=19

0.21
[0.10, 0.60]
N=19

0.10
[0.10, 0.33]
N=10

Any role

0.9
[0.3, 1.42]
N=20

1.40
[1.10, 1.50]
N=5

1.40
[0.91, 1.49]
N=11

0.10
[0.10, 0.60]
N=9

0.10
[0.10, 0.24]
N=7

No role

0.35
[0.2, 0.59]
N=18

1.30
[0.56, 1.80]
N=5

0.48
[0.20, 1.43]
N=8

0.26
[0.20, 0.49]
N=10

0.20
[0.10, 0.35]
N=3

Identification of
eligible participants

0.35
[0.1, 0.96]
N=6

1.40
---N=1

1.40
---N=1

0.10
[0.10, 0.60]
N=5

0.10
[0.08, 0.23]
N=4

No identification of
eligible participants

0.48
[0.21, 1.4]
N=32

1.30
[0.710, 1.80]
N=9

1.20
[0.40, 1.49]
N=18

0.26
[0.13, 0.49]
N=14

0.15
[0.10, 0.33]
N=6

No identification of
eligible
participants, but
has some other
role for an
information system

1.25
[0.40, 1.49]
N=14

1.40
[1.00, 1.83]
N=4

1.40
[0.81, 1.49]
N=10

0.24
[0.10, 0.78]
N=4

0.10
[0.10, 0.24]
N=3

Reminder system

0.71
[0.39, 1.69]
N=11

1.10
[0.91, 1.95]
N=3

1.10
[0.56, 1.69]
N=7

0.24
[0.10, 1.78]
N=4

0.1
[0.1, 0.24]
N=3

No reminder
system

0.47
[0.15, 1.19]
N=27

1.40
[0.93, 1.65]
N=7

1.35
[0.38, 1.43]
N=12

0.21
[0.10, 0.55]
N=15

0.10
[0.05, 0.35]
N=7

No reminder
system, but has
some other role for
an information
system

1.08
[0.10, 1.40]
N=9

1.45
[1.40, 1.50]
N=2

1.40
[1.40, 1.43]
N=4

0.10
[0.10, 0.60]
N=5

0.10
[0.08, 0.23]
N=4

Computerized
decision support
system (CDSS)

1.1
[0.37, 1.99]
N=5

1.95
[1.10, 2.80]
N=2

1.95
[1.10, 2.80]
N=2

0.37
[0.24, 1.18]
N=3

0.24
[0.1, 0.40]
N=2

Type of role for
clinical information
‡
system

*

Sample size stratification for HbA1c: 1st quartile=69, median=123, 3rd quartile=226.

g

When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated 25th and 75th percentiles.

‡

In addition to the roles shown in the table, we had included “facilitated communication between providers,” but only 1 study, in
which the intervention involved an electronic communication designed to enhance shared care between primary care providers and
specialists, exhibited this feature.129
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Table 12a (continued). Association between improvements in glycemic control and various roles for clinical
information systems stratified by quartiles of sample size*

No CDSS

0.47
[0.2, 1.30]
N=33

1.35
[0.67, 1.58]
N=8

1.30
[0.40, 1.47]
N=17

0.21
[0.10, 0.53]
N=16

0.10
[0.08, 0.27]
N=8

No CDSS, but has
some other role for
an information
system

0.71
[0.25, 1.40]
N=15

1.40
[1.06, 1.45]
N=3

1.40
[0.71, 1.47]
N=9

0.10
[0.10, 0.48]
N=6

0.10
[0.10, 0.10]
N=5

Audit system

1.4
[0.75, 1.45]
N=3

1.45
[1.40, 1.50]
N=2

1.45
[1.40, 1.50]
N=2

1.0
---N=1

1.0
---N=1

0.47
[0.2, 1.2]
N=35

1.20
[0.67, 1.90]
N=8

1.10
[0.40, 1.47]
N=17

0.26
[0.10, 0.58]
N=18

0.10
[0.10, 0.37]
N=9

0.71
[0.37, 1.40]
N=17

1.10
[0.91, 1.95]
N=3

1.40
[0.71, 1.47]
N=9

0.24
[0.10, 0.72]
N=8

0.10
[0.10, 0.30]
N=6

No Audit system
No Audit system,
but includes other
role for information
system

* Sample size stratification for HbA1c: 1st quartile=69, median=123, 3rd quartile=226.
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Table 12b. Association between improvements in provider adherence and glycemic control for various roles for
clinical information systems stratified by trial design
Median Reduction in HbA1c
[inter-quartile range]*
N=Number of comparisons
All
Comparisons

RCT

Non-RCT

All
Comparisons

RCT

Non-RCT

All Comparisons

0.48
[0.20, 1.38]
N=38

0.39
[0.1, 0.73]
N=28

1.4
[1.1, 1.78]
N=10

4.85
[3.8, 15.03]
N=17

4.5
[3.5, 5.45]
N=14

18.0
[17.2, 20.95]
N=3

Any clinical
information system

0.9
[0.3, 1.42]
N=20

0.4
[0.1, 0.8]
N=12

1.4
[1.33, 1.92]
N=8

4.0
[3.8, 4.5]
N=5

4.0
[3.8, 4.5]
N=5

---N=0

No clinical
information system
(CIS)

0.35
[0.2, 0.59]
N=18

0.3
[0.15, 0.65]
N=16

0.53
[0.5, 0.56]
N=2

5.3
[4.1, 16.8]
N=12

4.9
[3.0, 5.6]
N=9

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

Identification of
eligible participants

0.35
[0.1, 0.96]
N=6

0.1
[0.1, 0.6]
N=5

1.4
---N=1

4.5
[4.3, 5.3]
N=3

4.5
[4.3, 5.3]
N=3

---N=0

No identification of
eligible participants

0.48
[0.21, 1.4]
N=32

0.4
[0.2, 0.76]
N=23

1.4
[0.56, 1.9]
N=9

4.9
[3.5, 16.1]
N=14

4.5
[3.2, 5.3]
N=11

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

No identification of
eligible participants
(but has CIS)

1.25
[0.40, 1.49]
N=14

0.41
[0.39, 1.09]
N=7

1.40
[1.25, 1.95]
N=7

3.6
[3.4, 3.8]
N=2

3.6
[3.4, 3.8]
N=2

----

Reminder system

0.71
[0.39, 1.69]
N=11

0.4
[0.24, 0.56]
N=7

1.95
[1.7, 2.19]
N=4

3.8
[3.6, 4.2]
N=3

3.8
[3.6, 4.2]
N=3

N=0

No reminder system

0.47
[0.15, 1.19]
N=27

0.3
[0.1, 0.8]
N=21

0.98
[0.52, 1.4]
N=6

5.3
[4.1, 16.1]
N=14

4.9
[3.5, 5.8]
N=11

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

No reminder system
(but has CIS)

1.08
[0.10, 1.40]
N=9

0.60
[0.10, 1.08]
N=5

1.40
[1.08, 1.40]
N=4

5.0
[4.0, 6.0]
N=2

5.0
[4.0, 6.0]
N=2

----

Computerized
decision support
system (CDSS)

1.1
[0.37, 1.99]
N=5

0.24
[0.1, 0.37]
N=2

1.99
[1.55, 2.4]
N=3

3.6
[3.4, 3.8]
N=2

3.6
[3.4, 3.8]
N=2

N=0

No CDSS

0.47
[0.2, 1.30]
N=33

0.4
[0.12, 0.78]
N=26

1.4
[0.53, 1.4]
N=7

5.0
[4.3, 15.7]
N=15

4.7
[3.8, 5.7]
N=12

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

Type of clinical
information system

*

Median Improvement in provider adherence
[inter-quartile range]*
N=Number of comparisons

When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated 25th and 75th percentiles.
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N=0
----

N=0
----

Table 12b (continued). Association between improvements in provider adherence and glycemic control for
various roles for clinical information systems stratified by trial design*

*

No CDSS
(but has CIS)

0.71
[0.25, 1.40]
N=15

0.51
[0.17, 0.99]
N=10

1.40
[1.40, 1.40]
N=5

4.5
[4.3, 5.3]
N=3

4.5
[4.3, 5.3]
N=3

Audit system

1.4
[0.75, 1.45]
N=3

0.8
[0.1, 1.5]
N=2

1.4
---N=1

3.4
---N=1

3.4
---N=1

N=0

No Audit system

0.47
[0.2, 1.2]
N=35

0.39
[0.12, 0.68]
N=26

1.4
[0.56, 1.9]
N=9

4.9
[4.0, 15.4]
N=16

4.5
[3.8, 5.6]
N=13

18.0
[17.2, 21.0]
N=3

No Audit system
(but has CIS)

0.71
[0.37, 1.40]
N=17

0.40
[0.17, 0.68]
N=10

1.40
[1.25, 1.95]
N=7

4.3
[4.0, 4.9]
N=4

4.3
[4.0, 4.9]
N=4

----

When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated 25th and 75th percentiles.
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---N=0
----

N=0
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Appendix A. Comparison of recommended goals for clinical practice vs. targets for performance measurement
Goal for clinical practice

Adequacy of
Glycemic Control

“good control”: HbA1c <
1
7.0% ADA

Target for performance
measurement
Proportion of patients with
“poor control”:
2
 HbA1c ≥ 9% NDQIA

 HbA1c ≥ 9.5%)3

Comment

Many factors effect the appropriateness of
HbA1c < 7% as a fixed goal for a clinic or
health care system to achieve (e.g.,
frequency of hypoglycemia, comorbid
conditions, patient preferences), hence
the focus on percentage of patients with
“poor control” (≥ 9%) for purposes of
performance measurement

Blood pressure
control

< 130/80 mmHg

< 140/90 mmHg

Similarly, system-wide reports of BP
control focus on percentage of patients
with poor control (> 140/90 mmHg)

Lipid control

LDL-C < 100 mg/dl (2.6
mmol/l)

LDL-C < 130 mg/dl

Elevated LDL-cholesterol is most strongly
correlated with increased risk of
cardiovascular disease. Again, optimal
goal of 100 mg/dl may not be attainable
for numerous reasons.

> 1 HbA1c test/year
(NDQIA,2 HEDIS®3)

Yearly measurements of HbA1c are
correlated with actual lower HbA1c levels.

Triglycerides < 150 mg/dl
(1.7 mmol/l)
HDL < 40 mg/dl (1.1
mmol/l)
Frequency of
assessing HbA1c

≥ 2 times/year for patients
meeting treatment goals;1
≥ 4 times/year patients not
meeting treatment goals1

Frequency of
assessing lipids

> 1 complete lipid
1
panel/year

> 1 LDL-C
measurement/year
2
3
(NDQIA, HEDIS )

Urine protein
screening

>1 test for urine
1
microalbumin/year

> 1 test for urine
microalbumin/year
2
3
(NDQIA, HEDIS )

Eye examination

>1 dilated retinal
examination/year1

> 1 dilated retinal
examination/year (or every
other year if low risk)

Foot examination

> 1 complete foot
exam/year (including
sensory exam with
microfilament)1

> 1 foot examination of any
kind

Smoking cessation

Advise all smokers to quit;
smoking cessation as part
1
of routine diabetic care

Percentage of patients
whose smoking
status was ascertained and
documented annually
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Receives only an “E” recommendation
from ADA (“Expert consensus or clinical
practice”) for type 2 diabetic patients.
“Low risk”: non-insulin-requiring, HbA1c <
8%, no prior evidence of retinopathy

Patient education

No formal recommendation

No formal recommendation

ADA – American Diabetes Association; NDQIA – National Diabetes Quality Improvement Alliance; HEDIS - Health Plan
Employer Data and Information Set. The HEDIS measure is actually a composite measures for “comprehensive diabetes care”
consisting of the specific measurements show in the table.
1.
2.
3.

American Diabetes Association. Standards of medical care for patients with diabetes mellitus. Diabetes Care. 2003;26 Suppl
1:S33-50.
National Diabetes Aliance. National Diabetes Quality Improvement Alliance Performance Measurement Set for Adult
Diabetes. Available at: http://www.nationaldiabetesalliance.org/Final_03_Measures.pdf. Accessed November 16, 2003.
National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA). HEDIS Effectiveness of Care Measure-by-Measure Reports:
Comprehensive Diabetes Care. Available at: http://www.ncqa.org/sohc2002/SOHC_2002_CDIAB.html. Accessed
November 17, 2003.
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Appendix B. MEDLINE search for diabetes quality improvement articles
Search
#1
targets QI strategies that
tend to be multi-factorial
using relevant MeSH terms
and title words

Search String
Disease Management [mh] OR Patient Care Planning [mh] OR Patient-Centered Care

Citations *
682,850

[mh] OR Primary Health Care [mh] OR Progressive Patient Care [mh] OR Critical
Pathways [mh] OR Delivery of Health Care, Integrated [mh] OR Health Services
Accessibility [mh] OR Managed Care Programs [mh] OR Product Line Management
[mh] OR Patient Care Team [mh] OR Patient-Centered Care [mh] OR Behavior Control
[mh] OR Counseling [mh] OR Health Promotion [mh] OR Patient Compliance [mh] OR
After-Hours Care [mh] OR ((coordination [ti] OR coordinated [ti] OR Multifactorial [ti] OR
Multi-factorial [ti] OR Multicomponent [ti] OR Multi-component [ti] OR multidisciplinary
[ti] OR multi-disciplinary [ti] OR interdisciplinary [ti] OR inter-disciplinary [ti] OR
integrated [ti] OR community-based [ti] OR organized [ti]) AND (care [ti] OR approach
[ti] OR intervention [ti] OR strategy [ti] OR strategies [ti] OR management [ti] OR
managing [ti] OR center* [ti] OR clinic*[ti])) OR Organization and Administration [mh]

#2
targets TQM and CQI

#3
targets provider education

#4

Total Quality Management [mh] OR Quality control [mh] OR TQM [ti] OR CQI [ti] OR

28,079

(quality [ti] AND (continuous [ti] OR total [ti]) AND (management [ti] OR improvement
[ti]))
Education, Continuing [mh] OR (Education [ti] AND Continuing [ti] AND (medical [ti] OR

35,275

professional* [ti] OR nursing [ti] OR physician* [ti] OR nurse* [ti])) OR (outreach [ti] AND
(visit*[ti] OR educational [ti]) OR (academic [ti] AND detailing [ti]))
Diffusion of Innovation [mh] OR (Diffusion [ti] AND (Innovation [ti] OR technology [ti]))

4,887

Medical audit [mh] OR ((Audit [ti] OR feedback [ti] OR compliance [ti] OR adherence [ti]

36,788

targets diffusion of
innovation
#5
targets audit & feedback,
reminder systems, and
financial incentives

OR training [ti]) AND (improvement* [ti] OR improving [ti] OR improves [ti] OR improve
[ti] OR guideline* [ti] OR practice* [ti] OR medical [ti] OR provider* [ti] OR physician* [ti]
OR nurse* [ti] OR clinician* [ti] OR practice guidelines [mh] OR academic [ti] OR visit*
[ti])) OR Reminder Systems [mh] OR Reminder* [ti] OR ((financial [ti] OR economic [ti]
OR physician* [ti] OR patient*) AND incentive* [ti]) OR Reimbursement Mechanisms
[mh]

#6

Medical Informatics [mh] OR computer [ti] OR (decision [ti] AND support [ti]) OR
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306,619

targets informatics and

Telemedicine[mh] OR Telemedicine [ti] OR telecommunication* [ti] OR Internet [mh]

telemedicine

OR web [ti] OR modem [ti] OR telephone* [ti] OR telephone [mh]

#7

#1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6

988,084

combines #1-7 for overall
set of articles relating to QI
#8

#7 AND (Diabetes Mellitus [mh] OR diabetes [ti] OR diabetic [ti] OR glycemic [ti] OR

combines overall QI search

9,956

glycaemic [ti] OR sugar* [ti])

key terms for articles
involving diabetes
#8 AND (systematic review search string^ OR original research string†)

3,992

#10

#9 Limit to English

3,575

#11

#10 Limit to publication since 1980

3,460

#12

#11 BUTNOT (editorial [pt] OR comment [pt] OR letter [pt])

3,348

#13

(#8 AND Journal Search String §) BUTNOT (#9 OR editorial [pt] OR comment [pt] OR

#9
identifies subset of #9 likely
to involve original research
or systematic reviews

additional yield of journal

294

letter [pt]) [Limited to English, 1980]

search
(#8 AND author search**) BUTNOT (#13 OR editorial [pt] OR comment [pt] OR letter

#14
additional yield of author

29

[pt]) [Limited to English, 1980]

search
Total

3,601

#12 or #13 or #14

references total

* Numbers of citations reflect search results from July 8, 2003
^ ((meta-analysis [pt] OR meta-analysis [tw] OR metanalysis [tw]) OR ((review [pt] OR guideline [pt] OR consensus [ti] OR
guideline* [ti] OR literature [ti] OR overview [ti] OR review [ti] OR Decision Support Techniques [mh]) AND ((Cochrane [tw] OR
Medline [tw] OR CINAHL [tw] OR (National [tw] AND Library [tw])) OR (handsearch* [tw] OR search* [tw] OR searching [tw])
AND (hand [tw] OR manual [tw] OR electronic [tw] OR bibliographi* [tw] OR database* OR (Cochrane [tw] OR Medline [tw] OR
CINAHL [tw] OR (National [tw] AND Library [tw]))))) OR ((synthesis [ti] OR overview [ti] OR review [ti] OR survey [ti]) AND
(systematic [ti] OR critical [ti] OR methodologic [ti] OR quantitative [ti] OR qualitative [ti] OR literature [ti] OR evidence [ti] OR
evidence-based [ti]))) BUTNOT (case report [mh] OR case* [ti] OR report [ti] OR editorial [pt] OR comment [pt] OR letter [pt]) Æ
38,850 MEDLINE records
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†

§

Randomised [ti] OR Randomized [ti] OR Controlled [ti] OR intervention [ti] OR evaluation [ti] OR impact [ti] OR effectiveness [ti]
OR Evaluation [ti] OR Studies [ti] OR study [ti] Comparative [ti] OR Feasibility [ti] OR Program [ti] OR Design [ti] OR Clinical
Trial [pt] OR Randomized Controlled Trial [pt] OR Epidemiologic Studies [mh] OR Evaluation Studies [mh] OR Comparative
Study [mh] OR Feasibility Studies [mh] OR Intervention Studies [mh] OR Program Evaluation [mh] OR Epidemiologic Research
Design [mh] —> 2,550,756 MEDLINE records
N Engl J Med [ta] OR JAMA [ta] OR Ann Intern Med [ta] OR Am J Med [ta] OR Arch Intern Med [ta] OR J Gen Intern Med [ta]
OR BMJ [ta] OR Lancet [ta] OR CMAJ [ta] OR Clin Invest Med [ta] OR Arch Fam Med [ta] OR J Fam Pract [ta] OR Fam Pract
[ta] OR Ann Med [ta] OR Br J Gen Pract [ta] OR J Intern Med [ta] OR Med J Aust [ta] OR South Med J [ta] OR West J Med [ta]
OR Aust N Z J Med [ta] OR Med Care [ta] OR Health Serv Res [ta] OR Inquiry [ta] OR Milbank Q [ta] OR Health Aff (Millwood)
[ta] OR Health Care Financ Rev [ta] OR Med Care Res Rev [ta] OR eff clin pract [ta] OR eval health prof [ta] OR Jt Comm J Qual
Improv [ta] OR Qual Saf Health Care [ta] OR Int J Qual Health Care [mh] OR Qual Health Care [ta] OR Qual Health Res [ta] OR
Rep Med Guidel Outcomes Res [ta] OR Am J Manag Care [ta] OR Am J Med Qual [ta] OR J Contin Educ Health Prof [ta] OR Prev
Med [ta] OR Am J Prev Med [ta] OR Patient Educ Couns [ta] OR Ann Behav Med [ta] OR Diabetes Educ [ta] OR Endocrinology
[ta] OR J Clin Endocrinol Metab [ta] OR Diabet Med [ta] OR Diabetes Care [ta] OR Diabetes Res Clin Pract [ta] OR Exp Clin
Endocrinol Diabetes [ta] OR J Pediatr Endocrinol Metab [ta]

** The author search could not be exhaustive, but, after completion of the initial search, we identified authors who appeared in
multiple trials or prominent review articles and searched for publications listing any of them as authors (list available on request)
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Appendix C. Abstraction forms for screening and full-text review
Stage 1
1. Does the article report or evaluate the results of an intervention (whether performed by the investigators
or not)?
o Yes
o No
{exclusion}
o Can't Tell
{promotion to Stage 2}
2. Does the article involve quality improvement or a QI strategy?
o Yes - involves quality improvement or a QI strategy
o Yes - systematic review of evaluations of a QI strategy
o No
{exclusion}
o Can't Tell
{promotion to Stage 2}
Stage 2
1. Should this article proceed to article abstraction stage for this topic?
o Yes - evaluates a QI strategy involving diabetes
o No - focused on diabetes in pregnancy, Type I DM or children only, screening for/preventing
diabetes, hospital care only
{exclusion}
o No - off topic (use textbox to indicate if involves other EPC topics)
{exclusion}
o No - not an evaluation or not QI
{exclusion}
o Can't tell - need article
{promotion to Stage 3}
o No - but useful background article {exclusion}
2. What type of study design was used?
o RCT or quasi-RCT
o CBA* or ITS **
o Cohort study; before-after or time series not meeting CBA* or ITS** definitions
o Observational (e.g., cross-section, case-control)
{exclusion}
o Can't tell (need article)
{promotion to Stage 3}
o Systematic review or meta-analysis {exclusion}
o Economic or decision analysis, modeling
{exclusion}
o Non-research (commentary, review, news) {exclusion}
o Qualitative research (e.g., focus groups)
{exclusion}
o Guideline or consensus statement {exclusion}

{exclusion}

* Controlled Before After (CBA) requires contemporaneous observation periods for control and intervention
groups AND judgment that control represents a comparable group or setting
** Interrupted time series (ITS) requires statement of well-defined time period for intervention implementation
AND at least three time points both before and after
Note: At this stage of triage, if there is a reasonable chance article is a clinical trial, CBA or ITS, err on the
side of inclusion at that level. Stricter criteria can be applied more reliably at next stage of abstraction using
full text of article. Similarly, if there is a reasonable chance article is a systematic review, designate it as
such so article can be pulled.
Stage 3
1. Does this article merit abstraction at Stage 3?
o Yes
o No – not QI or not an evaluation of a QI strategy
{exclusion}
o No – study design below Level 2
{exclusion}
o No - excluded topic (focused only on pregnancy, hospital care, Type I DM, or screening)
{exclusion}
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o
o
o

No – no eligible outcomes*
{exclusion}
No - publication prior to 1980 (select only if no other exclusionary answer applies)
{exclusion}
No- other
{exclusion}

* Eligible outcomes include measures of disease control, provider adherence, or patient compliance.
Excluded are: measures of provider or patient understanding, satisfaction, self-efficacy; costs and
resource use. Also excluded are articles reporting no outcomes specifically related to diabetes (e.g.
smoking only). Also excluded is provider adherence measured exclusively by provider self-report.
2. Does this article present data overlapping with another article?
o Exclude this article as a duplicate publication (identify included citation being duplicated)
{exclusion}
o Include this article, but obtain listed citation to help with abstraction (e.g., separate methods paper;
identify required citation )
o No or N/A
3. What category of study question is addressed by the article?
o Can screening for or awareness of diabetes be improved?
o Can provider treatment of diabetes be improved? (e.g., increased adherence to recommended
care)
o Can patient glycemic control or diabetic complications be improved
o Can patient compliance, education or self management be improved?
o Not sure or Other (describe)
o N/A
4. Describe the QI strategy used and its salient features.
5. Did the QI strategy involve a provider reminder system* or facilitated relay of clinical data ** back to
providers?
o Chart based reminder system* for providers
o Computer based reminder* or decision support for providers
o Facilitated relay of clinical data to providers**
o Not sure
o No or N/A
* Patient or provider encounter specific information, provided verbally, on paper or on a computer screen,
which is intended to prompt provider to recall information (e.g., the last time the patient had a HbA1c
checked and its value, the last time the patient underwent screening colonoscopy and the result)
** Clinical information collected directly from patients and given to the provider using some format other than
the conventional chart system
6. Did the QI strategy involve provider audit and feedback*?
o feedback to individual provider (state if confidential)
o feedback about clinic or practice performance only
o Public reporting of performance data (state if individual data or data for a group or institution)
o Benchmarking**
o Not sure or other
o No or N/A
* Any summary of clinical performance of health care over a specified period of time. E.g., the percentage of
a provider's patients who have achieved or have not achieved some clinical target (e.g., BP or HbA1c in
certain range), have or have not been offered some diagnostic test. **Benchmarking refers to the
provision of performance data from institutions or providers regarded as "leaders in the field." These data
provide targets for other providers and institutions to emulate.
7. Did the QI strategy involve provider education?
o Educational workshops, meetings (e.g., traditional CME), lectures (live or computer based)
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o
o

o
o

Educational outreach visits (Use of a trained person who met with providers in their practice
settings to give information with the intent of changing the provider's practice)
Distribution of educational materials (Distribution of published or printed recommendations for
clinical care, including clinical practice guidelines, audio-visual materials and electronic
publications)
Not sure or other
No or N/A

8. Did the QI strategy involve patient education or promote self-management?
o In-person patient education individually or as a part of a group or community
o Distribution of printed or audio-visual educational materials
o Patient reminders (e.g., to keep appointments or comply with other aspect of care)
o Provision of clinical data back to the patient (e.g., your most recent HbA1c or lipid panel was such
and such)
o Distribution of materials or access to a resource that enhances patients' ability to manage their
condition
o Not sure or other
o No or N/A
9. Did the QI strategy involve organizational change?
o Case management, disease management --coordination of assessment, treatment and
arrangement for referrals by a person or multidisciplinary team in collaboration with or
supplementary to the primary care provider
o Adding new members to team (e.g., adding a diabetes nurse, clinical pharmacist, or nutritionist to
clinic) or creating multidisciplinary teams (creation of a new team of health professionals of different
disciplines or additions of new members to the team who work together to care for patients)
o Communication and case discussion between distant health professionals (e.g., telemedicine)
o TQM/CQI - cycles of measurement of quality problems, design of interventions, implementation and
re-measurement
o Changes in medical records systems -- e.g. changing from paper to computerised records, patient
tracking systems
o Revision of professional roles ('professional substitution', 'boundary encroachment') - the shifting of
roles among health professionals (e.g., nurse midwives providing obstetrical care)
o Increased staffing without changes in roles (e.g., adding more nurses)
o Not sure or other
o No or N/A
10. Did the QI strategy involve financial, regulatory or legislative incentives or actions?
o Positive or negative financial incentives directed at providers
o Positive or negative financial incentives directed at patients
o System-wide changes in reimbursement (e.g., capitation, prospective payment, shift from fee for
service to salary)
o Changes to provider licensure requirements
o Changes to institutional accreditation requirements
o Not sure or other
o No or N/A
11. Did a clinical information system play a role in design or implementation of intervention (regardless of QI
strategy type)?
o Identification and/or group allocation of eligible patients or providers
o Reminders generated by existing clinical information system
o Decision support at point of care (e.g., for provider order entry)
o Facilitated communication between providers (e.g., generated emails between members of care
team)
o Audit data gathered from clinical information system to design QI strategy (e.g., audit and
feedback, TQM, provider education, financial incentives)
o Not sure or Other
o No or N/A
12. Who or what was targeted by the intervention?
o Patients
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o
o
o
o
o
o

Providers (i.e., individual clinicians)
Ambulatory clinics or practices
Inpatient units or hospitals
Public health systems, healthcare delivery systems, policy makers
Not sure or Other
N/A

13. Among the target group, what was the number of participants? (i.e., study size)
14. What type of study design was used?
o RCT or quasi-RCT
o CBA* or ITS**
o Cohort study, retrospective before-after, or time series not meeting ITS definition**
{exclusion}
o Not sure or other
o N/A
* Controlled Before After (CBA) requires contemporaneous observation periods for control and intervention
groups AND judgement that control represents a comparable group or setting
** Interrupted time series (ITS) requires statement of well-defined time period for intervention implementation
AND at least three time points both before and after
15. What were the outcome types?
o Measure of disease control (clinical outcomes, HbA1c, glucose control, lipids)
o Provider adherence (adherence to a guideline or recommended practice)
o Patient compliance
o Patient or provider understanding, self-efficacy, empowerment
o Not sure or other
o N/A
16. What specific measures of disease control were used?
o Serum glucose values (mean or percent of patients in certain range)
o HbA1c (mean or percent of patients in certain range)
o Cardiovascular risk factor modification (hyperlipidemia, hypertension, smoking cessation)
o Microvascular complications (retinopathy, neuropathy, microalbuminuria, foot ulcers)
o Macrovascular complications (MI, stroke, renal failure, amputation)
o Not sure or other
o None or N/A
17. For studies reporting measures of clinician adherence, what specific measures were used?
o Adherence to guideline targets for assessment of glycemic control (e.g., measuring HbA1c at
certain intervals)
o Adherence to recommended screening practices for ophthalmologic complications (e.g.,
performance of or referral for dilated retinal exam)
o Adherence to recommended screening practices for renal complications (e.g., checking urine
microalbumin)
o Adherence to recommended screening practices for neuropathy or foot complications (e.g.,
performance of or referral for foot examination)
o Adherence to treatment choices for achieving glycemic control (e.g., medication choices)
o Adherence to guideline targets for managing blood pressure or cardiovascular disease
o Adherence to recommendations for patient education or counseling re: diet, exercise, smoking, or
other lifestyle factors
o Not sure or other
o N/A
18. For studies reporting measures of patient compliance, how was compliance assessed?
o Laboratory confirmation (e.g., detection of drug or metabolite in blood or urine; including
biochemical assays for smoking cessation
o Pharmacy data (e.g., filled or refilled prescriptions)
o Specially designed dispensers that record medication use
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o
o
o
o
o

Home medication counts
Office medication counts (e.g., patients bring in bottles with unused pills)
Patient self report (via interview or survey)
Not sure or other
N/A

19. Use textbox to state any important study features or concerns not captured above.
20. Does the study intervention primarily consist of patient education or promotion of self-management?
o Yes: there are no QI strategies other than patient education/promotion of self-management OR
either of two criteria below is met* {exclusion}
o No: provider or organizational change represented an intrinsic feature of the intervention
o Not sure
* Criteria for classifying intervention as primarily patient education:
1) other strategies served only as vehicles for promoting education/self-management (e.g., adding a new
team member whose sole job as to provide patient education, providing financial incentives for patients to
comply with targets of patient educational program, training providers about how to deliver more effective
patient education.)
2) non-patient education strategies were delivered to control group and not just intervention group (e.g.,
study of patient education intervention in which all providers received "facilitated relay of clinical
information, " decision support or any other management aide that is common to all providers or all
organizations caring for patients in the study, not just those in intervention group.
Stage 4
1. Does abstraction of this study require information from methods or results reported in other citations (see
Q2, Stage 3)
o Yes (specify)
o No
2. Does the article report data for more than one comparison (i.e., should it be abstracted as more than one
study)?
o Yes (specify which comparison is being abstracted here and which others will be abstracted
elsewhere)
o No
A) Study Setting and Participants
3. In what country did the study take place?
o US only
o non-US (specify)
4. Were the dates of the study period reported?
o Yes - give dates as exactly as indicated in paper
o No - indicate duration of study in month or years if reported
5. In what setting did the study intervention take place?
o Primary care clinic
o Specialist clinic (e.g. diabetes or endocrinology practice)
o Community
o Multiple or Other (describe)
o Not stated or not clear
6. Were INCLUDED patients selected on the basis of any of the following?
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Poor compliance with medications or clinic attendance (describe)
Poor glycemic control (describe)
Presence of specific comorbid conditions or illnesses (specify/describe -- e.g., HTN, hyperlipidemia,
coronary artery disease, obesity, tobacco use)
Presence of specific diabetic complications (specify/describe -- e.g., renal failure, albuminuria,
neuropathy, retinopathy)
Other (explain)
None of above
Not applicable (no patient involvement in study - e.g., study of provider-based intervention and
provider outcomes only).

7. What type of care was provided to the control population?
o No intervention or usual care
o Some form of low intensity intervention (describe)
o No true control - just two or more different types of intervention (discuss with other reviewers; study
may need to be excluded)
B) Study Design
8. What was the study design?
o Randomized trial - state method of randomization if described and any descriptive phrases (e.g.
"randomly assigned")
o Quasi randomized trial - state basis for treatment allocation (e.g. alternating patients, calendar
date, eve or odd identification numbers)
o Controlled before-after study
9. Did the study have a cross over design? (Patients randomized to a sequence of interventions such as
treatment A followed by treatment B in one group and treatment B followed by treatment A in the other
group).
o Yes (describe)
o No
o Not sure - clarify with other reviewers before proceeding
10. What was the unit of randomization or treatment allocation?
o Patient
o Episode of care
o Clinic day
o Provider
o Practice
o Firm (describe)
o Institution
o Community
o Other
11. For the unit of treatment allocation (above), state sample size in each group (If sample size differs for
outcomes, detail differences in "Not stated or not clear" text box):
o control group
o intervention group
o Not stated or not clear (explain)
12. If unit of analysis differed from unit of treatment allocation (e.g., providers randomized, but patient
outcomes analyzed), state sample size in each group: (Use text box for "Not applicable" if sample size for
any outcomes reported is different-give details)
o control group
o intervention group
o Not stated or not clear
o Not applicable (unit of analysis same as unit of treatment allocation above)
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13. If unit of analysis differed from unit of treatment allocation, did authors acknowledge this issue and/or
make appropriate adjustments?
o Yes (describe)
o No
o Not applicable (unit of analysis did not differ from unit of treatment allocation)
14. Was there adequate concealment of treatment allocation?
o Yes -(unit of allocation was institution, team or professional and any random process explicitly
described, e.g. use of random number tables, OR unit of allocation was patient or episode of care
and some form of centralized randomization scheme or sealed, opaque, serially numbered
envelopes used)
o Not clear (only partially meets above criteria) or not stated - specify which
o No - inadequate concealment (enrollment of patients in alternation or through use of even/odd
identifying numbers OR unit of allocation was patient or episode of care and reported use of any
allocation process that is entirely transparent before assignment (e.g., open list of random
numbers) OR allocation was altered by investigators, professionals or patients)
15. Were patients blind to intervention/treatment allocation?
o Yes
o No
o Not sure (explain)
o Not applicable (patients not actively involved in study - e.g., provider-focused intervention with
patient level data obtained retrospectively from charts)
16. Were providers blind to intervention/treatment allocation?
o Yes
o No
o Not sure (explain)
o Not applicable - (explain)
17. Do any methodologic aspects of the study design not captured above seriously undermine
appropriateness of inclusion?
o Yes (explain)
o No (use text box to document any non-fatal, but still noteworthy methodological features)
C) Quality Improvement Attributes of Intervention
18. Did the study intervention involve PATIENT Education?
o Yes (describe what was taught, where it occurred, duration and frequency of sessions)
o No
19. Did the intervention include access to a resource or provision of a device that promoted Patient SelfManagement? (Patient reminder systems are addressed below in Q40, so do not answer yes here on basis
of patient reminders.)
o Yes (describe)
o No
20. Did the intervention involve a PATIENT REMINDER system?
o Yes (specify target of reminder - appointments, compliance with meds or recommendations for selfcare)
o No
21. Did the intervention involve PROVIDER education?
o Yes (describe nature of education, who administered the education, how often did it occur, etc)
o No
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22. Did the intervention involve a PROVIDER REMINDER system? (Facilitated relay of clinical data is
addressed below , so do not answer yes solely on that basis.)
o Yes (describe content of reminders and how delivered)
o No
23. Did the intervention involve Facilitated Relay of clinical information to providers?
o Yes (describe type of information - e.g., recent glucose or HbA1c, and method of relaying
information)
o No
24. Did the intervention involve provider AUDIT and FEEDBACK?
o Yes (describe what was fed back, how often, etc)
o No
25. Did the intervention involve ORGANIZATIONAL Change (e.g., disease or case management, creation of
multidisciplinary teams or expansion of professional roles, TQM/CQI, telemedicine, change in medical
record system)?
o Yes
o No
26. If the intervention involved Disease Management or Case Management, which of the following apply?
o Intervention specifically described as involving "case management" or "disease management"
o Someone other than physician actively participated in ongoing patient management using
guidelines or systematic approach to care (protocols/algorithms to guide practitioner and patient
decisions in specific clinical circumstances (specify type of person playing role of case manager)
o Person or system actively tracked, scheduled and coordinated patients' appointments
o Other basis for describing intervention as disease/case management (describe)
o Not applicable - no component of disease/case management
27. Did intervention involve changes to make up of healthcare team or roles of providers?
o Yes - Creation of multidisciplinary team, addition of new team member, expansion of roles,
automatic referral for periodic visit with specific provider type (e.g., podiatrist or opthalmologist)
o Revision/expansion of roles or "shared care" (e.g., nurse or pharmacist operated actively managed
medications without consulting physician)
o Other (describe)
o No changes to team/personnel
28. Did the intervention involve changes to medical records systems?
o Change from paper to computerised records
o Implementation of computerized provider order entry (CPOE)
o New patient tracking system
o Other (describe)
o Not applicable - No change to medical record system
29. Did intervention involve any type of organizational change not captured by above questions?
o Yes (describe)
o No
30. Did a clinical information system play a role in design or implementation of intervention (see Q11 at
Stage 3)?
o Identification and/or group allocation of eligible patients or providers
o Reminders generated by existing clinical information system
o Decision support at point of care (e.g., for provider order entry)
o Facilitated communication between providers (e.g., generated emails between members of care
team)
o Audit data gathered from clinical information system to design QI strategy (e.g., audit and
feedback, TQM, provider education, financial incentives)
o Other
o No role for a clinical information system
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D) Results
31. For unit of treatment allocation (e.g., clinics, providers, patients), were results reported for at least 80%
of participants?
o Yes (state %)
o No (state %)
o Not stated
32. If unit of analysis differed from unit of treatment allocation (e.g., providers randomized, but patient level
outcomes analyzed), were results reported for at least 80% of participants?
o Yes (state %)
o No (state %)
o Not stated or not clear
o Not applicable (unit of analysis same as unit of treatment allocation)
Measures of Disease Control
33. Did the study report outcomes involving measures of disease control?
o Yes
o No
34. Did one measure of disease control involve HbA1c reported as mean and standard deviation in
intervention and control groups?
o Yes
o No
35. For the outcome of disease control involving mean HbA1c, provide the following information for patients
in CONTROL group; indicate not reported by typing "NR"
o Mean HbA1c before intervention
o Standard deviation for HbA1c before intervention
o Mean HbA1c after intervention
o Standard deviation for HbA1c after intervention
o Mean difference between pre- and post-intervention HbA1c values
o Standard deviation for difference between pre- and post-intervention HbA1c values
o Not applicable (no measure of HbA1c)
36. For the outcome of disease control involving mean HbA1c, provide the following information for
INTERVENTION group; indicate not reported by typing "NR"
o Mean HbA1c value before intervention
o Standard deviation for HbA1c before intervention
o Mean HbA1c value after intervention
o Standard deviation for HbA1c after intervention
o Mean difference between pre- and post-intervention HbA1c values
o Standard deviation for difference between pre- and post-intervention HbA1c values
o Not applicable (no measure of HbA1c)
37. Did study report any measures of disease control involving HbA1c outcomes not captured above (e.g.
median HbA1c or % of patients with HbA1c in certain range)?
o Yes (describe)
o No
38. For articles reporting changes in SYSTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURE using mean and standard deviation,
provide the following information for patients in CONTROL group (indicate not reported by typing NR)
o pre-intervention SBP (state mean and standard deviation)
o post-intervention SBP (state mean and standard deviation)
o difference between pre- and post-intervention values (state mean and SD)
o Not applicable - no disease control outcomes involving SBP as mean and SD
39. For articles reporting changes in SYSTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURE using mean and standard deviation,
provide the following information for patients in INTERVENTION group (indicate not reported by typing NR)
o pre-intervention SBP (state mean and SD)
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o
o
o

post-intervention SBP (state mean and SD)
difference between pre- and post-intervention values (state mean and SD)
Not applicable - no disease control outcome involving SBP as mean and SD

40. For articles reporting changes in DIASTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURE using mean and standard deviation,
provide the following information for patients in the CONTROL group (indicate not reported by typing NR)
o pre-intervention DBP (state mean and SD)
o post-intervention DBP (state mean and SD)
o difference between pre- and post-intervention values (state mean and SD)
o Not applicable - no disease control outcome involving DBP as mean and SD
41. For articles reporting changes in DIASTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURE using mean and standard deviation,
provide the following information for patients in INTERVENTION group (indicate not reported by typing NR)
o pre-intervention DBP (state mean and SD)
o post-intervention DBP (state mean and SD)
o difference between pre- and post-intervention values (state mean and SD)
o Not applicable - no disease control outcome involving DBP and mean and SD
42. Did study report any measures of disease control involving blood pressure outcomes not captured above
(e.g. median SBP/DBP or % patients with BP in certain range)?
o Yes (describe)
o No
43. Indicate results for measures of disease control no captured above:
o Serum blood glucose
o Other CV risk factor (e.g. total cholesterol, HDL-C, LDL-C, triglyceride, lipid, smoking, weight)
o Microalbuminuria or renal failure
o Other microvascular complications (e.g. foot lesions, retinopathy, neuropathy)
o Clinical outcomes (e.g. mortality, MI, stroke, amputation)
o Other (explain)
o Not applicable - no other outcomes of disease control
Measures of clinician adherence
44. Did the study report outcomes related to clinician adherence?
o Yes
o No - none reported or none in usable form (explain)
Adherence to Guidelines for Assessing Glycemic Control using HbA1c
45. Did one of the outcomes of clinician adherence involve proportion of patient with HbA1c measured at
least once during certain time period?
o Yes (specify definition)
o No or not reported in usable form (explain)
46. For the adherence outcome involving measurement of HbA1c, indicate all that were reported or
calculable for control group (All results should reflect % patients in designated group with HbA1c checked
according to stated definition); indicate not reported by typing NR
o pre-intervention adherence (% patients)
o post-intervention adherence (% patients)
o difference between pre- and post-intervention values (% patients)
o Not applicable - no adherence outcome involving measurement of HbA1c in this format
47. For the adherence outcome involving measurement of HbA1c, indicate all that were reported or
calculable for intervention group:
o pre-intervention adherence (% patients)
o post-intervention adherence (% patients)
o difference between pre- and post-intervention values (% patients)
o Not applicable - no adherence outcome involving measurement of HbA1c in this format
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48. Did study report any outcomes of clinician adherence involving checking HbA1c that are not captured
above?
o Yes (describe; give results)
o No
Adherence to Other Guidelines Involving Performance of Laboratory Tests
49. Did the article report outcomes for change in clinician adherence to a guideline for obtaining any lab
measurements other than HbA1c?
o Yes - specify definition (if more than one, report below for outcome with median effect attributable
to intervention; use Excel to calculate and save file)
o No - none reported or none in usable form
50. For the adherence outcome involving measurement of other lab values, indicate all that were reported or
calculable for control group (All results should reflect % patients in designated group with other lab values
checked according to stated definition); indicate not reported by typing NR
o pre-intervention adherence (% patients)
o post-intervention adherence (% patients)
o difference between pre- and post-intervention values (% patients)
o Not applicable - no adherence outcome involving measurement of other lab values in this format
51. For the adherence outcome involving measurement of other lab values, indicate all that were reported or
calculable for intervention group:
o pre-intervention adherence (% patients)
o post-intervention adherence (% patients)
o difference between pre- and post-intervention values (% patients)
o Not applicable - no adherence outcome involving measurement of other lab values in this format
52. Were there any adherence outcomes for obtaining lab measurements not captured above? (If you had to
choose outcome with median effect, use textbox for “Yes” answer to list the other adherence outcomes.)
o Yes (list)
o No
Adherence to Guidelines for Assessment or Management of Hypertension and/or Coronary Artery Disease
53. Did the article report outcomes for change in clinician adherence to a guideline for assessment or
management of HTN and/or CAD?
o Yes - specify definition (if more than one, report below for outcome with median effect attributable
to intervention; use Excel to calculate and save file)
o No - none reported or none in usable form
54. For the adherence outcome involving assessment or management of HTN and/or CAD, indicate all that
were reported or calculable for control group (All results should reflect % patients in designated group with
stated guideline performed); indicate not reported by typing NR
o pre-intervention adherence (% patients)
o post-intervention adherence (% patients)
o difference between pre- and post-intervention values (% patients)
o Not applicable - no adherence outcome involving assessment or management of HTN and /or CAD
in this format
55. For the adherence outcome involving assessment or management of HTN and/or CAD, indicate all that
were reported or calculable for intervention group:
o pre-intervention adherence (% patients)
o post-intervention adherence (% patients)
o difference between pre- and post-intervention values (% patients)
o Not applicable - no adherence outcome involving assessment or management of HTN and /or CAD
in this format
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56. Were there any adherence outcomes for assessment or management of HTN and/OR CAD not captured
above? (If you had to choose outcome with median effect, use textbox for “Yes” answer to list the other
adherence outcomes.)
o Yes (list)
o No
Adherence to Guidelines for Assessment of Diabetic Complications Involving the Eye or Foot
57. Did the article report outcomes for change in clinician adherence to a guideline for referral for or
performance of foot exam?
o Yes - specify definition (if more than one, report below for outcome with median effect attributable
to intervention; use Excel to calculate and save file)
o No - none reported or none in usable form
58. For the adherence outcome involving referral for or performance of foot exam, indicate all that were
reported or calculable for control group (All results should reflect % patients in designated group with feet
checked according to stated definition); indicate not reported by typing NR
o pre-intervention adherence (% patients)
o post-intervention adherence (% patients)
o difference between pre- and post-intervention values (% patients)
o Not applicable - no adherence outcome involving referral for or performance of foot exam in this
format
59. For the adherence outcome involving referral for or performance of foot exam, indicate all that were
reported or calculable for intervention group:
o pre-intervention adherence (% patients)
o post-intervention adherence (% patients)
o difference between pre- and post-intervention values (% patients)
o Not applicable - no adherence outcome involving referral for or performance of foot exam in this
format
60. Were there any adherence outcomes for referral for or performance of foot exam not captured above? (If
you had to choose outcome with median effect, use textbox for “Yes” answer to list the other adherence
outcomes.)
o Yes (describe)
o No
61. Did the article report outcomes for change in clinician adherence to a guideline for referral for or
performance of eye exam?
o Yes - specify definition (if more than one, report below for outcome with median effect attributable
to intervention; use Excel to calculate and save file)
o No - none reported or none in usable form
62. For the adherence outcome involving referral for or performance of eye exam, indicate all that were
reported or calculable for control group (All results should reflect % patients in designated group with eyes
checked according to stated definition); indicate not reported by typing NR
o pre-intervention adherence (% patients)
o post-intervention adherence (% patients)
o difference between pre- and post-intervention values (% patients)
o Not applicable - no adherence outcome involving referral for or performance of eye exam in this
format
63. For adherence outcome involving referral for or performance of eye exam, indicate all that were reported
or calculable for intervention group:
o pre-intervention adherence (% patients)
o post-intervention adherence (% patients)
o difference between pre- and post-intervention values (% patients)
o Not applicable - no adherence outcome involving referral for or performance of eye exam in this
format
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64. Were there any adherence outcomes for referral for or performance of eye exam not captured above? (If
you had to choose outcome with median effect, use textbox for “Yes” answer to list the other adherence
outcomes.)
o Yes (describe)
o No
Adherence to Guidelines for Patient Counseling or Delivery of Patient Education
65. Did the article report outcomes for change in clinician adherence to a guideline for patient counseling or
delivering of patient education?
o Yes - specify definition (if more than one, report below for outcome with median effect attributable
to intervention; use Excel to calculate and save file)
o No - none reported or none in usable form
66. For the adherence outcome involving patient education or counseling, indicate all that were reported or
calculable for control group (All results should reflect % patients in designated group counseled or educated
according to stated definition); indicate not reported by typing NR
o pre-intervention adherence (% patients)
o post-intervention adherence (% patients)
o difference between pre- and post-intervention values (% patients)
o Not applicable - no adherence outcome involving patient education or counseling in this format
67. For the adherence outcome involving patient education or counseling, indicate all that were reported or
calculable for intervention group:
o pre-intervention adherence (% patients)
o post-intervention adherence (% patients)
o difference between pre- and post-intervention values (% patients)
o Not applicable - no adherence outcome involving patient education or counseling in this format
68. Were there any adherence outcomes for patient education or counseling not captured above? (If you
had to choose outcome with median effect, use textbox for “Yes” answer to list the other adherence
outcomes.)
o Yes
o No
69. Did the article report outcomes for change in clinician adherence to any OTHER guideline?
o Yes (describe and give results)
o No
Patient compliance outcomes
70. Describe results for any outcomes involving patient compliance
o Compliance with self-care measures (e.g. self-monitoring of blood glucose), complying with diet or
exercise, keeping appointments
o Compliance with medications
o Other (describe)
o No patient compliance outcomes
o Not sure (explain)
71. Use textbox to state any important study features or results not captured above.
72. Has a senior reviewer checked this Stage 4 abstraction?
o Yes - completely (indicate which senior reviewer)
o Partially (indicate where re-review was left off, i.e. question #)
o No (indicate any important questions/comments for senior reviewer)
o Not applicable (first reviewer is a senior reviewer)
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Appendix E. Summary of results for each included study
Table E1. Main results for glycemic control and provider adherence
Study details

Intervention

Ahring, 19921

Intervention group: Patients
transmitted fingerstick
readings by telephone system
automatically to provider
(SMx, FR)

Provider adherence
outcomes

Disease control outcomes
Disease control: HbA1c
Control: 11.2 ± 1.8→10.2 ±
1.2
Intervention: 10.6 ± 2.8 →
9.2 ± 1.1

Control group: no
intervention/usual care

Other outcomes: serum
blood glucose, weight
Albisser,
19962

Comparison 1:

Disease control 1: HbA1c

Intervention group: Patients
reported HbA1c values,
symptoms, life changes to
automated system, received
medication/other advice;
providers received feedback
of patient status (SMx, FR,
OC/medrcrd)

Control: 10.2 ± 1.4→10.3 ±
1.3
Intervention: 10.1 ± 1.5→8.8
± 1.4

Control group: Registered
for, but did not use automated
system
Other outcomes: weight
Disease control 1: HbA1c

Comparison 2:

Control: 8.2 ± 1.9→8.6 ± 1.7

Intervention group: Patients
reported HbA1c values,
symptoms, life changes to
automated system, received
medication/other advice;
providers received feedback
of patient status (SMx, FR,
OC/medrcrd)

Intervention: 8.9 ± 1.7→7.9 ±
1.2

Control group: Registered
for, but did not use automated
system
Other outcomes: weight
3

Aubert, 1998

Intervention group: Nurse
case management supervised
by GP, telephone reminders
to patient, diabetes education
(PtE, FR, OC/DxMx)

Other outcomes: % patients
with dipstick test in past year,
% patients with
protein/microalbumin test in
past year

Other outcomes: median
HbA1c, median SBP, median
DBP, fasting blood glucose,
total cholesterol, HDL-C, LDLC, triglycerides, weight

Control group: Diabetes
education only
Benjamin,
4
1999

Intervention group:
Providers developed and
implemented clinical practice
guidelines based on problem-

Disease control: HbA1c
Control: 9.21 ± 2.3→9.15 ±
2.3
Intervention: 9.3 ± 2.4 →8.68
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Patient
adherence

based learning (PvE)

± 2.1

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Boucher,
19875

Intervention group: Diabetes
support service gave lists of
patients requiring tests to
provider, provider education in
examination for diabetic fundi
(PtR, PvE, FR, OC/medrcrd)

Disease control: HbA1c
Control: 12.6 ± 3.2→12.5 ±
2.6
Intervention: 13.4 ±
2.9→11.4 ± 2.3

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Branger,
6
1998

Intervention group:
Physicians equipped with
electronic communication
system to facilitate
communication between PCP
and specialist (FR, OC/other)

Disease control: HbA1c
Control: 6.6 ± NR→ 6.5 ± NR
Intervention: 7.0 ± NR→ 6.8
± NR

Control group: All providers
had electronic patient records
Cagliero,
19997

Intervention group: Patients
had HbA1c measured with
benchtop analyzer with results
immediately available to
provider during visit (FR)

Disease control: HbA1c
Control: 8.49 ± 1.59→ 8.3 ±
NR
Intervention: 8.67 ± 1.79→
8.27 ± NR

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Clancy, 20038

Intervention group: Patients
had group instead of
individual physician visits
consisting of education and
one-on-one consult (PtE,
OC/DxMx/team)

Other outcome: adherence
to 8 out of 10 diabetes
guidelines

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Clifford,
9
2002

Disease control: HbA1c

Intervention group:
Pharmacist monitored
patients and made treatment
decisions, consulted with MD
(OC/DxMx

Control: 8.5 ± 1.6→8.1 ± 1.6
Intervention: 8.4 ± 1.4→8.2 ±
1.5

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Coffey,
10
1995

Patient
compliance: %
patients compliant
with home
monitoring

Intervention group: Patients
on managed care plan
Control group: Traditional
fee-for-service plan

Control:
60%→63%
Intervention:
63%→60%
Net difference: 6%
Dargis,

Intervention group: Patients

Other outcomes: recurrent
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199911

received foot care in specialty
clinic, special footwear, foot
care education (PtE,
OC/team)

foot ulcers, amputations

Control group: one time foot
consult with education/advice
de
Sonnaville,
12
1997

Intervention group: Diabetes
support service provides GP
with consult of podiatrist,
diabetologist, and diabetes
nurse educator; lab
measurements at patient
home; retinal camera (PtE,
SMx, FR, OC/team)

Disease control 1: HbA1c
Control: 7.6 ± 1.9→7.6 ± 1.5
Intervention: 7.5 ± 1.7→7.0 ±
1.3

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Disease control 2: SBP
Control: 158.2 ± 23.5→
155.3 ± 22.9
Intervention: 147.2 ± 21.7→
147.7 ± 23.5
Disease control 2: DBP
Control: 88.9 ± 11.7→ 85.3 ±
11.4
Intervention: 87.7 ± 10.4→
83.0 ± 12.6
Other outcomes: fasting
blood glucose, BMI, total chol,
HDL-chol, triglycerides, %
smokers
Deeb, 198813

Intervention group:
Providers attended diabetes
education seminars, had
quarterly consults with outside
leaders, received printed
education modules (PvE,
OC/team)

Adherence measure: %
patients with BP measured in
past year
Control: 99%→99%
Intervention: 100%→100%
Net difference: 0%

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Adherence measure: %
patients with lower-extremity
exam in past year
Control: 27%→41%
Intervention: 66%→94%
Net difference: -6%
Other outcomes: % patients
with urinalaysis, lowerextremity history, referral for
retinopathy exam, retinopathy
history, and retinopathy exam
in past year
Feder, 199514

Intervention group: Diabetes

Adherence measure: %
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care guidelines introduced,
followed by provider audit and
feedback as follow-up (PvE,
Aud)

patients with HbA1c record

Control group: Providers
received guidelines on
asthma, not diabetes

Net difference: +13.9%

Control: 20.6%→30%
Intervention: 24.8%→48.1%

Adherence measure: %
patients with BP record
Control: 66.1%→58.3%
Intervention: 69%→79.5%
Net difference: +18.3%
Adherence measure: %
patients with foot exam record
Control: 28.3%→27.2%
Intervention: 31.4%→51.8%
Net difference: +21.5%
Adherence measure: %
patients with funduscopy
record
Control: 19.4%→20%
Intervention: 20.5%→38.1%
Net difference: +17%
Other outcomes: % patients
with record of blood glucose
and weight
Franz, 199515

Comparison 1

Disease control : HbA1c

Intervention group: Patients
received diet therapy with
dietitian who made
recommendations to PCP on
medical therapy (PtE, SMx,
OC/team)

Control: 8.3 ± 1.7→8.1 ± 1.7
Intervention: 8.1 ± 1.6→7.7 ±
1.2

Control group: Patients had
one meeting with dietitian to
discuss diet goals and advice
Disease control : HbA1c

Comparison 2

Control: 8.2 ± 2.2→6.8 ± 1.3

Intervention group: Patients
received diet therapy with
dietitian who made
recommendations to PCP on
medical therapy (PtE, SMx,
OC/team)

Intervention: 8.8 ± 1.9→6.8 ±
1.0

Control group: Patients had
one meeting with dietitian to
discuss diet goals and advice
Frijling,
200216

Intervention group:
Providers received didactic
education and audit and
feedback to improve
compliance with care

Adherence measure: %
patients with BP record in last
year
Control: 89%→92%
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guidelines (PvE, Aud)

Intervention: 91%→94%

Control group: no
intervention/usual care

Net difference: -1%
Adherence measure: %
patients with foot exam record
in last year
Control: 30%→39%
Intervention: 24%→43%
Net difference: +10%
Adherence measure: %
patients with eye exam
record in last year
Control: 69%→67%
Intervention: 61%→70%
Net difference: +11%
Other outcomes: % patients
with discussion of body weight
control

Gaede,
17, 18
*
2003

Disease control 1: HbA1c
(mean and SE)

Intervention group: Intensive
treatment with stepwise
implementation of behaviour
modification and
pharmacologic therapy,
dietary and exercise
counselling (PtE, OC/DxMx)

Control: 8.8 ± 1.7→9.0 ± NR
Intervention: 8.4 ± 1.6→7.8 ±
NR

Control group: All patients
received individual diabetic
dietary advice
Disease control 2: SBP
Control: 149 ± 19→ 146 ±
NR
Intervention: 146 ± 20→ 132
± NR
Disease control 2: DBP
Control: 86 ± 11→ 78 ± NR
Intervention: 85 ± 10→ 73 ±
NR
Other outcomes: urinary
AER, triglycerides, total
cholesterol, GFR
Ginsberg,
19
1996

Intervention group:
Providers trained in Staged
Diabetes Management
(benchmarking, flowcharts for
decision-making, evaluation,
feedback to community);
patients received education
(PtE, PvE)

Disease control 1: HbA1c
Control: 10.3 ± 2.1→10.4 ±
2.1
Intervention: 10.2 ± 2.8→8.8
± 0.7

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
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Glasgow,
20
1996

Disease control: HbA1c

Intervention group: Brief,
computer-based assessment
of dietary compliance.
Patients received dietary
advice, one-on-one
counselling, a video and 2
follow-up calls (PtE, SMx,
OC/team)

Control: 7.9 ± NR→7.7 ± NR
Intervention: 7.8 ± NR → 7.6
± NR

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Other outcomes: serum
blood glucose
Groeneveld,
200121

Intervention group: Patients
followed-up with structured
diabetes care service
including education, testing
and advice to PCPs on drug
therapy (PtE, FR, OC/DxMx)

Disease control 1: HbA1c
Control: 7.5 ± 1.8 (post)
Intervention: 7.1 ± 1.2 (post)

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Disease control 2: SBP
Control: 149 ± 24→ 143 ± 21
Intervention: 137 ± 21→ 135
± 18
Disease control 2: DBP
Control: 86 ± 9.7→ 82 ± 9
Intervention: 91 ± 9→ 90 ± 8
Other outcomes: serum
blood glucose, total
cholesterol, weight, creatinine
Hartmann,
22
1995

Intervention group:
Providers participated in a
series of structured peerreview groups focused on
diabetes patient records,
didactic education and roleplay (PvE, Aud)

Adherence measure: %
patients with at least one
HbA1c record per quarter
Control: 24.4%→32.3%
Intervention: 27.6%→26.8%
Net difference: -8.7%

Control group: Providers had
same type of group session
only once

Patient
compliance: %
patients with
documentation of
glucose self-mx at
least once per
quarter
Control:
21.3%→17.1%
Intervention:
7.9%→11.3%
Net difference:
+7.6%

Adherence measure: %
patients with record of
fundoscopy and foot exam
with tuning fork
Control: 1.2%→0.6%
Intervention: 20.5%→20.5%
Net difference: +0.6%
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Adherence measure: %
patients with record of
fundoscopy at least once per
year
Control: 5.5%→13.4%
Intervention: 8.4%→32.2%
Net difference: +15.9%
Other outcomes: % patients
with pallaesthesia at least
once per year, % patients with
documentation of
triglycerides, HDL-C and total
chol, weight and BP, albumin,
serum creatinine at least once
per year, blood glucose at
least once per quarter
23

Hayes, 1984

Intervention group: Patients
received care from a GP
instead of a diabetes
specialist clinic, GPs received
printed care guidelines (PvE,
OC/team)

Disease control: HbA1c
Control: 9.5 ± 1.77 (post)
Intervention: 10.4 ± 1.73
(post)

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
(diabetes specialist clinic)
Hetlevik,
200024

Intervention group:
Computerized support system
provided physician with
treatment, test, and referral
recommendations; providers
received feedback of missing
tests at 6 month intervals
(PvR, Aud)

Adherence measure: %
patients with record of HbA1c
during study period
Control: 77.6%→81.2%
Intervention: 72.5%→79.5%

Disease control 1: HbA1c
Control: 8.2 ± 1.8→ 7.9 ± 1.6
Intervention: 8.2 ± 1.8→ 7.8
± 1.6

Net difference: +3.4%

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Adherence measure: %
patients with record of BP
during study period

Disease control 2: SBP

Control: 77.4%→81.5%

Intervention: 152.5 ± 21.6→
151.5 ± 22.1

Intervention: 78.2%→81.3%

Control: 151.7 ± 21.3→
152.7 ± 19

Net difference: -1%
Other outcomes: % patients
with record of cholesterol
during study period

Disease control 3: DBP
Control: 85.1 ± 10.1→ 85.3 ±
9.9
Intervention: 84.5 ± 10→
82.8 ± 10.6

Hirsch,
25
2002

Intervention group: Provider
intervention: reminders for
tests, diabetes management
guidelines, didactic teaching,
feedback of HbA1c levels,
pharmacist case

Disease control 1: HbA1c
Control: 7.57 ± NR→ 8.2 ±
NR
Intervention: 7.64 ± NR→
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7.56 ± NR

management, access to
endocrinologist (PvE, Aud,
OC/DxMx, team)
Control group: Providers
received reminders to test
HbA1c

Disease control 2: SBP
Control: 134 ± NR→ 137.1 ±
NR
Intervention: 135 ± NR→
133.8 ± NR
Disease control 3: DBP
Control: 80 ± NR→ 79.19 ±
NR
Intervention: 79 ± NR→
75.21 ± NR
Hoskins,
199326

Comparison 1
Intervention group: GP
received one time letter
requesting adherence to
recommended management
protocol, and measurement of
HbA1c, BP, weight (OC/other)
Control group: All patients
received 3-6 mo education
before intervention.

Adherence measure: %
HbA1c results received from
GP out of number of know GP
attendances
Control: 98.4% postintervention

Disease control 1: HbA1c
Control: 8.9 ± 2.5→ 7.3 ± 1.6
Intervention: 8.4 ± 2.6→ 6.9
± 1.3

Control: 53%

Intervention: 45.6 % postintervention

Adherence measure: %
weight measurements
received from GP out of
number of know GP
attendances

Patient
compliance: %
patients attended
visit 3 (out of 3) to
their GP during
study period
Intervention: 35%

Disease control 2: SBP
Control: 150 ± 23→ 133 ± 19
Intervention: 148 ± 23→ 136
± 14

Control: 98.3% postintervention
Intervention: 70.6 % postintervention

Adherence measure: % BP
measurements received from
GP out of number of know GP
attendances
Control: 92.7% postintervention

Disease control 3: DBP
Control: 90 ± 13→ 81 ± 13
Intervention: 90 ± 15→ 80 ±
11

Intervention: 89.7 % postintervention
Other outcomes: weight
Comparison 2

Adherence measure: %
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Disease control 1: HbA1c

Patient

Intervention group: Shared
care between patient, GP,
clinic. Nurse liaised btw
patient and GP, reminded GP
of measurements. Patient
received copy of management
protocol (SMx, PtR, PvR,
OC/team/other)

HbA1c results received from
GP out of number of know GP
attendances
Control: 98.4% postintervention

Control: 8.9 ± 2.5→ 7.3 ± 1.6
Intervention: 8.5 ± 2.2→ 6.6
± 1.6

Control: 53%

Intervention: 66 % postintervention

Intervention: 72%

Control group: All patients
received 3-6 mo education
before intervention.
Adherence measure: %
weight measurements
received from GP out of
number of know GP
attendances

Disease control 2: SBP
Control: 150 ± 23→ 133 ± 19
Intervention: 145 ± 24→ 130
± 25

Control: 98.3% postintervention
Intervention: 93.5 % postintervention

Adherence measure: % BP
measurements received from
GP out of number of know GP
attendances
Control: 92.7% postintervention

Disease control 3: DBP
Control: 90 ± 13→ 81 ± 13
Intervention: 88 ± 13→ 81 ±
11

Intervention: 94.8 % postintervention
Other outcomes: weight
Hurwitz,
27
1993

Disease control: HbA1c

Intervention group: Patients
received computer-generated
reminders to get blood and
urine tests done. Results
relayed to providers,
appointments made as
necessary (PtR, FR)

Control: 10.3 ± 2.3→ 10.6 ±
2.5
Intervention: 10.4 ± 2.5→
10.3 ± 2.3

Control group: usual care
with specialist
Other outcomes: serum
blood glucose, % mortality
Jaber, 199628

Intervention group:
Pharmacist was responsible
for medication adjustments
and provided education,
dietary and exercise
counselling (PtE, Oc/team)

Disease control : HbA1c
Control: 12.2 ± 3.5→ 12.1 ±
3.7
Intervention: 11.5 ± 2.9→ 9.2
± 2.1

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Other outcomes: serum
blood glucose
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compliance: %
patients attended
visit 3 (out of 3) to
their GP during
study period

Kiefe, 200129

Intervention group:
Providers had QI education
and audit and feedback, as
well as “achievable
benchmarks” for specific
processes of care (Aud)
Control group: Provider
education and audit and
feedback

Adherence measure: %
patients with at least one
HbA1c in 18-month period
Control: 35%→65%
Intervention: 31%→70%
Net difference: +9%

Adherence measure: %
patients with at least one foot
exam in 18-month period
Control: 32%→45%
Intervention: 46%→61%
Net difference: +2%
Kinmonth,
30
1998

Intervention group:
Providers received training in
patient-centered care as well
as materials to give to
patients (PtE, PvE)

Disease control 1: HbA1c
Control: 7.17 ± NR (post)
Intervention: 7.07 ± NR
(post)

Control group: Limited
training on use of guidelines
and patient materials
Disease control 2: SBP
Control: 141.5 ± NR→ 142.8
± NR
Intervention: 144.1 ± NR→
144.3 ± NR
Disease control 3: DBP
Control: 83.7 ± NR→ 87.2 ±
NR
Intervention: 85.5 ± NR→ 89
± NR
Other outcomes: total
cholesterol, BMI, % smoking
Kogan,
200331

Intervention group:
Residents received report
card of individual and group
disease management
performance and brief
discussion with faculty (Aud)
Control group: no
intervention/usual care

Legorreta,
199632

Other outcomes: % overall
diabetes management
(pneumovax, flu shot,
creatinine, microalbumin,
appropriate use of ACEinhibitors, dilated eye exam,
foot exam, lipid screening,
lipid management, HbA1c,
diet, exercise) recorded in
chart

Comparison 1

Disease control: HbA1c

Intervention group: Nurse
case managed patients using

Intervention: 8.9 ± 2.1→ 6.9

Control: 8.3 ± 2.6→ 9.1 ± NR
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protocols for management.
Computer information system
generated reminders and
algorithms for medication
adjustment. Diabetologist
available for consult (PtR,
PvE,
OC/DxMx/medrcrd/other)

± NR

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Other outcomes: LDLcholesterol
Comparison 2

Disease control: HbA1c

Intervention group: Nurse
case managed patients using
protocols for management.
Computer information system
generated reminders and
algorithms for medication
adjustment. Diabetologist
available for consult (PtR,
PvE,
OC/DxMx/medrcrd/other)

Control: 8.6 ± 2.0→ 8.4 ± NR
Intervention: 10.3 ± 2.5→ 9.0
± NR

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Other outcomes: LDLcholesterol
Levetan,
200233

Intervention group: Patients
received a wall poster and
wallet card containing current
lab values and goals, as well
as postcards with reminders.
Providers received lab values
as well (PtE, SMx, PtR, PvR,
FR)

Disease control 1: HbA1c
Control: 8.39 ± 2.03→ 7.79 ±
1.91
Intervention: 8.85 ± 2.48→
7.78 ± 2.22

Control group: All patients
had finished 3 month diabetes
education before enrolment in
study
Other outcomes: % patients
with HbA1c in range, HDLchol, LDL-chol
Lim, 200234

Intervention group: Case
management with PCP, case
manager, podiatrist, dietitian.
Patients received education
and reminders. Providers
received reminders for
testing/referral (PtE, PvR,
OC/DxMx)

Disease control 1: HbA1c
Control: 8.28 ± 1.94→ 8.28 ±
1.69
Intervention: 9.81 ± 2.22→
7.82 ± 1.75

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Disease control 2: SBP
Control: 138.9 ± 19.3→
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136.8 ± 18.5
Intervention: 142.1 ± 16.4→
134.2 ± 10.1
Disease control 3: DBP
Control: 80.8 ± 8.9→ 79.1 ±
8.41
Intervention: 82.8 ± 10.3→
80.5 ± 7.8
Other outcomes: % patients
with HbA1c in range, %
patients with BP in range
Litzelman,
199335

Intervention group: Patients
received education on foot
care and reminders by phone
and mail to continue foot care.
Provider received reminders
in chart to educate patient and
perform foot care (PtE, PtR,
PvE, PvR)

Other outcomes: % patients
with serious foot lesions

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Lobach,
36
1997

Intervention group:
Computerized system of
guidelines provided
physicians with reminders for
tests/referrals (PvR)
Control group: no
intervention/usual care

Adherence measure: %
provider compliance with
chronic glycemia monitoring
Control: 52.8% (post)
Intervention: 57.4% (post)

Adherence measure: %
provider compliance with
cholesterol level
determination
Control: 13.4% (post)
Intervention: 43.7% (post)
Adherence measure: %
provider compliance with foot
exam
Control: 30% (post)
Intervention: 55.6% (post)
Adherence measure: %
provider compliance with
opthalmologic exam
Control: 3.2% (post)
Intervention: 18.8% (post)
Other outcomes: % provider
compliance with urine protein
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determination
Mazzuca,
198637

Comparison 1

Disease control 1: HbA1c

Intervention group:
Providers had one didactic
session with three problemoriented follow-up sessions,
distribution of guidelines,
access to specialist,
computer-generated guideline
reminders (PvE, PvR, Aud)

Control: 10.19 ± NR→ 10.74
± NR
Intervention: 10.51 ± NR→
10.65 ± NR

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Disease control 2: SBP
Control: 137.2 ± NR→ 144.9
± NR
Intervention: 142.5 ± NR→
146.4 ± NR
Disease control 3: DBP
Control: 81.4 ± NR→ 85.2 ±
NR
Intervention: 83.1± NR→
83.4 ± NR
Other outcomes: serum
creatinine, fasting blood
glucose
Comparison 2

Disease control 1: HbA1c

Intervention group:
Providers had one didactic
session with three problemoriented follow-up sessions,
distribution of guidelines,
access to specialist,
computer-generated guideline
reminders; patients had
didactic sessions and dietary
education (PtE, PtR, PvE,
PvR, Aud)

Control: 10.19 ± NR→ 10.74
± NR
Intervention: 11.34 ± NR→
10.42 ± NR

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Disease control 2: SBP
Control: 137.2 ± NR→ 144.9
± NR
Intervention: 140.4 ± NR→
145 ± NR
Disease control 3: DBP
Control: 81.4 ± NR→ 85.2 ±
NR
Intervention: 81.8± NR→
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81.3 ± NR
Other outcomes: serum
creatinine, fasting blood
glucose
McDermott,
200138

Intervention group: Visit to
clinic by outreach team
(diabetologist, nutritionist,
podiatrist, diabetes healthcare
worker), reminder and recall
system (PtR, PvE, PvR, Aud,
OC/medrcrd)

Adherence measure: %
patients with HbA1c check in
past 6 mo.

Other outcomes: % patients
with HbA1c in range, %
patients with BP in range

Control: 60%→62%
Intervention: 70%→73%
Net difference: +1%

Control group: Outreach
team visits, audit of past
clinician adherence guidelines
Adherence measure: %
patients with BP check in past
6 mo.
Control: 64%→57%
Intervention: 76%→65%
Net difference: -4%
Adherence measure: %
patients with foot check in
past year
Control: 52%→55%
Intervention: 60%→72%
Net difference: +9%
Adherence measure: %
patients with opthalmologist
check in past year
Control: 18%→22%
Intervention: 21%→25%
Net difference: 0%
Other outcomes: % patients
with serum creatinine past yr,
lipids past yr, urinary ACR
past yr
Meigs, 200339

Intervention group:
Providers given access to
web-based system of clinical
information and care
recommendations for
individual patients to be used
during visit (PvE, PvR)

Adherence measure: %
patients with at least one
HbA1c in past year
Control: 88%→87%
Intervention: 86%→87.6%
Net difference: -2.6%

Disease control 1: HbA1c
(mean and SE)
Control: 8.1 ± 0.1→ 8.24 ±
NR
Intervention: 8.4 ± 0.1→ 8.17
± NR

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Adherence measure: %
patients with at least one BP
in past year

Disease control 2: SBP

Control: 98.6%→97.2%

Intervention: 138.1 ± 1.2→
138.9 ± NR

Intervention: 97.4%→98.4%
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Control: 136.9± 1.2→ 134.7±
NR

Net difference: +0.4%
Adherence measure: %
patients with at least one foot
exam in past year
Control: 82.1%→81.4%
Intervention: 65.5%→75.3%

Disease control 3: DBP
Control: 76.4 ± 0.6→ 75.6 ±
NR
Intervention: 78.3± 0.6→
79.1± NR

Net difference: +10.5%
Adherence measure: %
patients with at least one eye
exam in past year

Other outcomes: % patients
with HbA1c and BP in range,
LDL-chol

Control: 41.2%→42.9%
Intervention: 29.3%→34.8%
Net difference: +3.8%
Other outcomes: % patients
with at least on LDL-chol in
past year
O’Connor,
40
1996

Intervention group:
Continuous quality
improvement program of:
audit and feedback, patient
education by RN, nurse
responsibility for care of
poorly controlled diabetics
(PtE, Aud, OC/DxMx)

Disease control: HbA1c
(mean ± SE)
Control: 8.4 ± 0.19→ 8.8 ±
0.17
Intervention: 8.9 ± 0.22→ 7.9
± 0.17

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Other outcomes: % patients
with HbA1c in range
Oh, 200341

Intervention group: Patients
received regular telephone
calls to monitor glucose and
diet and make medication
adjustments. Changes and
data relayed to MD (PtE, FR)

Disease control: HbA1c
Control: 8.4 ± 1.0→ 9.0 ± 1.2
Intervention: 8.9 ± 1.2→ 7.7
± 1.0

Control group: no
intervention, usual care
Other outcomes: FBG, 2-hr
post prandial BG, BMI
Olivarius,
42
2001

Intervention group:
Providers prompted to see
patients every 3 months and
follow care guidelines,
received annual guideline
seminar and audit and
feedback of individual patient
status (PtE, PvE, PvR, Aud)

Other outcomes: % patients
with HbA1c and BP in range,
MI, stroke, amputation,
retinopathy, neuropathy,
angina pectoris,
microalbuminuria, smoking;
mean/median total
cholesterol, triglycerides,
serum blood glucose, serum
creatinine

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Ovhed,
200043

Intervention group: Patients
care for primary by RN using
care guidelines
(OC/team/other)

Adherence measure: %
patients with record of HbA1c
during study year
Control: 36% post-
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Patient
compliance: %
patients with
record of urine and

Control group: no
intervention/usual care

intervention

blood glucose selfmeasurement
during study year

Intervention: 97% postintervention
Adherence measures
(HTN/CAD): % patients with
record of body weight,
cholesterol, TG, BP in study
year
Adherence measure: %
patients with fundus photo
during study year
Control: 47%
Intervention: 73%
Other outcome: % patients
with FBG record during study
year

Intervention group: Provider
quality assurance training and
audit and feedback of
selected cases (Aud,
OC/other)

Palmer,
44
1985

Other outcomes: % follow-up
of abnormal glucose levels

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Piette, 200045

Intervention group:
Automated telephone system
for patient reporting of blood
glucose, symptoms, self-care
behaviours. Results relayed
from nurse to physician, nurse
follow-up to patient by phone
(PtE, SMx, FR, OC/team

Disease control 1: HbA1c
Control: 8.6 ± 1.8→ 8.3 ± 1.9
Intervention: 8.8 ± 1.8→ 8.2
± 1.9

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Other outcomes: % patients
with HbA1c in a range, serum
glucose
46

Piette, 2001

Intervention group:
Automated telephone system
for patient reporting of blood
glucose, symptoms, self-care
behaviours. Results relayed
from nurse to physician, nurse
follow-up to patient by phone
(PtE, SMx, PtR, FR, OC/team

Disease control 1: HbA1c
Control: 8.1 ± 1.7→ 8.2 ± 0.1
(SEM)
Intervention: 8.2 ± 1.7→ 8.1
± 0.1 (SEM)

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Other outcomes: % patients
with HbA1c in a range, serum
glucose
Pouwer,
47
2001

Intervention group: Patients
monitored twice by diabetes
nurse specialist and survey
for psychological wellbeing,

Disease control: HbA1c
Control: 7.8 ± NR→ 7.7 ± NR
Intervention: 7.8 ± NR→ 7.7
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± NR

referred to psychologist if
appropriate (OC/other)
Control group: Patients had
two meetings with diabetes
nurse specialist.
Reed, 200148

Intervention group: 3
diabetes care clinics created,
used to introduce care
guidelines; patients given
education and clinical data
cards to bring to
appointments; provider
education and access to
hospital-based specialists
(PtE, PvE, FR,
OC/team/medrcrd)

Disease control 1: SBP
Control: 133.7 ± 19→ 131.3
± 16.6
Intervention: 129.2 ± 18.8→
126.5 ± 16.4

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Disease control 2: DBP
Control: 82.6 ± 9.5→ 81.1 ±
9.1
Intervention: 79.4 ± 8.6→
80.9 ± 8.7
Renders,
49
2001

Intervention group:
Providers received clinical
guideline education, audit and
feedback and relay of data
from central monitoring visit
(PvE, FR, Aud)

Adherence measure: %
patients with HbA1c at least
once per year

Control group: annual visit
with resulting data sent to
GPs

Net difference: +26.9%

Control: 15.6%→29.3%

Other outcomes: % patients
with HbA1c and BP in range,
total cholesterol, HDLcholesterol, triglycerides, BMI

Intervention: 34.9%→75.5%

Other outcomes: % patients
with at least one urine
albumin, serum creatinine,
triglycerides, total cholesterol,
HDL-chol, blood pressure
measurements per year, %
patients with weight
measurements and diabetes
visits 4 per year
Ronnemaa,
199750

Intervention group: Patients
received foot education and
primary prevention from
podiatrist (PtE, OC/team)
Control group: Patients
received written information
on foot care and preventive
practices

Sadur, 199951

Intervention group:
Multidisciplinary care team of
diabetologist, RN educator,
pharmacist, dietitian,

Other outcomes: % patients
with: callosities in calcaneal
region and other regions,
corns, ingrown toenails, other
nail disorders, inability to
spread out toes, inability to
flex toes

Patient
compliance: foot
self-care score (out
of 12)

Disease control: HbA1c

Patient
compliance: %
patients monitoring
BG at home

Control: 9.55 ± NR→ 9.33 ±
NR
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Control: 5.3 ±
2.6→ 6.0 ± 2.5
Intervention: 5.4 ±
2.8→ 7.0 ± 3.2

Intervention: 9.48 ± NR→
8.18 ± NR

behaviourist. Patients
received education, foot care,
counselling, feedback (PtE,
PtR, OC/DxMx/team)

Intervention:
90%→97.5%

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
52

Smith, 1998

Intervention group:
Physicians entered clinical
data into electronic system
during patient visit
(OC/medrcrd)
Control group: no
intervention/usual care

Adherence measure: %
patients with 4 HbA1c
measurements per yr
Control: 51.2% post

Disease control 1: HbA1c
Control: 10.2 ± 1.9 post
Intervention: 9.7 ± 1.7 post

Intervention: 76.9% post

Adherence measure: %
patients with dilated eye exam
in past yr
Control: 65.1% post

Disease control 2: SBP
Control: 140.9 ± 19.6 post
Intervention: 138.3 ± 16.9
post

Intervention: 64.1% post

Stroebel,
53
2002

Comparison 1
Intervention group: 20minute physician meeting
every 2 months to remind to
use Hot Lists of patients
needing test (OC/other)
Control group: Academic
detailing and “hot list” of
patients not in compliance

Comparison 1
Intervention group: 20minute physician meeting
every 2 months to remind to
use Hot Lists of patients
needing test and reminders to
patients on Hot Lists to make
appointments (PtR, OC/other)

Other outcomes: % patients
with measurement of urinary
microalbumin, lipid profile in
past year; % patients with
diabetes self-mx and diet
education; % smoking
patients with advice to quit

Disease control 2: DBP

Adherence measure: %
patients with HbA1c in 6
months

Disease control: HbA1c
(mean ± SE)

Control: 77%→74%

Intervention: 8.3 ± 2→ 8.2 ±
2

Intervention: 74%→76%

Control: 93.6 ± 25 post
Intervention: 80.6 ± 9.6

Control: 8.1 ± 1.8→ 8.0 ± 1.8

Net difference: 5%

Other outcomes: % patients
with LDL-chol in last year

Other outcomes: % patients
with HbA1c and BP in a
range, LDL-Chol

Adherence measure: %
patients with HbA1c in 6
months

Disease control: HbA1c
(mean ± SE)

Control: 77%→74%

Intervention: 8.1 ± 2→ 7.9 ±
1.8

Intervention: 79%→78%

Control: 8.1 ± 1.8→ 8.0 ± 1.8

Net difference: 2%

Control group: Academic
detailing and “hot list” of
patients not in compliance
Other outcomes: % patients
with LDL-chol in last year
Thompson,
199954

Control:
93.4%→93.6%

Intervention group: Patients
received 3x weekly calls from

Other outcomes: % patients
with HbA1c and BP in a
range, LDL-Chol
Disease control: HbA1c
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Control: 9.4 ± 0.8→ 8.9 ± 1.0

RN who adjusted insulin and
reviewed with MD (PtE, FR,
OC/team)

Intervention: 9.6 ± 1.0→ 7.8
± 0.8

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Vaughan,
199655

Intervention group: Patients
were treated by RN using
paper algorithms for
medication adjustment
(OC/team)
Control group: no
intervention/usual care

Wagner,
200156

Intervention group: Patients
received care (MD visit, RN
visit, pharmacist visit, group
education) at chronic care
clinic (PtE, SMx, OC/team)
Control group: no
intervention/usual care

Adherence measure: %
patients with HbA1c
performed
Control: 79% post
Intervention: 100% post

Adherence measure: %
patients with foot exam in past
year
Control: 80.8% post

Control: 62.2%→63.5%
Intervention: 60.6%→67.9%
Net difference: +6%
Other outcomes: % patients
with microalbumin test in past
year
Comparison 1
Intervention group:
Providers had one time
problem-based learning
education program, printed
guidelines, follow-up (PvE)
Control group: Clinic was
sent printed care guidelines
with no follow-up

Disease control: HbA1c
Control: 7.4 ± NR→ 7.9 ± NR
Intervention: 7.5 ± NR→ 7.9
± NR

Intervention: 87.7% post

Adherence measure: %
patients with retinal eye exam
in past year

Walker,
57
2001

Other outcomes: % patients
with HbA1c in a range

Adherence measure: %
patients with at least one
record of HbA1c
Control: 44%→63%
Intervention: 53%→73%
Net difference: +1%

Adherence measure: %
patients with document of foot
exam
Control: 22%→50%
Intervention: 53%→76%
Net difference: -5%
Adherence measure: %
patients with documented
DFE or referral for DFE
Control: 37%→33%
Intervention: 21%→38%
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Other outcomes: total
cholesterol

Net difference: +21%
Other outcomes: % patients
with at least one serum
creatinine record
Comparison 2
Intervention group:
Providers had one time
problem-based learning
education program, printed
guidelines, follow-up; clinic
received printed patient
guides to disseminate (PtE,
PvE)

Adherence measure: %
patients with at least one
record of HbA1c
Control: 44%→63%
Intervention: 40%→44%
Net difference: -15%

Control group: Clinic was
sent printed care guidelines
with no follow-up
Adherence measure: %
patients with document of foot
exam
Control: 22%→50%
Intervention: 46%→58%
Net difference: -16%
Adherence measure: %
patients with documented
DFE or referral for DFE
Control: 37%→33%
Intervention: 19%→55%
Net difference: +40%
Other outcomes: % patients
with at least one serum
creatinine record
Ward, 199658

Comparison 1
Intervention group:
Providers received feedback
of their care records
compared to the whole group
and checklists of guidelines;
providers had interview with a
GP regarding care guidelines
(PvE, Aud)

Adherence measure: %
patients with one HbA1c per 8
months
Control: 46.7%→40.7%
Intervention: 36.9%→54.6%
Net difference: +23.7%

Control group: Providers
received feedback of their
care records compared to the
whole group and checklists of
guidelines
Adherence measure: %
patients with record of eye
exam or referral to
opthalmologist annually
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Control: 29.6%→31.1%
Intervention: 23.1%→42.3%
Net difference: +17.7%
Other outcomes: % patients
with record of urine and blood
glucose (2 per 8 mo); urine
protein, urine nitrite,
creatinine, total cholesterol,
triglycerides (1 per 8 mo);
blood pressure, weight, foot
reflex exam, feet pulses, feet
sensation, nails (annually);
alcohol inquiry and advice,
diet, exercise, smoking,
vaginitis/impotence advice
Comparison 2
Intervention group:
Providers received feedback
of their care records
compared to the whole group
and checklists of guidelines;
providers had interview with a
nurse regarding care
guidelines (PvE, Aud)

Adherence measure: %
patients with one HbA1c per 8
months
Control: 46.7%→40.7%
Intervention: 28.9%→44.6%
Net difference: +21.7%

Control group: Providers
received feedback of their
care records compared to the
whole group and checklists of
guidelines
Adherence measure: %
patients with record of eye
exam or referral to
opthalmologist annually
Control: 29.6%→31.1%
Intervention: 19.8%→40.5%
Net difference: +19.2%
Other outcomes: % patients
with record of urine and blood
glucose (2 per 8 mo); urine
protein, urine nitrite,
creatinine, total cholesterol,
triglycerides (1 per 8 mo);
blood pressure, weight, foot
reflex exam, feet pulses, feet
sensation, nails (annually);
alcohol inquiry and advice,
diet, exercise, smoking,
vaginitis/impotence advice
Weinberger,
199559

Intervention group: Nurse
performed patient education,
medication counselling,
liaison to MD by telephone
contact with patients (PtE,

Disease control: HbA1c
Control: 10.7 ± 3.4→ 11.1 ±
2.4
Intervention: 10.7 ± 3.3→
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SMx, PtR, FR, OC/DxMx)

10.5 ± 2.7

Control group: no
intervention/usual care
Other outcomes: serum
blood glucose, total
cholesterol, LDL-C, HDL-C,
triglycerides
*Results reported come from both articles.
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Table E2. Main results for blood pressure
Setting

28 general practices
(Netherlands)

12

*

Study period

Study Design

(duration)

(Number of
Patients)

1989-1995

CBA

(6 years)

(505, 28 providers)

QI strategies
employed ^

Systolic blood
pressure results

Patient Ed, SelfMx, Facil relay,
Org change

Control:
158.2±23.5 →
155.3±22.9
Intervention:
147.2±21.7 →
147.7±23.5

Diabetes clinic
17, 18†
(Denmark)

1993-2001

RCT

(9 years)

(160)

Patient Ed, Org
change

Control: 149±19 →
146±NR
Intervention:
146±20 → 132±NR

Specialized diabetic
service
(Netherlands)

21

RCT

(1 year)

(246, 15 practices)

Patient Ed, Facil
relay, Org change

Control: 149±24 →
143±21
Intervention:
137±21 → 135±18

29 general practices
(Norway)

---

24

---

RCT

(21 months)

(1034, 17
practices)

Prvdr Remind,
Audit & Fdbck

Control:
151.7±21.3 →
152.7±19
Intervention:
152.5±21.6 →
151.5±22.1

U. of Washington
Family Medical
Center

1998-1999

RCT

(14 months)

(109, 2 firms)

Prvdr Ed, Audit &
Fdbck, Org change

Intervention:
135±NR →
133.8±NR

25

(Seattle, WA)

Royal Prince Alfred
Hospital Diabetes
Clinic
(Australia)

(Australia)

---

RCT

(1 year)

(137)

Org change

---

RCT

(1 year)

(134)

26

Cedars Sinai
Medical Center
30

1994-1995

RCT

(1 year)

(360, 43 practice
teams)

(Los Angeles, CA)

Diabetes education
program

Control: 150±23 →
133±19
Intervention:
148±23 → 136±14

26

Royal Prince Alfred
Hospital Diabetes
Clinic

Control: 134±NR
→ 137.1±NR

1998-1999

RCT
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Self-Mx, Pt
Remind, Prvdr
Remind, Org
change

Control: 150±23 →
133±19

Patient Ed, Prvdr
Ed

Control: 141.5±NR
→ 142.8±NR

Intervention:
145±24 → 130±25

Intervention:
144.1±NR →
144.3±NR
Patient Ed, SelfMx, Pt Remind,

Control: 143±NR
→ NR±NR

(unspecified US
33
city)

(6 months)

(150)

Prvdr Remind,
Facil relay

Intervention:
142±NR →
NR±NR

Choa Chu Kang
polyclinic
34
(Singapore)

2000-2001

CBA

(7 months)

(211)

Patient Ed, Prvdr
Remind, Org
change

Control:
138.9±19.3 →
136.8±18.5
Intervention:
142.1±16.4 →
134.2±10.1

General medicine
clinic, Indiana
University Medical
37
Center

1978-1982

RCT

(3 years)

(260, 13 firms)

General medicine
clinic, Indiana
University Medical
37
Center

1978-1982

RCT

(3 years)

(273, 14 firms)

Hospital-based Adult
Medicine Clinic

1998-1999

RCT

(1 year)

(598, 2 firms)

Prvdr Ed, Prvdr
Remind, Audit &
Fdbck

Control: 137.2±NR
→ 144.9±NR

Patient Ed, Pt
Remind, Prvdr Ed,
Prvdr Remind,
Audit & Fdbck

Control: 137.2±NR
→ 144.9±NR

Prvdr Ed, Prvdr
Remind

Control: 136.9±NR
→ 134.7±NR

(unspecified US
39
city)

9 primary health
centers

Intervention:
140.4±NR →
145±NR

Intervention:
138.1±NR →
138.9±NR
---

CBA

(18 months)

(219, 9 practices)

(United Arab
Emirates)48

Sub-specialty
diabetes clinic

Intervention:
142.5±NR →
146.4±NR

1996

CBA

(3 months)

(82)

Patient Ed, Prvdr
Ed, Facil relay, Org
change

Control: 133.7±19
→ 131.3±16.6

Org change

Control: NR±NR →
140.9±19.6

(unspecified US
city)52

Intervention:
129.2±18.8 →
126.5±16.4

Intervention:
NR±NR →
138.3±16.9

* RCT – randomized controlled trial; CBA – controlled before after comparison.
^ Pt Remind – patient reminder, Prvdr Remind – provider reminder, Org change – organizational change,
Self-Mx — self-management, Facil Relay — facilitated relay of clinical data to providers, Patient Ed — patient
education, Prvdr Ed — provider education, Audit & Fdbck — audit and feedback to provider Financial — financial
or regulatory intervention
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Appendix F. Calculation of effective sample sizes for trials with clustering
A substantial number of studies exhibited “clustering,” in that the units of analysis were patient level
outcomes but the unit of allocation had been clusters of patients (e.g., randomization involved providers or
clinics). The significance of clustering is that patients within a cluster are not independent – i.e., patients at
one clinic have greater resemblance to each other than to patients at other sites or cared for by other
providers in the trial. Unit of analysis errors do not affect point estimates for effect sizes, but they may
spuriously narrow the associated confidence interval, potentially leading to a false-positive result in a trial.1-8
*
To avoid the same inflation of precision in our analysis, we calculated an effective sample size for each
study. Importantly, from the point of view of our analysis, the degree to which investigators acknowledged or
accounted for cluster effects did not affect our analysis, except in so far as investigators who did consider
cluster effects in the design or analysis of the trial were more likely to report data such as the number of
providers randomized, rather than just the total numbers of patients in each group, as well as provide more
technical details, such as values for the intra-cluster coefficient (ICC). 9-11
The table below compares the effective and originally reported sample sizes for effective sample
sizes. Only values at baseline in the control and intervention groups are shown, but the same calculations
were carried out for reported sample sizes in the post-intervention period for all study groups. Because so
few studies reported ICC values,9-11 we imputed values based on published estimates. Specifically, we used
ICC=0.03 for the HbA1c outcome and ICC=0.10 for measures of provider adherence, based no the
midpoints of published values for process and outcome measures in primary care settings. 3 As a sensitivity
analysis, we re-ran the effective sample size calculations and regression analyses with the upper bounds of
these ranges (ICC=0.10 and ICC=0.33, for outcome and process measures, respectively), with no
substantial impacts no the results.
Table F1. Reported vs. effective sample sizes for clustered studies evaluating reduction in HbA1c
No. of clusters

Reported N
(patients)

Effective N
(patients)

Percent reduction (%)

Benjamin 199912

2

106

46

57

Boucher 199713

6

183

105

43

Olivarius 200114

484

874

857

2

de Sonnaville 199715

28

563

376

33

Frijling 20029

123

1430

1128

21

Groeneveld 200116

15

224

165

26

Hetlevik 200017

30

733

452

38

Hirsch 200218

2

109

46

58

Kiefe 200119

84

1352

974

28

Kinmonth 199810

42

240

197

18

Kogan 200320

44

283

249

12

Litzelman 199321

4

353

111

69

Mazzuca 198622

13

127

104

18

McDermott 200123

21

678

380

44

167

*

Meigs 200311

66

598

377

37

O’Connor 199624

2

241

60

75

Ovhed 200025

2

394

66

83

Reed 200126

9

189

123

35

Renders 200127

27

389

291

25

Wagner 200128

34

609

425

30

Walker 200129

2

345

65

81

Deeb 198830

6

636

173

73

Feder 199531

24

21

21

0

Legorreta 199632

2

205

58

72

Hartmann 199533

17

376

246

35

Walker 200129

2

345

65

81

Legorreta 199632

2

185

55

70

Branger 199934

32

275

227

17

Mazzuca 198622

14

120

101

16

Effective N equals sample size adjusted for presence of clustering. It was calculated as NEffective = (k*m) / (1 + (m1)*r), where ‘k ‘is the number of clusters, ‘m’ is the number of patients per cluster, and ‘r’ is the intracluster
coefficient (ICC). When r = 0, then NEffective = k*m (i.e., the reported sample size). When r = 1, then NEffective = k
(i.e., the number of clusters) 1-8
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Appendix H. Additional tables for diabetes results and analysis
Tables H1-H3. Re-analysis of adherence in terms of maximum rather than median effect reported by
each study

In the main analysis, we pooled the various adherence outcomes reported by the included
studies into a general provider adherence outcome. For each study, this measure was
based on the adherence outcome exhibiting the median effect.
In Appendix Tables H1-H3, we show the results obtained if, instead of taking the
outcome with median effect, one selects the outcome with maximum effect (i.e., the
outcome for which the intervention group showed the greatest increase in adherence
above any increases in the control group).
The purpose of the comparison is not the different magnitudes size between the
maximum and median adherence (as these are expected to differ in this regard) but rather,
the degree to which the patterns across QI types, strata of sample size and trial design are
the same. In other words, it is unlikely that the relationships discussed in the main
analysis simply reflect the definition of the generalized adherence outcome in terms of
the median effect associated with each study. The same general relationships emerge on
analyzing the studies in terms of the maximum impact on adherence achieved by each
study.
Tables H4a-c. Alternate classification scheme for numbers of QI strategies per intervention

The main analysis showed a benefit for intervention with at least 2 QI strategies
compared to single-faceted ones. Since this finding relates to one of our a priori
hypotheses (that multi-faceted interventions achieve greater impact than single faceted
ones), we further explored this question by reclassifying each intervention using a
scheme similar to that used by other authors, in which major subtypes are regarded as
their own category. Specifically, we replaced the broad category of provider education
with separate categories for workshops or meeting, educational outreach or academic
detailing, and distribution of educational materials. Similarly, we promoted disease
management, team or personnel changes, and changes to the existing medical record
system to their own categories, rather than pooling them within the broad category of
organizational change.
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Table H1a. Association between maximum improvements in provider adherence† and type of quality
improvement strategy stratified by study sample size (median adherence included for comparison)
Median
Improvement
in clinician
adherence

Maximum Improvement in provider adherence
[inter-quartile range]
N=Number of trials

[inter-quartile
range]
N=Number of
trials

All QI types

Provider
Education

Provider
Reminders

Facilitated
relay

Patient
Education

Selfmanagement

Patient
reminders

All Trials

All Trials

Trials with
sample size in
lowest quartile

Trials with
sample size in
lower 2
quartiles

Trials with
sample size in
upper 2
quartiles

Trials with
sample size in
highest
quartile

4.8

11.6

21.8

25.9

11.0

10.8

[3.8, 15.0]

[7.0, 23.7]

[21.4,30.9]

[21.2,37.5]

[6.5,13.5]

[6.5,12.6]

N=17

N=17

N=3

N=6

N=11

N=8

5.6

21.8

21.8

30.0

11.3

11.3

[4.15, 17.2]

[11.3,28.5]

[21.4,30.9]

[21.8,40.0]

[11.0,2.07]

[10.9,14.6]

N=11

N=11

N=3

N=5

N=6

N=4

3.4

11.0

----

----

11.0

13.0

[2.2, 3.6]

[10.8,13.2]

[10.8,13.2]

[10.5,15.4]

N=3

N=3

N=0

N=0

N=3

N=2

4.85

4.85

----

4.85

----

----

----

----

N=1

N=1

N=0

N=1

N=0

N=0

4.9

6.0

40.0

22.4

6.0

----

[4.7, 5.4]

[5.4,23.0]

----

[4.9,40.0]

----

N=3

N=3

N=1

N=2

N=1

N=0

6.0

6.0

----

----

6.0

----

----

----

N=1

N=1

2.8

----

---N=0

N=1

N=0

9.0

9.0

7.0

[1.0,4.5]

[7.0,11.0]

[7.0,11.0]

----

N=2

N=2

N=2

N=1

N=0
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N=0

N=0

Table H1a. Association between maximum improvements in provider adherence† and type of quality
improvement strategy stratified by study sample size (median adherence included for comparison) (continued)
Audit &
feedback

Organizational
Change

5.6

15.4

21.8

31.8

11.6

11.6

[3.4, 16.4]

[11.0,23.7]

----

[21.8,41.7]

[11.0,19.6]

[11.0,15.4]

N=9

N=9

N=1

N=2

N=7

N=5

4.7

6.5

4.9

17.4

6.5

6.0

[4.1, 5.7]

[5.3,10.0]

----

[4.9,30.0]

[5.8,8.0]

[5.0,7.0]

N=6

N=6

N=1

N=2

N=4

N=2

†

For each study, the general provider adherence outcome captured the adherence outcome with the median effect size reported by
that study. In this set of appendix tables, we show the results obtained if, instead of taking the outcome with median effect, one
selects the outcome with maximum effect (i.e., the outcome for which the intervention group showed the greatest increase in
adherence above any increases in the control group).

*

When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated 25th and 75th percentiles.
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Table H1b. Associations between improvements in glycemic control and provider adherence stratified by trial
design (median adherence included for comparison)
Median Improvement in provider adherence

Maximum Improvement in provider adherence

*

All QI types

Provider
Education

Provider
Reminders

Facilitated
relay

Patient
Education

Selfmanagement

Patient
reminders

Audit &
feedback

Organizational
Change

[inter-quartile range ]

[inter-quartile range*]

N=Number of trials

N=Number of trials

All Trials

RCT

Non-RCT†

All Trials

RCT

Non-RCT†

4.9

4.5

18.0

11.6

11.0

30.0

[3.8, 15.0]

[3.5, 5.4]

[17.2, 21.0]

[7.0,23.7]

[6.3,19.6]

[28.5,35.9]

N=17

N=14

N=3

N=17

N=14

N=3

5.6

4.8

18.0

21.8

16.3

30.0

[4.2, 17.2]

[3.1,8.0]

[17.2, 21.0]

[11.3,28.5]

[11.0,22.3]

[28.5,35.9]

N=11

N=8

N=3

N=11

N=8

N=3

3.4

3.4

----

11.0

11.0

----

[2.2, 3.6]

[2.2, 3.6]

[10.8,13.2]

[10.8,13.2]

N=3

N=3

N=0

N=3

N=3

N=0

4.9

4.9

----

4.85

4.85

----

----

----

----

----

N=1

N=1

N=0

N=1

N=1

N=0

4.9

4.9

----

6.0

6.0

----

[4.7, 5.4]

[4.7, 5.4]

[5.4,23.0]

[5.4,23.0]

N=3

N=3

N=0

N=3

N=3

N=0

6.0

6.0

----

6.0

6.0

----

----

----

----

----

N=1

N=1

N=0

N=1

N=1

N=0

2.8

2.8

----

9.0

9.0

----

[1.0,4.5]

[1.0, 4.5]

[7.0,11.0]

[7.0,11.0]

N=2

N=2

N=0

N=2

N=2

N=0

5.6

5.0

20.2

15.4

11.6

34.3

[3.4, 16.4]

[3.2, 10.3]

[16.4,23.9]

[11.0,23.7]

[11.0,18.6]

[26.9,41.7]

N=9

N=7

N=2*

N=9

N=7

N=2*

4.7

4.5

18.0

6.5

6.0

30.0

[4.1, 5.7]

[4.0, 4.9]

----

[5.3,10.0]

[5.0,7.0]

----

N=6

N=5

N=1

N=6

N=5

N=1

*

When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated inter-quartile range.

†

Non-RCT included 16 controlled before-after studies and 1 quasi-randomized trial.
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Table H1c. Impacts on glycemic control and provider adherence stratified by trial design and sample size
(median adherence included for comparison)

Median
Improvement
in provider
adherence
(%)

All trial
designs

[inter-quartile
†
range ]
N=Number of
trials

RCTs

Non-RCTs

Maximum
Improvement
in provider
adherence
(%)

All trial
designs

[inter-quartile
†
range ]
N=Number of
trials

RCTs

Non-RCTs

All sizes

Trials with
sample size
in lowest
quartile

Trials with
sample size
in lower 2
quartiles

Trials with
sample size
in upper 2
quartiles

Trials with
sample size
in highest
quartile

4.8

4.5

10.6

4.5

4.2

[3.8, 15.0]

[2.8, 11.4]

[4.6, 17.6]

[3.6, 5.8]

[3.7, 5.2]

N=17

N=3

N=6

N=11

N=8

4.5

4.5

4.7

4.3

[3.5,5.5]

[2.8,11.4]

[3.6,8.2]

[3.5,5.5]

N=14

N=3

N=4

N=10

18.0

17.2

23.9

[17.2,21.0]

[16.4,18.0]

----

4.3
[3.7,5.2]
N=8

N=0

N=3

N=0

N=2

N=1

11.6

21.8

25.9

11.0

10.8

[7.0, 23.7]

[21.4,30.9]

[21.2,37.5]

[6.5,13.5]

[6.5,12.6]

N=17

N=3

N=6

N=11

N=8

11.0

21.8

21.4

10.8

[6.3,19.6]

[21.4,30.9]

[17.0,26.4]

[6.3,11.5]

N=14

N=3

N=4

N=10

30.0

35.9

26.9

[28.5,35.9]

[30.0,41.7]

----

N=2

N=1

N=3

N=0
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10.8
[6.5,12.6]
N=8

N=0

Table H2a. Association between improvement in provider adherence and number of QI strategies stratified by
study sample size (median adherence included for comparison)
Number of QI
Strategies

Median
Improvement
in Provider
Adherence (%)

Maximum Improvement in Provider Adherence (%)
[inter-quartile range]
N=Number of trials

[inter-quartile
range]
N=Number of
trials

Any number
(for
comparison
purposes)
1 strategy
only

≥ 2 strategies

≥ 3 strategies

≥ 4 strategies

5 strategies *

All Trials

All Trials

Trials with
sample size in
lowest quartile

Trials with
sample size in
lower 2
quartiles

Trials with
sample size in
upper 2
quartiles

Trials with
sample size in
highest
quartile

4.8

11.6

21.8

25.9

11.0

10.8

[3.8, 15.0]

[7.0, 23.7]

[21.4,30.9]

[21.2,37.5]

[6.5,13.5]

[6.5,12.6]

N=17

N=17

N=3

N=6

N=11

N=8

3.0

5.0

21.0

21.0

4.5

4.5

[2.0,3.5]

[4.5,13.0]

----

----

[4.0,5.0]

[4.0,5.0]

N=3

N=3

N=1

N=1

N=2

N=2

5.3

13.5

30.9

30.0

11.0

11.3

[4.5,16.1]

[10.6,26.1]

[21.8,40.0]

[21.8,40.0]

[10.5,15.4]

[10.6,14.5]

N=14

N=14

N=2

N=5

N=9

N=6

4.9

6.0

4.9

8.5

[2.9,5.4]

[5.4,8.5]

----

[6.0,11.0]

N=3

N=3

N=1

N=2

1.0

11.0

11.0

----

----

----

N=1

N=1

1.0

11.0

11.0

----

----

----

N=1

N=1

N=0

N=0

N=0

* No study involved an intervention with more than 5 QI types.
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N=0

N=0

N=1

N=1

N=0

N=0

N=0

Table H2b. Associations between number of quality improvement strategies and improvements in glycemic
control and provider adherence stratified by trial design
Median Reduction in HbA1c

Maximum Improvement in provider adherence

[inter-quartile range*]

[inter-quartile range*]

N=Number of trials

N=Number of trials

All Trials

RCT

Non-RCT†

All Trials

RCT

Non-RCT†

4.9

4.5

18.0

11.6

11.0

30.0

[3.8, 15.0]

[3.5, 5.4]

[17.2, 21.0]

[7.0,23.7]

[6.3,19.6]

[28.5,35.9]

purposes)

N=17

N=14

N=3

N=17

N=14

N=3

Single

3.0

3.0

5.0

5.0

[2.0,3.5]

[2.0,3.5]

[4.5,13.0]

[4.5,13.0]

N=3

N=3

N=0

N=3

N=3

N=0

5.3

4.9

18.0

13.5

11.0

30.0

[4.5,16.1]

[4.2,5.8]

[17.2,21.0]

[10.6,26.1]

[8.8,18.6]

[28.5,35.9]

N=14

N=11

N=3

N=14

N=11

N=3

4.9

4.9

6.0

6.0

[2.9, 5.4]

[2.9, 5.4]

[5.4,8.5]

[5.4,8.5]

N=3

N=3

N=3

N=3

1.0

1.0

11.0

11.0

----

----

----

----

N=1

N=1

N=1

N=1

1.0

1.0

11.0

11.0

----

----

----

----

N=1

N=1

N=1

N=1

Any number
(for
comparison

strategy only

≥ 2 strategies

≥ 3 strategies

≥ 4 strategies

5 strategies*

N=0

N=0

N=0

* No study involved an intervention with more than 5 QI types.
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N=0

N=0

N=0

Table H3a. Median and maximum improvements in provider adherence associated with specific
substrategies of organizational change stratified by study design

Type of

Median Reduction in HbA1c

Maximum Improvement in provider adherence

[inter-quartile range *]

[inter-quartile range]

N=Number of trials

N=Number of trials

All Trials

RCT

Non-RCT

All Trials

RCT

Non-RCT

4.85

4.5

18.0

11.6

11.0

30.0

[3.8,15.03]

[3.5,5.45]

[17.2,20.95]

[7.0,23.7]

[6.3,19.6]

[28.5,35.9]

N=17

N=14

N=3

N=17

N=14

N=3

4.7

4.5

18.0

6.5

6.0

30.0

[4.1,5.7]

[4.0,4.9]

----

[5.3,10.0]

[5.0,7.0]

----

N=6

N=5

N=1

N=6

N=5

N=1

5.0

4.5

20.2

21.0

15.4

34.3

[3.6,15.7]

[3.4,5.6]

[16.4,23.9]

[11.3,25.3]

[11.0,21.8]

[26.9,41.7]

N=11

N=9

N=2

N=11

N=9

N=2

4.9

4.9

4.9

4.9

----

----

----

----

N=1

N=1

N=0

N=1

N=1

N=0

4.8

4.5

18.0

13.5

11.0

30.0

[3.7,15.4]

[3.4,5.6]

[17.2,21.0]

[9.6,24.5]

[7.0,21.0]

[28.5,35.9]

N=16

N=13

N=3

N=16

N=13

N=3

management

4.5

4.3

18.0

7.0

6.5

30.0

(some other

[4.0,6.0]

[3.3,4.9]

----

[6.0,11.0]

[5.8,8.0]

----

organizational

N=5

N=4

N=1

N=5

N=4

N=1

organizational
change

All QI types

Any type of
organizational
change

No organizational
change

Disease/case
management

No disease/case
management

No disease/case

change present)
*

No study involved an intervention with more than 5 QI types.
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Table H3a. Median and maximum improvements in provider adherence associated with specific
substrategies of organizational change stratified by study design (continued)
12.0

6.0

18.0

18.0

6.0

30.0

[6.0,18.0]

----

----

[6.0,30.0]

----

----

N=2

N=1

N=1

N=2

N=1

N=1

4.5

4.5

20.2

11.6

11.0

34.3

[3.6,10.3]

[3.4,5.0]

[16.4,23.9]

[8.8,22.8]

[7.0,21.0]

[26.9,41.7]

N=15

N=13

N=2

N=15

N=13

N=2

changes

4.3

4.3

6.0

6.0

(some other

[3.3,4.6]

[3.3,4.6]

[5.0,8.0]

[5.0,8.0]

organizational

N=4

N=4

N=4

N=4

1.0

1.0

11.0

11.0

----

----

----

----

N=1

N=1

N=0

N=1

N=1

N=0

4.9

4.5

18.0

13.5

11.0

30.0

[4.0,15.4]

[3.8,5.6]

[17.2,21.0]

[16.8,24.5]

[6.0,21.0]

[28.5,35.9]

N=16

N=13

N=3

N=16

N=13

N=3

changes

4.9

4.7

18.0

6.0

5.5

30.0

(some other

[4.5,6.0]

[4.4,5.1]

----

[5.0,7.0]

[5.0,6.3]

----

organizational

N=5

N=4

N=1

N=5

N=4

N=1

Team/staffing
changes

No team/staffing
changes

No team/staffing

N=0

N=0

change present)

Medical record
changes

No medical record
changes

No medical record

change present)
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Table H3b. Median and maximum improvements in provider adherence associated with various roles for
clinical information systems
Maximum Improvement in provider

Median Reduction in HbA1c

adherence

[inter-quartile range *]

[inter-quartile range]

N=Number of trials

N=Number of trials
Type of clinical
information system

All Trials

RCT

Non-RCT

All Trials

RCT

Non-RCT

0.48

0.39

1.4

11.6

11.0

30.0

[0.20, 1.38]

[0.1,0.73]

[1.1,1.78]

[7.0,23.7]

[6.3,19.6]

[28.5,35.9]

N=38

N=28

N=10

N=17

N=14

N=3

0.9

0.4

1.4

7.0

7.0

----

[0.3,1.42]

[0.1,0.8]

[1.33,1.92]

[6.0,10.5]

[6.0,10.5]

N=20

N=12

N=8

N=5

N=5

N=0

0.35

0.3

0.53

21.4

11.6

30.0

[0.2,0.59]

[0.15,0.65]

[0.5,0.56]

[11.0,27.7]

[11.0,21.8]

[28.5,35.9]

N=18

N=16

N=2

N=12

N=9

N=3

0.35

0.1

1.4

6.0

6.0

----

[0.1,0.96]

[0.1,0.6]

----

[5.5,6.5]

[5.5,6.5]

N=6

N=5

N=1

N=3

N=3

N=0

0.48

0.4

1.4

18.2

11.6

30.0

[0.21,1.4]

[0.2,0.76]

[0.56,1.9]

[11.0,26.1]

[10.8,21.4]

[28.5,35.9]

N=32

N=23

N=9

N=14

N=11

N=3

1.25

0.41

1.40

13.0

13.0

----

[0.401.49]

[0.39,1.09]

[1.25,1.95]

[10.5,15.4]

[10.5,15.4]

N=14

N=7

N=7

N=2

N=2

(CIS)

All Trials

Any CIS

No CIS

Identification of
eligible participants

No identification of
eligible participants

No identification of
eligible participants
(some other role for
CIS present )

* When N=2, square brackets show the actual results of each study rather than interpolated inter-quartile range.
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N=0

Table H3b. Median and maximum improvements in provider adherence associated with various roles for
clinical information systems (continued)
Reminder system

No reminder system

No reminder system

0.71

0.4

1.95

10.5

10.5

[0.39,1.69]

[0.24,0.56]

[1.7,2.19]

[8.8,13.0]

[8.8,13.0]

N=11

N=7

N=4

N=3

N=3

N=0

0.47

0.3

0.98

16.3

11.0

30.0

[0.15,1.19]

[0.1,0.8]

[0.52,1.4]

[7.3,26.1]

[5.5,21.4]

[28.5,35.9]

N=27

N=21

N=6

N=14

N=11

N=3

1.08

0.60

1.40

5.5

5.5

----

[0.10,1.40]

[0.10,1.08]

[1.08,1.40]

[5.0,6.0]

[5.0,6.0]

N=9

N=5

N=4

N=2

N=2

N=0

1.1

0.24

1.99

13.0

13.0

----

[0.37,1.99]

[0.1,0.37]

[1.55,2.4]

[10.5,15.4]

[10.5,15.4]

N=5

N=2

N=3

N=2

N=2

N=0

0.47

0.4

1.4

11.6

11.0

30.0

[0.2,1.30]

[0.12,0.78]

[0.53,1.4]

[6.5,25.3]

[5.8,21.2]

[28.5,35.9]

N=33

N=26

N=7

N=15

N=12

N=3

0.71

0.51

1.40

6.0

6.0

----

[0.25,1.40]

[0.17,0.99]

[1.40,1.40]

[5.5,6.5]

[5.5,6.5]

N=15

N=10

N=5

N=3

N=3

N=0

1.4

0.8

1.4

15.4

15.4

----

[0.75,1.45]

[0.1,1.5]

----

----

----

N=3

N=2

N=1

N=1

N=1

N=0

0.47

0.39

1.4

11.3

11.0

30.0

[0.2,1.2]

[0.12,0.68]

[0.56,1.9]

[6.8,24.5]

[6.0,21.0]

[28.5,35.9]

N=35

N=26

N=9

N=16

N=13

N=3

----

(some other role for
CIS present )

Computerized
decision support
system (CDSS)

No CDSS

No CDSS
(some other role for
CIS present )

Audit system

No Audit system
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Table H3b. Median and maximum improvements in provider adherence associated with various roles for
clinical information systems (continued)
No Audit system
(some other role for
CIS present )

0.71

0.40

1.40

6.5

6.5

[0.37,1.40]

[0.17,0.68]

[1.25,1.95]

[5.8,7.9]

[5.8,7.9]

N=17

N=10

N=7

N=4

N=4
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----

N=0

Table H4a. Association between improvement in glycemic control and number of quality improvement
strategies stratified by study sample size, but with number of QI strategies including important
substrategies
Median Reduction in HbA1c
[inter-quartile range]
N=Number of trials
Number of QI
Strategies *

All Trials

Trials with
sample size in
lowest quartile

Trials with
sample size in
lower 2
quartiles

Trials with
sample size in
upper 2
quartiles

Trials with
sample size in
highest quartile

Any number of
strategies

0.48

1.35

0.80

0.21

0.10

[0.20, 1.38]

[0.60,1.48]

[0.41, 1.44]

[0.10, 0.60]

[0.10, 0.33]

N=38

N=10

N=19

N=19

N=10

0.00

-0.20 ^

0.15

0.00

0.00

[0.0,0.10]

----

[0.10,0.20]

[0.00,0.11]

[0.00,0.00]

N=5

N=1

N=2

N=3

N=2

0.60

1.40

1.08

0.34

0.15

[0.30, 1.40]

[0.71,1.50]

[0.47, 1.47]

[0.10, 0.73]

[0.10, 0.40]

N= 33

N=9

N=17

N=16

N=8

0.66

1.35

1.19

0.55

0.35

[0.33, 1. 40]

[1.15, 1.40]

[0.53, 1.40]

[0.20, 1.18]

[0.17, 0.53]

N=22

N=4

N=10

N=12

N=4

0.6

0.71

0.59

0.6

0.50

[0.41,1.1]

----

[0.43,0.99]

[0.4, 1.5]

[0.35,0.55]

N=13

N=1

N=6

N=7

N=3

0.71

0.71

0.71

0.85

0.40

[0.53,1.29]

----

[0.59,1.09]

[0.50,1.53]

[0.20,0.60]

N=7

N=1

N=3

N=4

N=2

1.09

0.71

1.09

[0.71,1.47]

- - --

[0.71,1.47]

N=2

N=1

N=2

N=0

N=0

1 strategy only

≥ 2 strategies

≥ 3 strategies

≥ 4 strategies

≥ 5 strategies

6 strategies*

†

* Under this alternate classification of the QI strategies, Five studies were still single-faceted, 1-5 but the median number of
strategies increased from two to three and the maximum number of strategies increased from five to six (seen in two
comparisons 6, 7).
^ All changes were standardized to reflect reductions. Thus, the negative sign here indicates an increase in serum HbA1c.
†

When N=2, the numbers in square brackets reflect the results for each of the two studies rather than the inter-quartile
range.
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Table H4b. Association between improvement in provider adherence and number of quality improvement
strategies stratified by study sample size, but with number of QI strategies including important subtypes*
Number of QI
Strategies

Median Improvement in Provider Adherence (%)
[inter-quartile range]
N=Number of trials

Any number (for
comparison
purposes)

1 strategy only

≥ 2 strategies

≥ 3 strategies

≥ 4 strategies

All Trials

Trials with
sample size in
lowest quartile

Trials with
sample size in
lower 2 quartiles

Trials with
sample size in
upper 2
quartiles

Trials with
sample size in
highest quartile

4.9

5.2

5.2

4.5

4.5

[3.8, 15.0]

[4.4, 8.8]

[4.1, 15.8]

[3.8, 6.0]

[4.0, 5.0]

N=17

N=4

N=8

N=9

N=5

3.0

3.0

3.0

4.0

4.0

[3.0,4.0]

----

----

----

----

N=2 ^

N=1

N=1

N=1

N=1

5.0

5.6

5.6

4.8

4.8

[4.2,15.7]

[5.2,12.0]

[4.7,16.7]

[3.7,8.6]

[4.2,8.3]

N=15

N=3

N=7

N=8

N=4

5.6

5.6

5.6

5.5

11.5

[4.7,16.5]

[5.2,12.0]

[4.7,16.7]

[4.0,9.0]

[5.0,18.0]

N=11

N=3

N=7

N=4

N=2

4.5

----

4.5

9.5

18.0

----

[1.0,18.0]

----

[2.8,11.3]

≥ 5 strategies

N=3

N=0

N=1

N=2

N=1

1.0

----

----

1.0

----

----

----

6 strategies

N=1

N=0

N=0

N=1

N=0

----

----

----

----

----

N=0

N=0

N=0

N=0

N=0

* Analogous to Table 5b, but with major substrategies within provider education and organizational change counted as
separate strategies. Specifically, the broad category of provider education has been replaced by three categories
(workshops or meetings, distribution of educational materials, and educational outreach) and organizational change has
been replaced by three strategies (disease or case management, changes to team structure or personnel, changes to
medical records system, and “other organizational change”).
^ When N=2, the numbers in square brackets reflect the results for each of the two studies rather than the inter-quartile
range.
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Table H4c. Associations between number of QI strategies and improvements in glycemic control and
provider adherence stratified by trial design, but with number of QI strategies including important subtypes
Median Reduction in HbA1c

Median Improvement in provider adherence

[inter-quartile range*]

[inter-quartile range*]

N=Number of trials

N=Number of trials

All Trials

RCT

Non-RCT†

All Trials

RCT

Non-RCT†

0.48

0.39

1.4

4.9

4.5

18.0

[0.20, 1.38]

[0.10, 0.73]

[0.70, 1.78]

[3.8, 15.0]

[3.5, 5.4]

[17.2, 21.0]

purposes)

N=38

N=28

N=10

N=17

N=14

N=3

1 strategy

0.00

0.00

----

3.0

3.0

----

[0.0,-0.1]

[0.0,-0.1]

[3.0,4.0]

[3.0,4.0]

N=5

N=5

N=0

N=2

N=2

N=0

0.60

0.41

1.4

5.0

4.7

18.0

[0.30, 1.40]

[0.25,0.94]

[0.7,1.78]

[4.2,15.7]

[3.7,5.7]

[17.2,21.0]

N= 33

N=23

N=10

N=15

N=12

N=3

0.66

0.44

1.4

5.6

5.0

21.0

[0.33, 1. 40]

[0.22,0.68]

[1.33,1.92]

[4.7,16.5]

[4.5,6.0]

[18.0,23.9]

N=22

N=14

N=8

N=11

N=9

N=2

0.6

0.47

1.5

4.5

2.8

18.0

[0.41,1.1]

[0.3,0.71]

[0.95,2.13]

[2.8,11.3]

[1.0,4.5]

----

N=13

N=9

N=4

N=3

N=2

N=1

0.71

0.6

1.95

1.0

1.0

----

[0.53,1.29]

[0.47,0.71]

[1.1,2.8]

----

----

N=7

N=5

N=2

N=1

N=1

N=0

1.09

1.09

----

----

----

----

[0.71,1.47]

[0.71,1.47]

N=2

N=2

N=0

N=0

N=0

N=0

Any number
(for
comparison

only

≥ 2 strategies

≥ 3 strategies

≥ 4 strategies

≥ 5 strategies

6 strategies
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